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Holland, the Town

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Where

Folks Really Live

Volume Number 58
Man By
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Name
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Joe
DAUGHTER that
Fish and Game
tho annual banquet oi

Takes
Daily Ice Bath
Fish

land

[

many

•

friends.

News

14TI1

Rhea, president of th * HolClub, states
the
Captain Vanden Bcra on Beaver club, is to be held Thursday night, Has His Regular Winter Swim in
February14th at the Masonic TemIsland May Be Unable to
Little Lake in Allegan County
ple banquet hall. One of the big
Reach Home
drawing cards, will be Walter HaoWe have heard much of freak
The death of Ruth E. Vanden tings, the officialphotographerof bathing m differentparts of the
the
Michigan
Conservation
comBerg, a daughter of Capt. and Mrs.
United States but not near Holland.
Harry Vanden Berg, 856 Harbor mission. He has a great lecture
ConneHy* 0* ‘Spring Lake, some
and
some
wonderful
pictures of
avenue, Grand Haven, occurred
years ago was one of these winter
life, fitting on an occaMonday at the Muskegon Sani- out-door
sion of this kind. Paid up mem- lake swimmers but we haven’t
torium, where she had been confined
bers are entitled to the banquet heard much along that line from
for over a year. Although h»r hosts
without charge, therefore the com- the ^concrete man lately. But
of friends and relatives realised her
mittee urges that all old members h«r,;we have a fellow by the name
conditionwas serious, few were pre- renew their membership and the Of P ish of Allegan County who
pared for her passing and deep sor- new ones come in. Membership takes his daily dip in what is
row has been expressedby the cards can be filledout at Deur au.l known as LitUe John Lake near the

HIS

Zwemer Hardware,

Items Taken From the Files of

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
A

fire

departmentwas organized

in Zeeland for the first time.

On

Diekemals
loss of one of such a splendidcharacter. She was an unusual patient
Named on Bell
and loved by those who came in conwith her.
Tele. Board
Word has been sent to her father,
tact.

twenty-fiveyears ago. A. F. Henken, formerly of the Netherlands,
is here to interest this city in a
project of that kind and at a meeting in Attorney A. Visscher’soffice
committeeswere appointed to go
into the matter. The churches also
took a hand. The following com-

Sunday, last, J. U. Schepers,
son of the late Rev. Schepers, was
married to Jennie Schaap, .second
daughter of Mr. C. Schaap of Fillmore. Mr. Schepers has built a fine mittees were appointed: A. C.
new house on his land two miles Rink, Ninth Street Church; James
A. Brouwer, Central Ave; Rev. D.
south of Holland.
R. Drukker. 14th Street Church
The people of North Holland are Rev. Seth Vander Werf, First Refixing the almost impassable roads formed; Prof. Henry Boers, Hope;

ist, has been lecturing on the streets
Littlejohn.There was plenty of ice I of Holland. He has now hired De
m the lake,
open only where the Grondwet Holland and will give
----- flow 'into ...
ice cold -springs
it. ..
He )ecture8 from time t() tjme>
was warm and full of vigor when he last lecture was given by Arie Van
took off his clothing and walked Doesburg on the subject "Socialism
through the snow into the icy water and What it Seeks to Accomplish."
without a shiver.He was in the ice
and water only a minute or two
James Wayer, who is to gradswam around the diving stand, then uate from the Western Theological
walked back to the little old shed Seminary in ^lay, has been exnearby, gave himself a brisk rub- tended a call to Ebenezer, south of
down, pulled on his clothes and Holland. Note: Rev. Wayer is now
struck the trail back to Allegan. pastor of the First Reformed
Last Friday the temperaturewas Church of Holland.
10 above.

^

----

Graduate From

Hope Murdered
WHEN STUDENT HERE EDITED
HOPE COLLEGE
ANCHOR
Was Missionary in

Arabia

Nearly Twelve Years
Holland was shocked Monday and
this was especially felt In Hope College and Seminary circles,when dispatches in the morning papers conveyed the news that Rev. Henry A.
Bilkert, a graduate of Hope, a stu-

dent at the Western Theological

C. VerSchure, Third Reformed; Seminary, who for twelve years has
Rev. Wm. Johnson, Grace Church; been a missionary to Arabia, wa«

James Whelan, St. Francis Cath- shot to death by a band of desert
olic; H. E. Hinze, German Luth- rovers.
eran; Jacob Fliemaq, First MethoAccording to dispatches which
dist; John Nies, Methodist Episco- have reached Holland, through the
ly. A general committee was com- nationalpress, Mr. Bilkert and Mr.
_ jsed of Mayor C. J. De Roo, Dr. Charles Crane of Chicago were in
). T. Bergen, A. Visscher, A. B. advance of a party who were
Bosnian and John J. Cappon.
making their way across the desert.
While this first hospitalventure
was a flat failure it planted the
thought nevertheless,and Holland
Hospital today no doubt is the outgrowth of this first attempt. The
hospial body was organizedand
this man, Henken, was placed at
the head. The hospital was started
in the old Boone residence that
stood on the site of the Holland
Armory but was later burned.
Henken, after a month, left the
hospitalfiat and in debt and that
was the end of the enterpriseuntil
several years later. Dr. Kremer’s
home on Twelfth Street and Central
Avenue was turned into a hospital
followedby the erectionof the fine
municipal hospitalon the hill.

Bm

Holland Since 1872

Nambtr 4

in Arab Desert

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

16th street,
Corner Hardware, Treasurer Van Harold Fish is like a fish, in water
to Holland. They went to work and
Dyke, at the Holland City Stau- winter or summer.
Bank and Superior and Ollies’ Every day all summer long Mr. filled up the holes with snow and
Spor‘ Shops.
Pish leaves his work at the brick- then threw pails full of water over
A new arrangementfor the com- yards near and goes to Littlejohn the fillings to settle it not alone,
ing fish banquet has been made. As for his daily swim. And when fall but so that the frost might make
a rule every cover is taken when comes and other bathers drop the it hard, and thus the road was made
level with very little labor. River
its spread is put on. This vear the pastime until summer comes again
gallery of the Masonic Temple will Pish keens right on— through Oc- and Eighth Street are even worse
also be thrown open so citizens tober, November, December, Jan- than this North road; now why
can at least listen to the program uary. He quit last week Saturday, can’t that be done in town. Note:
if banquet tickets are unavailable.not because the water was too chill, Hard to realize this conditionwith
The banquet is staged under the but because he became chilled be- paved streets and trunk lines, tracauspices of the Holand Game Club. cause of inadequate dressing room tors and ploughs of today.
formed Church and always was
facilities. But he says he intends
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
foremost in the societies there.
to resume when the weather modTODAY
During her confinement at the
erates a bit.
sanitorium she was visited by hosts
Last Friday, for example. Fish j Vernon F. King, Holland’ssocialof friendswho are saddened at the
walked briskly the 2 Mi miles to
She was bom at Macatawa Park,
Aug. 27. 1907, but spent most of her
school days in Grand Haven, graduating from the local high school in
1924. She would have graduated
from the Western State Teachers
College at Kalamazoo in 1927 had
her health permitted.
She was a great lover of nature
and the outdoors and excellentin
athletics.She spent much of her
time developing this Ulent and in
pursuing her love of the ooen. She
was a member of the First Re-

mstrsethre

Holland, Michigan., Thursday , January 24, 1929
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The News

PATROLMAN IN

WORN OUT LIGHTS CAUSE
RADIO INTERFERENCE

DAMAGE SUIT;
LIVELY CASE

Grand Haven Tribune:— The

search for radio interferencegoes
on by the city light department and
Grand
due to their diligencemany causes
of disturbance and annoyance to
local radio fans have been located
and remedied.

Among the peculiar cases for
poor reception is the electric light
bulb that is about shot. The wearing away of the Aliments causes
minute sparks to fly off and creates
a roaring in the radio no matter
whether it be a battery set or an
electric one. Two such cases were
definitelylocated with both types
of radio in use.
An insulator in the ornamental
lighting system in one section of
the city was changed and a decided
improvement noted among radio
users there. Although nothing was
discovered indicative of trouble in
the insulator, there was evidently
something not quite perfect and
hence the trouble.
Whereverthere

Upset

The $50,000damage suit brought
by Paul Shannon,ex-policeofficer
of Grand Rapids, against Jameftown township, is being watched

with

by many

interest

people

drawn to the Ottawa county court

iwwmtwtwoonniniiiiMBBiiiij

NO CAUSE FOR ACTION IN
WO.OOO DAMAGE SUIT |

_

Just as the Holland City

News

jroes to press the jury in the $50,-

000 Shannon-Jamestown damage
suit brought in a verdict of “no

*

cause for action.” The junr was
out an hour according to County
Cleri:

Wilds.

”

an arc of spark
radio room this week where the suit is
Charles R. Crane of Chicago, for- mechanism is the most delicate and being tried before Judge O. S.
mer American minister to China, search for disturbancehas added to
. ,
and Mr. Bilkert were in a closed
automobile in advance of the party the ^knowledge of experienced e^| 1927 ^n^n^utoro^S1
is

they mean trouble.The

Cr2?8’

p

^4nt

which was going from Basra to
Household appliancesrun by * comninions^r^Il'S’vl?.®
Koweit As they passed through
^d
fromCti
the desert scrub Mr. Crane noted electricityare among the most
common causes of trouble. The con- •
'wm the J
there were no horses or camels
town Bank when their car struck •
nections should be checked frenear. Irak shepherds had been
culvertand turned turtle. Shannon

X

00^

quently and not only the individual
warned of the approach of the raidwas seriously injured and spent
but those in the neighborhood,said
ing tribesmen and had hurried their
many weeks in a hospital.
Cornelius Wiessies,city electrician.
flocks to Zubeir, the last Irak town
The testimony Monday afternoon
on the edge of the desert.
and today showed Shannon to have

Capt. Harry Vanden Berg, who is
There was a sudden burst of rifle
Is Serving With Many Big Eastern
stationed at Beaver Island Coast
fire from the scrub and Mr. Bilkert
and Michigan Business Heads
Guard Station.On account of the
ids force. He testifiedto riding with
slumped forward dead, a bullet J.
ice and weather conditions, he mav
two girls, “Gertrude” and -Goldie,”
liaviug entered his shoulder and hit
be unable to attend the funeral Burch Foraker, president of the
whom he had never met before. He
the spinil cord. Mr. Crane escaped
which has been arranged for Thurs- Michigan Bell Telephone Company
said he had been married, divorced
injury.
Is
day at 1:30 p. m. from the home today announced the election of
and remarried but neither girl was
A second automobile carrying J.
his wife. He said they had been
and at 2:00 p. m. from the First Oscar Webber as a member of the
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
O. Crane, a brother of Charles R.
driving since 10:00 a. m. that day
Reformed Church. James DeKieu, company’sboard of directors.Mr.
Crane, and Charles Jones, a valet,
and the accident occurred at 3:00
her fiance, who lives at Pittsburgh, Webber is vice president and genThe Tappan Shoe Co. was organ- was not hit by any of the bullets.
P- m.
eral manager of the J. L. Hudson
Pa., will arrive for the funeral.
ized
and
a
building
built
on
the
The Royal Neighborswere orAs the cars sped away from the MANAGER DUHRKOPF TELLS
Savs
a
friend
who
knows
Fish:
To the accusationsof severalwitBesides her parents, the deceased Company and has for many years
OF
BUILDING
PROGRAM
extreme
west
end
of Twelfth Street scene occupants of the second car,
ganized
Thursday,
Jan.
21,
1904,
in
"Harold is a great lover of the
nesfles that he had said that was the
is survived by three sisters. Mrs. been prominent in Detroit business
Note:— The building is still there which was open, saw about a dozen
Woodman
Hall,
by
Miss
Porter
of
ALREADY
STARTED
outdoors— the water especially, and
third time they had been in the ditch
Frank DuShane, Esther and Harriet and financial circles.
but the enterpriseproved a failure. armed Wahabis on horseback.These
he is a great lover of health and Grand Rapids.
that day and other statements as to
Vanden Berg and one brother, John ( The board of the Michigan Bell
tribesmen gave chase to the Ameriseeks
it constantly.He lives sanely
There is to be quite a change in wild driving he maintainedutter
L. Vanden Berg. Burial will be in Telephone Company is made up of
John Pauels, Holland’s first cans but were soon outdistanced.
Prof.* O. S. Reinold, formerly
in order that his days may be many
one of Holland's large down-town ignorance, claimingthe party to
Mr. Foraker, Mr. Webber, Frank
Lake Forest Cemetery.
principal of Holland Schools, is now miller, died at the age of 94 years.
The Wahabis nominally are under
—with every day a happy day. He
The Vanden Bergs formerly came W. Blair, president of the Union
very successfullyengaged in edu- He was the head miller at the the sway of Ibn Saud and their bor- stores. The J. C. Penney Co., oc- have been drivingnormally and that
is Past 40 in years. He is 20 in snirit
from Holland. Mr.* and Mrs. John Trust Company; Emory W. Clark,
cational work for Uncle Sam in the Pluggers Mill, located on the site der raidf have been a source of cupying the Walsh building, on the the cause of the accidentwas strikVanden Berg are the narents of chairmanof the board of the First and in activity. He works hard day Philippines.He is expected home now occupied by the West Mich- trouble to the Britishgovernment, corner of Eighth street and College ing loose gravel.
or night, in summer, keeping the
Gerrit Yntema, supervisor from
igair Furniture Co. He was also a which holds a mandate over the avenue, through their manager,
Capt. Vanden Berg and William C. National Bank in Detroit; former
in May.
fires burning in the big kilns at the
Great Lakes Captain, sailing out of kingdom of Irak. Last March tanks, Frank Duhrkonf, states that the Jamestown, and Henry B. Selig,
“Vandie” and Ben are brothers. Mr. Ufiited States Congressman,Gerrit
brickyards. He eats sanely and regThe following High School stu- this port. The late Otto Pauels and armored cars and airplanes were company has already started with highway commissioner,were the
Vanden Berg enlistedin the Coast J. Diekema, of Holland, Michigan;
a $9000 remodeling program which
Guard service at Holland many Fred J. Fisher, vice president of ularly at all times. He is method- dents have entered the oratorical Tony Pauels were sons.
concentratedalong the frontier is to give considerableadded floor first witnessescalled. Both testified
years ago.
to the condition of the road and
the General Motors Corporation ical in all things. During the win- tfbntest:Ray Hadden, Sears Me
when it was rumored the desert
The MarquetteClub of Holland tribes were about to launch a jehad spaefe to the J. C. Penney emporium.
and presidentof Fisher & Company, ter months he reads and studies, Lean, Tom Robinson, Roy Heath,
had been
not because he hos to. but for pure
The company is now occuylng the built £
that spring.
named the followingofficers: Pres.,
Inc.; Walter S. Gifford, New York,
; Xisra Hooper and Gertrude Brower.
AIRPLANE STORIES
°rJJdy war" a gainst tribes in the ground door but the change will
J. Kooks of Grand Rappresident of the American Tele* Held in March Dick Boter; Vice Pres., A. H. Land- British mandated tqyritories.Ef- also include the second floor, now idsDr.toldJohn
WERE NOT CONFIRMED phone
the Jury the story of Shan& Telegraph Company; Banand the winner is to represent the wehr; Secy., Jake Van Putten, Jr; forts to settle questionsconcerning
his lounging room at the hrickvards
used
for
apartments.
The
small
Treas., Tom Robinson. The Execunon s sufferingin the hospital.He
croft Gherardi, New York, vice
school in the district
the border by diplomacy failed last
Reports were abroad today that president, American Telephone & he alwavs has a pile of the better
The
following directors 'were tive committee:Jack De Pree, Dr. August and since then various bases one-story buildingat the rear will introduced X-ray pictures of the
sort of books.”
be built up to the full height of the
on airplane would be sent through Telegraph Company; Dudley E.
man’s back and later Shannon
elected at the annual First State A. Knooihuizen, B. P. Donnelly.
Fish spent four vears recently Bank election:<1. J. Diekema, Dr.- House committee: Fred Tilt, Chris for the defense of the Irak frontier building. The remodeled building
fhc Coast Guard headquartersto Waters, Grand Rapids,’ presidentof
have been established.
will also contain a baiconv which
studying
foreign
lan<map*<i.
At
bring Harry Vanden Berg, captain the Grand Rapids National Bank;
J. W. Beardslee, Jan W. Bosnian. Becker, Adrian Van Putten. AuditAuthorities believe that the killof the Beaver Island crew, to at- G. M. Welch, vice president and oresent he is mastering Hebrew Dr. Henry Krcmers, G. W. Mokema, ing committee: August Heuer, Mr. mg of Bilkertwas a mistake on the will not only be convenientbut will
The case promiies to be a hani.
add to the beauty of the interior fougnt one with the plaintiff bringtend the funeral here of. his daugh- general manager of the Michigan for he wants to read the old testa- J)r. G. J. Kollen, J. W. Garvelink, Stebbins, Otto Kramer. Note:
part
of
the
tribe.
That
they
miswhen tho upper and lower floors ing on witnesseswho will take until
ter, the late Miss Ruth Vanden Bell Telephone Company; and ment in the orimnal. He has mas- and Wm. J. Garrod. Note:— Time This was Holland's first luncheon
took the party they were to
will be connected up into one large
Berg, Grand Haven. This was de- Walter T. Mizner, secretary and tered Spanish. French, Italian and has made inroads on this group. Mr. club, with rooms on the third floor lay in their ambuscade.
Wednesday night to finish the case,
room.
nied by Commander W. M. Wolff treasurer,Michigan Bell Telephone severalother languages. In each of Diekema is the only one of these of the Sentinel Building. Since that
the attorneys, Irving Smith and
State
department
records
at
these he has studied and enjoyed
here.
The present floor space is 38 by
the Exchange, Rotary and Lions Washington, D. C., show that Rev.
Company.
living today.
Mrs. Vanden Berg had a message
have been organized and the Mar- Henry A. Bilkert, a missionary of 104. This will be augmented by a fhought* Dtnh0f ^ 0r#nd IUp,d8’
Mr. Webber succeeds Frank L. some of the classics. It is the only
balcony 82 by 38 feet and the secfrom her husband today saying he Curtis, assistantsecretary of the wav. he savs. of getting the most
Holland began to talk hospital quette Club has passed out.
The defense is being handled by
the Reformed Church in America, ond floor will measure 88 by 60
had tried to get away and had Michigan Bell, as a member of the and best of the finest literature
had registeredat the American con- feet. All of this space will be de- Watema, TenCate and Kollen of
from the original.
walked six miles over the ice in board.
Holland. They, too, have a large
W27tC
*n September, voted to merchandise.
Harold Fish is the student who CONNELLY "BIG DOG’ WITH
hopes of getting to a boat. With
number of witnesses who will probBREAKING
QUARANTINE
A
the storm last night his hopes of
The contract for the work has ab y string out the case during the
HOLLAND MOTHER PUT ON some 20 years ago went to Ann
LINDBERGH
He gave his birthplaceas KalaSERIOUS OFFENSE
making the trip vanished.
Arbor and showed Alexander Zebeen given to Van Dyke and Volk- balance of the week.
PROBATION TERMS
mazoo, Mich. He left the United
wit. mathematicsnrofessor,a new
ers and the cost of the change will
Mrs. Margaret Corey, of Grand States in September, 1924, and has not be less than $9,000.00
Mrs. Clara Wood Rosendahl of way of. proving the Pvthagorean
GIRLS RIDING WITH GRAND
been
assigned at Basra since OcHaven, was arrested
the city
The Penney store first came to
Holland was put on probation Fri- proposition.He was keen in
RAPIDS OFFICERS TAKE
tober of that year.
police on a charge of breaking
Holland in August of 1922 in a loday by Judge James J. Danhof. mathematical suhiects
STAND
The state department had re- cation on the site of the present
tractedattention.Alwavs a student1 "aUP^ recngniUon. He mow nos- quarantine and was arraigned in
She was charged with gross neglect
ceived no official advices of the
De Vries and Dornbos building.
ra Justice C. E. Burr's court, where
of her five-year-old child, William and a delver into deeper things he “f“S
Grand Haven Trib.— The plainkilling of the minister,but it re,or la""ch'"K the '““I am- she waived examination. She was
The Holland manager states that tiff in the damage suit against
J. Wood. The baby was born of keeps young and fit, mentally and'
ceived news of his death from the
bound over to CircuitCourt where
P0^’
the enlargment was imperative and Jamestown Township rested about
another marriage and the stepThe document is of more than she will appear on Monday. She office of Charles R. Crane, of New because of the rapid growth of the 11:30 A. M. today after calling
If it is true that a busv mind in
father
was
found
to
have
treated
One Holland Property Owner Must
usual
significance
because
it
is was placed on a $2,000 bail which York, former minister to China.
the child kindly. Several witnesses a healthy body means happiness
Pty $2,000 For His Share
The department has cabled to business and not only will there about a dozen witnessesto the
signed by none other than Charles was not furnished.
testified as to the cruelty of the this interesting man knows few
AmericanConsul John Randolph at be a larger stock in the completed stand to toll the lory of the condiA. Lindbergh, greatest aviator of
melancholy moments.
building,but a larger sales force tion of the road and the details
No objectionswere submitted at mother.
Bagdad for information.
them all. Harry F. Guggenheim is
to meet the public. He states that ii Jssi to the acci<l®|R on June
A marriagelicense has been isa hearing on benefitsand appor- COOPERS VILLE GETS A
Mr.
Bilkert
is
well
known
in
Holthe other officialof the Guggenheim
RABBIT SEASON
the change will not only give an 14, 1927, in which Paul Shannon
sued in Kent county for Gerrit Vantionments, Dist. No. 17, known as
DEPOT DIRT
Fund for the Promotionof Aero- DenHeuvel,Holland, 56; Elizabeth land, spending nearly eight years of opportunityto show "oods to better was seriously injuredand for which
CLOSES LAST DAY
the TennesseeBeach project,held
his college life in this city.
nautics
who
signed
the
certificate.
advantage, but will be more con- he is endeavoring to collect $60,000
OF THIS MONTH
DeGraaf, Grand Rapids, 45.
at the Getz Farm Friday by the
He became . especially well ac- venient
The villageof Coopersvillc now
The Harbor Commission recomto the buying public and from the township. . ,
Ottawa County Road Commission. owns the interurban station and Definite figures covering the Mich- mended the honors for Connelly by
quainted in Holland since he conto the sales force as well. A new
Thomas Shannon, father of the
igan cottontailkill for the season
ge
The project will go through as one
tributed Hope College and Seminfreight warehouse property on its which closes in both peninsulasJan. unanimousvote. He was chairman
suffered a broken leg and several ary news, both to the Holland Daily steam heating system will be in- plaintiff, and Elton, his brother,
of the early spring jobs of the commain street. Property of the road 31 are not availableat the Depart- of that body and the air committee fractured ribs today when she was
stalled, the lightingwill be re-ar- testifiedto examining the road
*
Sentinel and the Holland City News,
all along the line was bid in by W. ment of Conservationoffices in /if the Chamber of Commerce and
knocked down by a car driven by and he was connected with the Hope ranged and brought up to the min- and culvert immediately after the
Although B. P. Donnelly, who
did mqst of the work in bringing
ute. In fact the J. C. Penney’s accident. William L/ Culver and G.
owns a large strip of Big Lake M. Connelly of Grand Haven, and Lansing, according to George R. the project to a successfulconclu- Jhn Kievit.
College Anchor as assistanteditor store is to be a model of its kind. Stelle, Grand Rapids real estate
others for the state. The question Hogarth, conesrvationdirector. Reproperty north of Lakewood Farm,
and in this newspaper capacity, the
then arose who owned the property ports, he said, seening in from time sion.
men testified to having a similar
will’ have to pay $2,000 in taxes,
The certificate was presented at SEAL OF APPROVAL ON GAS writer of this article became inti- PETER VEREEKE
accidenta few days previous to the
at Coopersvillc.County Clerk Wil- to time indicate the kill in all seche is so anxious to see the improveAPPLIANCES
mately
acquainted
with
Mr.
Bilkert.
a meeting of the port body last
spill in qustion. The steering
SELLS INTEREST
ment go through that he has made liam Wilds and others brought suit tions away from the thickly popuRev.
Henry
Bilkert,
son
of
Mrs.
Several matters of vital Imwas broken by the accident.
against the village to quit claim to lated centers,was large enough to
IN ZEELAND CONCERN
no attempt to suggest reapportionSafeguarding
the gas consumer. George Bilkert, Kalamazoo, has
portance came before the board but
"Goldie” and “Gertie” testified
ment He introduced the motion to title. The deed on record in Grand make the sport interesting.There no announcementwas made.
The American Gas Associationhas been a Reformed church missionary
to their part m the affair. They
Haven called for a reversionof the are now in the hands of Michigan
proceed with the formal requireZeeland Record/— During the firmly denied the allegationsthat
built a large labratoryin Cleveland in the Near East since 1917. He is
property
to
the
village
“for
park
hunters 305,000 small game liments. The final hearing will confor the sole use of testing the safe
father of four children,Mar- past week a change was made in the party had been a wild one or
GRAND HAVEN NEW GOLF ty and efficiency of gas appliances the
clude the preliminaries,
but no date purposes.” This was declared by censes,according to the best availgaret, 9; Monteith, 7, and twins, the personnel of one of Zeeland’s that the driving was reckless. They
those bringing suit to be indefinite, able figures, most of which will auhas been set yet.
COURSE ASSUMING FORM before they are placed on the mar- VirginiaRuth and Barbara Ann, 3. oldest business firms when Peter testified as to several matrimonial
The project includes three and but in Coopersvillcit was thought tomaticallycease to be of use with
ket.
His widow was Miss Anna Mon- Vereeke for many years associated ventures.Also that “Goldie” was
Work has been progressing at
with the firm of Van Hoven-Ver- driving at the time of the accident.
three-quarters miles of cement ’sufficientto establish a claim to the the closingof the cottontail season.
It is stated that 50. per cent of teith of Martin, Allegan county.
the Grand Haven Country Club the furnaces and water heaters,60
highway near the Getz Farm and property. The case was to have
The slain man was the only child eeke Company, sold his interests
grounds located adjacent to Hol- per cent of the space heaters and of the late George Bilkert and Mrs. in the company to his associates, LADY OBJECTjtro
skirts resort property in that sec- been heard in circuit court at
comb Hills, Shore Acres and High- 75 per cent of the gas ranges now Bilkert. He was born in Kalama- Messrs. Jacob, Leonard and Gilbert
tion. In some places a view of the Grand Haven but was settledout
COUNCIL ARTICLE
A
land Park just south of Sheldon
J. Van Hoven. The new company
lake will be had. It is a link in the of court by village authoritiesfor
produced bear the labratory’sseal zoo June, 24, 1892, and was gradthe
nominal
sum
of
$350.
The
road,
for
two
weeks
and
a
force
of
will be known as J. Van Hoven &
Scenic Highway which will evenMrs. Goldie Fox, 193 East Eighth
of approval.In all, 11,000 differ- uated from Kalamazoo Central
tuaBy stretch from Michigan^City property now belongs to the village
Although the tradition still men are being employed to take ent appliances have been so ap- High School in 1910 and from Sons and will continue doing busi- street, called at the office an<f obclings, the belief that the ground- out the shrubs,small trees and un- proved that it is expected that be- Hope College, Holland, Mich., in ness at the old stand on Main St, jected to an article headed “Who
near Maple, where they will co.v
Beach road and the Scenic Highway | ? community building. The build- hog emerged from his hole prompt- derbrush. This club was organized
E?01 Tu5erculosisPatient
fore another year has passed ap- 1914. He also attended the New
tinue in the line of hardware, heatat Muskegon are lines which will ing is a brick structure and would ly on February 2 each year has last fall for the benefit of summer
Bffl. Mrs. Fox contends that the
Brunswick
Theological
Seminary
at
pliances without the approval seal
ing plants and farm implements. David Alexander mentined aa a
cost several thousand dollars to been long disoroved. And now and local residents. The course will
form a part of this highway.
will be conspicuous and difficult New Brunswick, N. J., in 1915 and
Much interestwas evidenced in build.
Holland tubercular charge waa not
was graduated from Western Semicomes J. M. Nelson, who has made be ready for the opening in June. to market.
ZEELAND MUST WIN ONE
the developmentof the territory.
a brother but a nephew and that
a study of the little rodent,to tell
This is in line with the general nary in Holland in 1917. His wife ‘ MORE DEBATE TO GET A
There were 35 property owners ALLEGAN-OTTAWA GROUP
her father, the man in question at
us that many of the speciesdo not
Something of great importance to progress that is being made by the was a graduate of Martin High
PLACE
IN
ELIMINATIONS
present. Carl Bowen, county enHAS PROSPEROUS YEAR hibernate at all. Here is his ac- Ladies.— See Sec. 2— Page 2
the common council meeting had
school and KalamazooCollege.
j gas industry.
gineer, and William M. Connelly,
never been at the Allegan county
Mr. Bilkert in 1917 was sent to
count of their habits as published
The Zeeland High School debat- "poor farm” before he went to
The annual meeting of the Farmattended the meeting from Grand
Arabia, to learn the Arabian lanin the Farm Journal:
ing team must win one more con- Ann Arbor for treatment, but was
Haven and Austin Harrington, ers Mutual Fire Insurance Cp. of “There are some which burrow
guage and then was sent to Amara.
chairman of the County Board, pre- Allegan and Ottawa counties,was
From there he was sent to Bagdad. test before it is assured of a place placed' thereby AUegaTaliUtoritiS
into the soft earth along streams
sided.
held in Streeter’s opera-house, AlIn 1922 he came home on furlough in the elimination debates. This afterwards, and that she then took
and store their food for the winter
contest is scheduled for Saturday,
legan, Thursday. Charles Ellis, months. These are never seen
and two years later was returned January 26th, at 7:45 P. M. in tho him away from the place and
HOLLAND NEGRO IN TROUBLE Moline, was elected secretary to throughoutthe winter. They are
brought him to Holland.The Holto Basra.
200
high school assembly room. At land City News has not intentions
IN GRAND RAPIDS
succeed Gordon L. Hicks, Allegan, real hibernators. But there also
The first intimationDr. W. J. Van
that time Zeeland will meet Beld- of hurting the lady’s feelings but
who held the office 38 years, until
Kersen of Holland had of the
Harry Clark, 42, Negro, of Hol- his death, New Year’s day. Mrs. are groundhogswhich make their Detroit News: — Two hundred | increasingthe prices to 65 and 35 murder of Rev. Henry A. Bilkert, ing High School.
rather to show that if Alexander,
land demanded an examination Evert Mason, Miner Lake, was ap- homes in caves and sink-holesin barber shops have closed in the last • cents.
the parent, is an Allegan county
missionary of the Reformed church
eight
months
because
girls are letwhich
they
store
quantities
of
food.
Miller said a cost survey had been
TWO BASKETBALL GAMES
when arraigned before Judge Frank pointed assistant secretary and
charge,which seems to be the case,
in Arabia, came in a cablegram
They may be seen most any time ting their hair grow again.
conducted over a period of 60 days
TONIGHT-FRIDAYthen Allegan county should take
A. Hess in police rourt, Grand Rapwill be in charge of the office. here.
from
Rev.
John
Van
Ess,
in
Arabia,
Time was when the high school by the association.
during the winter, when the weathids late Tuesday afternoon on a
care of him. On the other hand,
Four directors elected are O. J. er is fair.
miss and the debutante, the young
"This survey,’’ he explained, saving “Bilkert shot and killed by Hope college and Holland High if it is shown that it is Holland’s
felonious assault charge. It was
Atwater, Wayland; M. C. McVean.
Ikhwan on route to Kuwait"
married
woman
and
grandmother
"The
groundhogs
along
riverg
ihool
basketball
squads
will
be
in
"showed
it
costs
the
barber
shop
alleged he slashed
man with
duty then this city should and is
The Ikhwan, Dr. Van Kersen ex- action on home courts Friday even- willing to take the responsibility.
whom he was fighting. He was Martin; Gale Dugan, Otsego, and often make winter homes in placet; took their seats in the barber chair owner 72 2-3 cents to sene eacn
Harm
Bouws, Laketown.
for
a
bob.
Now
75
per
cent
qf
the
customer. A shave costs the shop
which later are covered with water
held under $1,500 bait for hearing
iP*.wb€-n the collegianswill meet Both City Attorney McBride aqd
The annual report showed the for davs at a time. Sealed tunnels girls and women of Detroit are let- owner 30 to 31 cents and if it were (lammedanH“ fanatlCal *** °f
Albion five in Carnegiegym and City Clerk Peterson after reading
nex:
;
Dr.
Van
Kersen,
who
is
secretary
company to be in good financial and air chambers give protection ting their hair grow so they may not for the extras, massages and
Coach Bud Hinga’a squad will face the article, state that it was a corof the board of foreign missions of Bfenton Harbor High school five.
Holland police are holding John condition. There are 4,207 mem- and, while the water may be run- “do it up,” according to E. E. Gist,. the like, a shop could not operate.”
rect report of the proceedings of
the Reformed church, immediately
bers. J. C. Wiltenberg of Conklin.
Both teams are in excellent con- the common council Siting to the
Rezey, said to be wanted in Flint,
ning overhead, the groundhog will proprietor of a chain of barber Miller said the final decision of raistook steps to have the sad news con- dition for the games, although they
Ottawa
county,
is
president
and
shops.
ing the prices would be contingent
Kalamazoo and Battle Creek on
Alexander matter.
be enjoying his cache of food which
Other barbers had similar opin- on the approval of the master bar- veyed to Mr. Bilkert’s mother, in will meet strong opponents. Bencheck forging charges. He was ar- treasurer of the company and Will he was wise enough to store before
H. Dunn, Ganges township, Alle- he was shut off from the world.” ions Saturday. Some of the barbers bers at a meeting to be held soon. Kalamazoo. The dead missionary ton Harbor has frequently nosed
Bora
*
rested here this afternoon.
was her only child. Besides his out a victory over Holland High
gan county, is vice president.
attributedthe trend back to long
Gist, however, said his independmother, he is survived by his wife school in previous seasons, but
o
HOLLAND MARKETS
Grand Haven is going to the old hair to a new generation of high ent barber shops would continue to
Paul
The Holland Junior High school fashioned sleigh ride parties. Sev- school and college girls who had operate at the old prices and "make and four children in Basrah, Arabia. Hinga feels confident that the game
will
bo
close.
His
wife
was
formerly
Miss
Anna
• money.”
paid to farmers are: boys basketball team will nlay eral have already been had and never known long
Mrs. G. Van
was the
0
Monteith of Kalamazoo.
of honor at
Gist's announcement followed a* “Mr. Miller has been quoted as
$1.33 bu; rye, 90c; corn, Muskegon Junior high this after- more are scheduled for the future.
noon
at
4
o’clock
in
the
Senior
High
Mrs.
Tom
c: potatoes,40
statement by Fred Miller, secretary saying rentals are high,” Gist conJohn F. Van Anrooy, a former
_ 18 ton; butter- school gymnasium.
If there are any short comings of the Master Barbers Association,tinued, "but, instead, rentals of
Mead & Westrate, 15 West 8th Holland sunervisor,was unanimous- were
was
• 33c ‘
in the News this week, please ex- that the 200 shops had been forced seven of my shops are from 25 to
heifers, , Re?. Ha^y Hager, of Hope Col- cuse. for your editor has been
__laid to close and that others were losing 20 per cent less tnan they were two
services in the up at his home with illness for a money with the price of haircuts years ago while four other landChurch at Grand week
k but will be back 09. the job 50 cents and shaves at 25 cents. He lords are content to collect 10 per
said the associationwas considering cent of my gf bss receipts for Tent.”
within a few days
Event."— Adv.
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ALWAYS HIBERNATOR
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DR. 0. G. MINGLEDORFF
IS SPEAKER AT

HOLLAND Cmr NEWS

^

12 W. 8U1

OFFICE
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Term

Thursday

CAT

-

^Junius

$1.60 per year with a dis-

eount of .60 to tboae paying in ad-

Betie of advertisingmade known

open

application.

Entered as Second Gass Matter
at the post office at Holland, Mich.,

o

Oil wells owned by Holland folks
in Muskejron’s fields show signs of

under the act of Congress, March,

m

J.£ J5.V

Michigan Horses

EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS

The evangelisticmeetings which
opened at the Wesleyan Methodist
lurch last Sunday are beginning
with good interest
Dr. 0. G. Mingledorff of Blackshier, Georgia is bringingforce1 and spiritual message each
On Wednesday and Friday evenThe state legislators simply must ings he will speak especially to the
have their littlejunket, no matter young people. His subject for
what it costs the taxpayers.
these services will be, “What is
Man.” Everyone is cordially inOne thing' that cant be dropped vited to *11 the services. Services
too quicklyis a hot tip on the mar^ are being held each evening, exket.
cept Saturday, at 7:30.

1872)

V7.

on

water. Well, pour oil

-

HOLLAND FOLKS ENTERTAIN
CHILDREN WITH COASTING

the

troubled waters.

HOLLAND OTT NKWB

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Nies

enter-

tained many pupils of the LongDr. Nykerk definingincome tax: fellow school by allowing them to
“Why is it called an income tax coast the high hill at the Nies
when It really is an out go and an homestead accroas from the Holland
uncommonly painful oner’
Hospital.The hillside was made
Some of the leading farmers’ orcheerful with a blazing bonfire,
It’s nice to be rich. You can afkindled by Mr. Nies. There were
gtnisationsof the State announce
ford patent machines to reduce the
that they want the Legislature to tummy and make you nice and lean plenty of sleds and skies and hapchildrenand at the proper time
MMlder the problem of the town- like poor people.
r. and Mrs. Nies showed further
sr,
ifcip mads. This is a reasonablerehospitalitv by serving supper in the
Stenographersrush in where large
ge living
living room of t(heir home,
gnsst and should result in a longwives have to knock.
tn grate fir
p cheerfully.
needed highway improvement
After" the oudoor and indoor gathThese periodical campaigns
The township highway commis- against kissing are about the last ering, the happy youths were taken
home by Mr. Nies. iln the party
rioner’soffice is a survival from the word in utter futility.
were James Nies, Donna Dunlevy,
good old days of pure democracy
Too many men let their stomachs Huth Smith, Eugene Brown, Har«! horse-and-buggytransporta- instead of their consciences, be their old Hopkins, Donald McCoy, Lois
De Koster, Gertrude Dame, WilMan. In that primitive era when guides
Ham Gerritaen,Helena Streur,Jno.
fcses for the township highway
During
the
last year 1,390 visit- Grissen, Paul Greenbaum, Preston
haprorement invariablywere paid
g Americans have needed finan- Brown, Julia Brown, Dorthea De
by the taxpayers’ personal days’
Boer and the teacher Miss Stroassi stance in Paris. If one
walk with team and wagon and really must go broke, there is no wenjans.

HOW THE TOWNSHIP
ROADS

Rank Up With the

LOCOMOTIVE LEAVES TRACK
AT
A 1 nAflUL,lUl!
HAMILTON

Hope College Newt

left
Freight train No. 46 that
tlu
Holland at 6:30 Wednesday mornin
ing was derailed on the other
othc side
of Hamilton on the Allegan line.
PETER THE GREAT BRED BY The derailment was caused by the
to
snow and ice of the night before.
KAZOO MAN: McKINLEY OF Only
the locomotive left the track.
HOLLAND MENTIONED
Upon inveatgation,it was found
If Dr. Dimnent gives his conthat two wheels of the engine were sent, Hope’s Men’s Glee Club will
A recent Cleveland dispatch re- broken.
enjoy a trip this year, Manager
lating to fast horses, their records,
A tool train from Muskegon was Otto Yntema has been busy for
and that Michigan was a great sent to the scene and work was several weeks in preparation. He
state for race horsefleshappeared immediately startedputting the lohas not decided whether they are
in the nationalpress. The dispatch comotive back on the rails and reto go to the East or into the West,
states that Peter the Great, 2.07 M, pairing the damage. The schedule
in event the desired permiaaion is
great trotting race horse and the to Allegan and Hamiltonis again given.
most wonderful sire of trotters the complete.
The Manager states that this
world has seen, was bred by D. D.
year sees one of the best clubs in
Streeter of Kalamazoo.The sire of
school history and that the prosPeter the Great was the gray horse, WOMEN’S MISSION BOARD
pective tour has added new zest to
Pilot Medium, then owned by WalWILL MARK ANNIVERSARY the club’s practicesessions.Nichter Clark at Battle Creek.
olas Lanninp, president of the orTilly Brooke, 1:69, world chamganization,is also hopeful that Dr.
The
woman’s
board
of
foreign
pion race trotter, was bred at DroDimnent will consent.
misskms
in
the
Reformed
Church
more farm, St. Claire. The world’s
record, two-minutes, for a four- in America will celebrateits fiftyfourth anniversary next Monday. Hope Team Leads Campbell
year-old pacer, was made by WilIt was organized in 1875 as an auliam at Comstock Park track, Grand
Crew Throughout the
xiliary to the board of foreign misRapids, in 1914.
Whole Tilt
sions and in 1892 obtained its charCzzar Worthy, who holds the recter from the state of New York.
ord for the fastest heat by a geldIt was a far different Hope ColIts membership consists of 60
ing, 2.01 ^ , which is also the fastfrom all parts of the lege team which played at Alma
women
est second heat ever trotted, was
church, a majority from the vicin- last Friday evening than the Hope
bred by George W. Slaughter,then
ity of New York city, where all its five which lost to Hillsdalea few
at Pontiac and now of Ypsilanti.
business sessions are held. The nights previous,as the Orange and
Czar Worthy holds four world race
officers are: President, Mrs. De- Blue tossers took a 30-25 victory

Best

Country

records.

Santos, the mare that produced
Peter the Great, 2.07U and J. Malcom Forbes, 2:08, was bred by the
late S. A. Browne at Kalamazoo.
Holland ProducedMcKinley
/ McKinley,2.06%, raced so successfully by the Boone familv of
Holland, was a Michigan product,
a son of the old time trotter, George

Men’s Glee Club
Make Trip?

Buehler Bros.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

of

Holland

MEAT & GROCERY SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY

ONLY
Sugar Cured Picnic Hams [none better}-

Sugar Cured Bacon Squares ........
Choice Pork Roast ...................
Fancy Beef Kettle Roast (young beef)

.

•

Boiling Beef Plate Ribs

Fancy Dill Pickles,

a

doz.

Fresh Churned Creamery Butter ......
Heavy Spring Chickens, 4 to 5

lbs ......

Corn, Peas or Tomato’s a Can ................lie
Attention

Fanners!

We buy

Veal, Poultry

and

errs.

Government Inspected Meats.

—

Groceries of

National Repute.

outfit
Witt Knox; correspondingsecre- from the Campbell-coached

tary, Mrs. Eliza P. Cobb; treasur- on the Alma floor after leading the
The Place in Holland to Buy your
entire way. After a poor start in
er, Miss Anna F. Bacon.
Meats and Groceries
The function of the board is to the M. I. A. A. race, the Hope
send out single women missionaries courtsters showed that they were
to maintain the work for women not out of the running but can be
and children in the foreign field, considered a threat to any team
Inc.,
and to foster the foreign mission- desiringthe crown.
ary interestof these organizations
o
in the home churches.
jhovel, the township highway de- place like home.
We’re glad to see that some of
St. Clair.
GIFTS AND OFFICIAL
the fellows still possess hats. The
partment served its purpose to the
The
Great
American
pacing
INSTALLATION
FIGURES
The Bible, with 10,000,000copies
BY LATEST cold weather last week caused many
AT CRESCENT LODGE derby, worth $26,000 or more, the
Htisfactionof those who used the sold in 1928, continues to be best
worthy, shivering collegian to
richest stake for pacers, is raced
JAPINGA
BRINGS
HOLLAND adelve
seller.
But
more
people
ought
to
local roads.
into the far comers of his
annually at Recreation Park, KalaThe
installation
)of
officers
of
FAMILY’S TOTAL TO 35
try opening them.
closet, or into the depths of his
Bit the modem good roads moveCrescent Hive was a rather impres- mazoo.
for long discarded headgear.
mnt under the urge of million- Figures don’t lie. At least that is sive affair and was held at the Dolly Phoebe, grand dam of Az- Grand Rapids Press.— Louis Jap- trunk
Which only goes to prove that it’s
home of Ella Soper, West Eighth off, sire of the world champion
dsDar expenditureshas swept such what used to be said before income
inga who played his first season the weather that regulates our
tax blanks were a part of one’s street, Tuesday evening. Installing trotter, Peter Manning, 1.56%, was this year as a regular on Coach Bud
methods into the discard. State
lives. Now that going hatless is
officer was Mrs. Grace Barnum sired by HambletonianWilkes, a
life.
Hinga’s Holland High School grid- the accepted thinff to do, it will
highway projects supplemented by
with Mrs. Bell Haight as chaplain Michigan horse.
iron squad, has added another
Liked them young: The canni- and Mrs. Mae Ingham as mistress- The oldest member of the Grand sprig of laurel to the Japinga fam- soon become collegiate to cover the
seemly good-roads programs perhead once more. We crave someat-arms.
Mrs.
Mae
Hiler
as
comcircuit of harness racing is the
bal’s wife who said she couldn't
form their miracleswith equipment
ily athletic crown in being nominat- thing different, you know.
keep any kids around the house be- mander fittingly presented the in- Michigan city, Kalamazoo, which
nan-power,while for the most cause her husband was so fond of stalling officers with thoughtful to- gave its first meeting in that cir- ed to an all-state positionon Dick
Th« •autlful
kens of esteem, while Mrs. Grace cuit in 1908 and never has missed Remington’smythical eleven. Japthe township roads remain children.
Last Tuesday afternoon the deSee the Wonderful Falli Illuminatedwith 1,300,000,000 caadleinga
was
chosen
as
the
best
quarBarnum in turn presented Mrs. since.
bate eliminationswere held in the
power search lights. Alio the marvelous winter scenery
better than before.Exception
terback in the state, the first honor
Dogs and cats are all right, but Hiler with a suitablegift, reflectColumbia Avenue building. Those
Phoebe Wilkes, 2.08%, one of the
of
it*
kind
for
Holland
since
the
be made here and there for
goldfishmake better pets because ng the love and esteem in Which earliestof the trottersthat could
chosen to represent the negative
progressive townships and ex they don’t have fleas.
she is held. It goes without say- race in 2:10 or better, was bred in days of Franklin Cdfcpon.
were:
Louis
played
on
the
reserve
ing there were thanks all around Michigan.
Henry Bast, J. Coert Rylaarsil officialswho render eerFRIDAY and
February lit and 2nd
squad
two
years
ago
and
achieved
Not all of the “auto collision re- and the proceedings were enjoy- For more than a quarter of a cendam, Lawrence Vredevoogd, Henry
viee in keeping with the advanced
distinction
by
piloting
the
team
able.
Ticket*
on
sale
for
afternoon
and
evemngj
train* Friday, Feb.
pair work” is done by mechanics.
Noble, alternative.
tury the M. and M. stake of $10,000
ideas ef highway improvement of A great deal of it is taken care of
The following officers were in- was the most coveted prize which through a strenuous schedule with
1st, and all trains Saturday, February
This team will meet the affirmathe loss of only one game, to Musstalled: Com., Mae Hiler; P. Com.,
oar time.
by surgeons.
tive of Ypsilantithere on February
owners of trotterssought to win.
TRIP
Minnie Sargeant;Lieut. Com., It was raced for annually at De- kegon. He worked as a substitute 8.
iat even in the best localitiesthe
the next year and when he finally
Baseball hold-outa are warming Grace Barnum; Record Keeper, ViAlso, on the same date the Caltroit
For
Coach
Excursion Ticket
became a regular he plunged into
township system is a poor imitator up, verbally, but spring will not ola, Lewis; Chaplain, Belle Wilson;
o
vin College negative team will meet
the
game
with
a
dash
and
vigor
of the systems maintained by State really arrive until they begin wai- M. of A., Jennie Ver Schure; Serg.,
Slightly higher fare for tickets good in parlor or sleeping care.
which materiallyaided Holland Hope’s affirmativehere. The affirmElla Soper; Lieut., Mary Shaw; MRS. JOHN VANDERSLUIS
ative team has not been named, but
and county authority, while the di vering.
High
School
in
making
one
of
the
HAS HYMNAL OF 1847
Picket, Tfllie Oudman.
All Day Saturday and Sunday at the Falk
it will be chosen from the followrect taxes levied in the townships
best seasons on its record.
The expenditure of ten or eleven
ing:
RETURNING-Leave
Niagara Falls on regular trains up te midAthletic prowess is characteristThe annual banquet of the Suna)e felt as a much heavier burden million dollars every four years for
Donald Martin, William Kuyper,
night of Sunday, Februtry 3rd (tickets will be accepted returning
Mrs. John Vandersluis has an ic of the Japinga family. If all the
by the few who must pay them. a president is regarded by many day School teachers and officers of old hymnal dating back to General letters awarded the family players Nicholas Burggraaff, Jacob Felon,
on either Saturday or Sunday), and will be honored for ratura tia
as a waste of money in a country the Third Reformed church was
Buffalo, except will not be Mod on M. C. R R. Trains Noa. 18,
Synod
of 1847, which was used by were grouped there would be one Leonard Hogenboom.
Consequently in the great majority that has to spend $380,000,000
held Monday evening at 6:30 in the
17, 39 or 47. HALF RATE FOR CHILDREN.
for every letter of the alphabet and
ef eases the township highway year for candy.
church parlors with nearly a hun- her father, H. H. Vander Stoop,
a leader of the choir of the Fi
several to spare. By exact count
dred
attending.
Fred
Beeuwkes,
work is done inefficiently and ex
^InforrSSon and Tickets at Pere Marquette SUtion.
Reformed church of Grand Rapids there are 35, an average of about Alethean Society
If a squirrel has a sense of humor superintendentof the Sunday
travagantly. This is a problem in
nine for each of the four brothers.
it roust tickle him to see a hunter School, acted as toastmaster. The until he was 70 years old.
Elects Officers
which the agriculturalpopulation clap his hands to the place where program began with community The foreword in the book says in
Dick Japinga was awarded 15
letter* in three departmentin athsinging led by John Vander Sluis part:
is immediately interested. The in- another hunter’sshot went in.
The Aletheansocietyheld their
“It has ever been a principleof letics,baseball, basketballand footand Walter Groth also sang some
fluence of the farmers doubtless
HOLLAND WOMEN HAVE
very fine selections,accompanied the Church that no Psalms nor ball. He wa* honored with five semi-annual elections Thursday
evening.
The
following
officers
will prevail in the Legislature to
THEIR VIEWS ON
ng.
hymns
may
be
publicly
sung
in
the
letter*
by
Holland
High
school
and
by Miss GeraldineWalvoord. A
cho :
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT!
And a solution.
very able address was given by Reformed ProtestantDutch church- with 10 at Hope. He also starred were chosen
President— Edith McGilvra.
lev. John T. Mulder, of the West- es but such as are approved and as a pro with the Holland Furnaces
Vice President— Ann Koeman.
ern Theological seminary,on the recommended by the General Syn- and as a semi-pro With the Holland
TToTland Men a« Named.
Members of the Woman** LiterSecretary— Gertrude Benes.
subject, "The Responsibilityof the od. Previously to the American Independentsfor several seasons.
ary Club at its regular meeting
Treasurer—
Martha
Vandenberg.
Russell
Japinga
also
started
his
The Ottawa-AlleganCouncil
Sunday School Teacher.”
Revolution the psalmodv of chuch
Sergeant-at-Arms—
Ruth Ballard Tuesday listenedto an interesting
oBoy Scouts was awarded one of
embraced only the psalms of the career at Holland High school and
debate on the question of incorporWorking conditionsabroad. “A
three merit banners at the annual
Announcement was made of the Dutch language, usually bound up ranked among the best players on
ating capital punishment into the
wage survey just completed in meeting of region No. 7 in Chicago. marriageof Harold P. Du Mez of in the Bibles then In common use. its teams and followed his career
Michigan laws. Mrs. Gerrit J. DicAlConstantinopleis quite appropriate The district group has the largest Chicago, adopted son of Benj. Du After the Revolution,when it was with four seasons at Ho
kema took the affirmativeside and
ege,
he
co
representation
of
any
council
locatthough
still
attending
Mez of this city and Martha Cyrot- found necessary to Introduce Engwhen consideringforeign commodiMrs. Jay H. Den Herder the nega________
because of four
ed between 160 and 300 miles from ski of Minneapolis, Minn. The lish singing, the Rev. Dr. Living- now is ineligible
tive. No decision was rendered.
in
ties placed on the American marcounts
nine let... ----,
, ' marriage took place on January 2. ston compiled a book of Psalms and years of play. .He.....
“For Sale" and “For Rent”
ket and foreign labor as pitted George Mooi of Holland, headed
hymns in the English language, ters among his awards, four in
cards are sold at the News office,
football,
three
in
baseball
and
two
the
delegation
which
included
ChesBlack Lake and Spring Lake fish- which was published in 1789."
The Federation of Women’s Adult
against that of American."says
Bible classes of Holland will meet 32 W. 8th St.
The book differs from any used in basketball. Russ also played
the Republican Leader, Trenton, ter L. Beach of Holland, counci ing through the ice has been good,
On February 4 an “All-College” in the First Reformed church on
three seasons with Zeeland.
president;Richard Van Hoeven o: and both of these lakes have been
today, it being two books in one.
Nebraska, in a tariff discussion.
Harold, nicknamed Brute, is night is going to be held in Car- Friday, tonight, at 7:30 o’clock. FOR SALE-Good building lot on
Grand Haven, area commissioner; drawing a goodly number of Grand
About one third of the top of
“The survey showed girls of six Fred Reus of Grand Haven, member Rapids anglers during the last each page is cut away from the small, but alert. He is a hard and negie Gymnasium under the aus- Rev. H. Bouma, paster of the 14th
22nd street,near Van Raalte
heady player and secured his early pices of the athletic association, the
executiveboard; Anthony Kooiman week.— Grand Rapids Herald.
Avenue school. Inquire '
and seven years bending over emlower part of the page. p»e top training under Coach Hinga. He proceeds of which go entirely to street Christian Reformed church,
of Zeeland, councilman; William
will be the speaker. A large attend- . Holland City News.
part of each page contains the hasj just finishedhis thir
broidery frames making minute Meengs, assistantdistrict commisthird season the athletic association.A program ance is desired.
tunes with one set of words and
1 was giv- consisting of eight numbers is to
Hope’s grid squad and
cross stitches and hemstitching sioner; Benjamin Mulder of Holland
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS the lower part of each page conthe second be given, among which are a vocal
honorable mention on tl
Mouses. For this labor the wage assistant scoutmasterand F. J.
FOR SALE— SmaU 2-tub« R. C. A.
tains
songs
to
go
with
the
tunes
squad of the M. I. A. C. honor team selection by a male quartette, a SAUGATUCK PREPARES FOR
Geiger, also of Holland, scout exeRadio, with tubes, i. 614 Csoscale commences at* one cent per cutive. The banner awarded was
on
the
same
page
or
with
other He has been awarded nine letters, vocal solo by Miyo Tase, our brilORATORICAL
CONTEST
Con De Pree and wife to Oscar
tral Ave.
songs.
The
book
contains
some
hour. More than half of the chil- not expected nor worked for am R. Nvstrom and wife: Pt. SW%,
four at Holland High school and liant little Japanese student, a readhymns
still a favorite to this day,
Preparation is being made by the
ing by Oscar Hoelkeboer, an acfive at Hope.
Sec. 36, Park Twp.
dren working in cigarettefactories therefore was a tremendous su
and contains 428 pages.
The boys have
8-year-old cordion solo by Aaron Ungersma, school for the local contest in oraprise. Three banners were award
Est. Jacob Morren, Sr., dec’d. to
were found to be subnormalphyThe notice at the beginningof brother, Donald, now in fourth a vocal duet by the Misses Martha pupils of the Saugatuck High ALL KINDS OF HOUSES FOR
ed; one for councilsunder 160 miles Mary Lamer Morren: Lots 7 and 8,
sically and mentally. They wen one for councils from 160 to 300
the
book is signed by Thomas N. grade in the Holland schools. Don Barkema and Helen Van Eenennam tion and declamation._ The follow- SALE— Some are real bargains,
Buwalda’s Add., City of Zeeland.
also some for rent, K. Buurma,
Strong,
stated clerk of general aid has not yet taken athletics ser- and a comic play taken from ing seniors are writing orations:
working in the quarters with venti miles, and another for councils over
Harry Visscher and* wife to Ids
Phone 6688. *
300 miles. Mr. Chester Beach ga
May Miller etal: W. 35 ft, Lot 6, synod, and dated 1847, thus makh^ iously although he frequently plays Shakespearq’s"Mid - Summer’s Eunice Godfrey, Evelyn Moniqu*.
lation very bad. .. .
a very appropriate speech of i
Mountain Beach Add., Port Sheldon the hymnal over eighty years old. ball with his brothers. The broth- Nights Dream,” the cast of which Irene Reeks, Nina Howard and Ex“One hotel worker, a boy, was ceptance m behalf of the council.
ers, however are anxious to have is made up of senior boys. Let’s erard Thomas. From the lower FOR SALE-House for sale, $3500
Hqme has 5 rooms, full bath, full
I&t Engbertus, B. M. Westerhof A meeting of the Western Social hi mfollow in their tracks and every all show our real Hope spirit by classmen entries to win declamagiven to eat what was left on the Mr. Mooi, the delegation chairman,
basement, furnace,electric lights,
was
appointed secretary of the to Ralph Baas by Admr.: Pts. Lot conference was held Monday at effort will be made to have him attending. The price of admission tion are: Joy Taylor, Eleanor Konpatron’s plate. In one beauty parHope Reformed church 'attended share in the reputationachieved by will be 35c.
modern in every way except gas.
ing, Lucille Kelly, Mardelle Tavgroup oiscussion on organization 16 and Lot 1, Blk. 26, Holland.
lor a child worked 12 to 14 hours problems. His report at breakfast
$25.00 oer month covers monthly
lor, Roxie Mize and Ellen Smith.
Wm. P. Scott and wife to Gerrit by over 50 ministers and elders. the family.
o
payment), includinginterest, will
for a weekly wage of about 80 on Wednesday morning brought a Kramer: Lot 206. 207, 208, 209, 210, The sessions were addressed by Dr.
Grace Episcopal church is to hold
discount $1000 equity 5<F% .for
NOTICE OF REPUBLICAN
a rummage sale January 26th in
cents American money, while men’s great deal of praise for his clear 223 Jenison Park Plat, Park Two. T. D. Davidson,pastor of the
quick cash sale. Phone 5879.
COUNTY CONVENTION
and intelligent presentation
Thomas J. Venhuizenetal to Jno. church, and Dr. A. Pietersof Westthe
Guild
hall.
wages ranged from $46 to $48 per
council problems and policies.
Venhuizen: E%, NE%, Except Sec. ern Theologicalseminary. Dr. Dav- career as
_
o
month, and women’s from $12 to
The Ottawa County Republican
idson spoke on the prayer book Independents.He was a star in
21, Holland Twp.
HOLLAND HIGH HONOR
SALE— Purebred Holstein
Convention iwill be held
the
TREMENDOUS SEA PICTURE
Andrew P. Lamer, widower to controversy in England. Dr. Pie- the field in his day and was given
$20.
ROLL IS LARGE
bull calf. Dam’s record, 16,716
court house in the City of Grand
TO BE SHOWN AT THE
Abel Bulthuis:Pt. E%, W%, SE%, ters spoke on infant baptism. The the appellation of Glue Fingered
“All one has to do to believein
Haven on Wednwday, February pounds milk, 665 pounds butter.
COLONIAL THEATRE Sec. 13, Holland^ Twp.
ladies of the church prepared the Hank, oecause if the ball touched
Following is the honor roll for
a protectivetariff is to contrast
Also two yearling purebred heifM. for the
Borculo Creamery Co. to Joe C. dinner which was served at noon as his fingers, it was generallymi out. the third quarter at Holland High 6th, 1929 at 2:00
ers from high record cows. K«ppurpose of electing delegates to
this condition with that of the . The United States Navy at man- Wesseldykand wife: Pt. NE%, SE- part of the social hour.
The father is sure he would have
.
pel Bros., R. 6, Zeeland, Mich.
%, Sec. 24, Town 6NR, 15W, Olive
been a. winner of lettersif these All A’s: Alice Boter, Nella West- the Republican State Convention to
Twp.
had
been awarded in his day. “But rate, Annabelle Arnold, Edythe be held in the City of Lansur
inf— American ideals and the
The twenty-fifthannual banquet my boys have plenty of them and
Wednesday, February 20th, 19- HEAR REV. LEONARD DEVRIES
atre next week Monday,
Kf. Tuesday,
Dirk Grevengoed and wife to BerBoeve, Jean Bosman, Henry KleinAmerican home.
and Wednesday where “Submarine’ nard Rowan and wife: Lot 11, Blk. of the SaugatuckWomans club is that pleases me more than if I had heksel, Beatrice Vlsser, Evelyn and for the transaction of such
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST
is being shown. The early sequen
A., Cedar Flats Add. City of Hol- being held this everting at Lie- them myself," was his comment Den Uyl, Marion McCoy. Marguer- other business as may be properly
CHURCH
land’s hall. Mrs. D. A. Heath is when Louis was honored as an all
brought up before the convention.
ces were filmed aboard the U. S. S. land.
ite Oudemool, Alma Plakke, Helen
Cor. Pine and 19th Stmts
JUDGE CROSS CONTINUES
The RepublicanTownship and
Tern, one of the best mine sweepP. James Bor and wife etal to acting as toastmaster of the varied state player.
Sprietsma, Bernice Van Spyker,
Ward caucuses will be held in their
AS RED CROSS CHAIRMAN ers in the service. They show Jack Joseph White and wife: Lot 9, Bev- program which is being given,
-o
Evelyn Wierda. , „ ,
respected Townships and Wards or. FOR SALE — Exceptionallyfee
oHolt and Ralph Graves as petty erly Hills Sub. Holland.
Funeral services for the late Mrs.
4 A’s, other marks B: Leon WinThe work of organizing the Gar Francis Warner were held at 2 strom, Frank Visscher,Rose Witte- Saturday, January 26th, 1929 at
James Buys and wife etal to
At the annual meeting of the A1 officers at work dredging a Phillipwooded lot In the Bneey Beye
ines
harbor. Against a dramatic Peter Ver Plank: Lots 16, 17 and land Oil company has been started o’clock Tuesday afternoon from the veen, Jerold Faasen, Virginia Kooi- 8:00 P. M. for the purpose of electlegan County Red Cross society,..
.
and it is believed that it will be Nibbelink-Notier chapel with Rev. ker, Edgar Undwehr. Sherwood ing delegates to the Republican
held in this dtr, officerswere elect- background the picture illustrates 18, Highland Park Add. Zeeland.
addition, on the Holl— *-Zedttd
County Convention.
William J. Fenton and wife to completed in a few days. As was Arthur Maatman of the North Hol- Price, Elizabeth Szekely.
ed: Chairman, Judfe Orien S. Cross, how depth bombs are placed, divers
The
various
townships
and
announced
in
yesterday’s
Sentinel,
chairman, Mrs. Vol- ** work attaching buoys to the George Louwsma: Pt. Lot 3, East
3 A's, other marks B: Caroline
land Reformed Church officiating.
road. 60-ft. frontage,next to Use
the new company was incorporated Intermentfollowed in the Pilgrim Hilarides,Hester Pellegrom, Mar- wards will be entitled to represen
mryfltiick, Otsego: secretary-treatwreckage and a daring bit of ac- Moreland Sub. Holland Twp.
Colonialhome.
nrer, Mrs. Perry Serrine,Allegan; tion in which Holt becomes enHarry E. Draa and wife to for $25,000. The object as an- lome cemetery.
garet Steketee. Helene Brinkman, tation as follows:
(
hygiene instructor, Mrs. Eric Scher- 1 tangled in a line going out with a Henri De Vries and wife: Lot 12, nounced at the offices here yesterLucy Dykens, Ruth Geerds, Esther Allendale ........................................
•t Holland City News
day is to develop property which
”
i, Allegan; chairman Junior [bomb. He is dragged overboard Hillside Add. Spring Lake Twp.
Harris, Helene Steketee, Marjorie Blendon .........................................
”
Red Cross, Mrs. Homer Toplift, I and down to the wreck. Ralph Agnes W. Wind to Charles M. the company has leased in various
Matchinsky, Gertrude Baker, Marie Chester ............................................
Farm of 120
® FOR RENT—
Plainwell;home service chairman,I Graves does excellent work in Ogden and wifei Pts. Lots 60 and parts of the state and also to do
Dogger, Janet Herman, Evelyn Crockery ........................................
acres in Monterey Township 1
........
....................
f
Ralph LeBlanc, Allegan; members leaping over after him. Graves 61 and 62, West Michigan Park, Pk. developing for others. Some of
Roossien, Josephine Tucker, Jean- Georgetown
mile south and % mile west of
this property is located near Musat large, Mrs. Fannie Scott, PUin- takes a knife in his mouth and unette Van Slooten, John Vanden Belt, Grand Haven township ..................
Monterey Center. Elisabeth WilHolland
township
..........................
10
kegon,
and
it
is
probable
that
the
well, and Mrs. Fannie Buskirk, der water severs the cable.
Martha G. Schoon Pelgrim etal
James Zwemer, Donald Albers, La
lis, R. D. 6, Allegan, Mich. Ph.
Jamestown ...........- .........................»
Later actum shows the fleet lay- to John J. Schoon etal: Lot 3, Blk. first drilling will be there. It haa
Mila Jean Brink, Margaret Dre
701-F2.
not been decided whether or not
®
judge Cross and Mrs. Sirine have In* smoke screens,submarines ris, City of Holland.
man, James Quist, CrystalVan An- Olive ..............................................
held their offices since the organi- >ng and submerging, the ramming
Wm. Peeks and wife to Thomas drilling will be done in Holland terVanden
Berg,
William
roy, Vaudie
zatbn. Mrs. Jud Chaffee resigned °f a submarine by a cruiserand its Peeks etal: Und. 1-3, SE%, SW%, ritory. Norman Garland of BowVanden Berg, Lucile Ver Schure, Park, 2nd Precinct..........................*
Polkton ...............
- .........................
ling
Green,
Ky.,
C.
H.
and
E.
G.
after 11 years as volunteer service descent. • During the drop to the NE%, Sec. 31, City of Holland.
Comie Westrate
Sale!
bottom, the interior workings of
Leonard Dekker and wife to Landwehr were the incorporators.
chairman.
2 A’s, other marks B: Elmer Bau£
The officers are Norman Garland,
the boat are shown. The loss of Frank and Jacob Essenburg:
urg: N%,
N
hahn. Ola Charter, Alma Cook, Ol- Robinson ........................................
president;B. P. Donnelly, vice
N%, NE%, NE% , Sec.
Received a carload of beetiarm
ga Eberhardt, Josephine Kaper,
TO STAGE
°„ft ‘’.'t S%.
president; Henry De Ruiter, secHolland Twp.
Ella Roggcn, Margaret Tibbe, Tallmadge
horses on the farm of John C De
AT C00PEE8VILLE
*“•
Peter Vereekc and wife to Jacob retary; and Carl Swift, treasurer
Merle Rigterink, Virginia Coster, Wrffht .......
••••••••••
................
* Jongh, 1 mile wcat of Zeeland.
Van Hoven etal: Pt. SE%, Sec. 18, These officers,together with Chss
Virginia Boone, Alice Clark, l^is Zeeland ..................
The feature of the annual meetGrand Haven, 1st Ward ................6
Will alio trade.
K. Van Duren and W. S. Shaw of
City of Zeeland.
Ketel, Charles McLean, Cathenne
inf of the CoopersvilleCo-operative
Grand Haven, 2nd Ward. ...............9
Est. of Mense Beyer, dec’d. by Boyne City will constitutetlio
BOU WS © DE JONGH,
Meengs, Lewis Prins, Lloyd Coster,
Adm. to Paul De Groot: Pt SE%, board of directors.-— Holland SenMildred Albers, Earl Beerbower, Grand Haven, 3rd Ward ................8
Zeeland, Mich.
Grand Haven, 4th Ward .....
.....
9
^ *
8E%, SE%, Sec. 24-6-15, Olive tinel
Adelaide Eberhardt, MargaretRobGrand
Haven,
6th
Ward
................5 Telephone 7237— F22
, v ' l,. Other scenes show divers at work.
inson, Margaret Rottschaefer,CorHolland City, 1st Ward ................
12
' pKiJS: the signal system, the inability to
John Lampen and wife to Charles
nelia Schrotenboer,Jack Vander
Btand the water pressure and the Faber and wife: Pt Lot 5, and W- FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTISTMeulen, Ruth Van Oss, Donald Holland City, 2nd Ward ................4
tea Deat«WDits.
the Iower depthg
Holland City, 3rd Ward ................
11
Pi will be elect- Some beautiful shots of the U. 1-6, Lot 8, Vanden Serge’s Plat, church, cor. Pine and 19th Streets
, „ ,
Holland City, 4th Ward ................
J-j
City
of
Holland.
1
A,
other
marks
B:
Harold
Fairyears snd reports
14 1
S. Saratoga are included in the
Rev. Leonard De Vries will have
Peteri F. Boone and wife to Poobanks, Margaret Ford, Cheater Holland City, 5th Ward ................
‘ A banquet will S.
8: Notice to String Bean Growers
action. One scene in particular led Auto Sales Co.: Pt Lots 8 and charge of the services.
Hop, Charlotte Kooiker, Spencer Holland City, 6th Ward
libersand their
Zeeland
City
....................
Fennville, I wiU be at
,1
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
shows
Holt
as
a
diver taking ofl i! Blk. 86, City of Holland.
Stegenga,Clarice Van Doesburg,
will be held in
Topic, "Jerusalem’s 12 Gates.
the deck of the ship in an air
Hendrika Soulen etal to Peter F.
place soon to give out contracts
Laura De Wit, Kathryn Bazan,
Total .............
............
"••223
11:15 A. M. Sunday SchoolBoone: Pt Lota 8 and 9, Blk 36,
By order of the Republican again for the next
The whole production is a glow City of Holland.
classesfor all. t
BERT
County Committee. William Hai8 o'clock, Young Peoples meeting tribute to the navy aod an.su
Jennie Plaggenhoef to Frank Esine Ayers, Gladys Borgman, Ellen
ton, Chairman;WilUamWilds, Sec.
eenburg ASTl’t N%. Lot 26. Har- ing. William Nienhuis leading.
lane Burch, Petal’ Boter, Janet
WILLIAM WILDS,
s, Kenneth
Karsten, AntonDykhuis,
Ker
Secretary.
touchi of^SSr m4 a
elia Ferkoski
that 1* unique,
City of Holland.
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Albert Pyle returned Monday Dr. Alexander from the State lecture on Monday morning lasthtionm
from his business
isine
trip to the west- Department of Health gave anThis was the third in a series of|thoritleson ..
ern states.
other instructiveand interestingtalks and dealt mainly with food cesses contini
Arthur Diepenhorst is the owner of a new truck.
5*
Gerrit Vander Heuvel of Noordeloos motored to Grand Rapids
Saturday. Mr. Vander Heuvel will
in the near future be married to a
Grand Rapids girl.
Mrs. Andrew Riemersma.Gerald
Geerts and Miss Anna Geerts visited the local church Sunday.
......
•»>'

Next Sunday evening, the pastor

American History Puzzle Picture

of Trinity Church, Rev. C. P. Dame
will preach the last sermon of the
Sunday evening series entitled

Locals

“New Year Choices.” The subject
kiss Jenie Grimes was iniured for Sunday evening is: “A Happy
about her head when she fell
or an Unhappy Home Life.”
River Ave. last week.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
The local fire department was Mrs. Harold Breuker, 176 West
called to a fire last week from Box
14th street named Viola Roselle;
21. Ot proved to be a small fire on
also to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Overa truck of the Lakeside Ice Co. weg, 195 West 14th street, named
from the north side. They were
Barbara Arlene.
also called to the home of Tom
Venhuixen on 11th street. The
The Royal Bakery, East 8th St.,
blaze was not serious. The naptha
is expandingits business with an
which was used for cleaning clothes innovation for this city in the way
ignited and started a fire.
of hcuse-to-house service. Two
new trucks are to be used in this
Gospel services are being held service,with Richard Klomparens
at the First Baptist church each and Albert Lambertsas drivers. A
night Rev. Leonard De Vries is house-to-housesurvey is being,
in charge of the meetings. These made now with a view of working-,
meeting have been held for some out the routes to the best advan-

DU MEZ BROS. SEMI-ANNUAL

—

Randall Marion, five year old son
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dekker of
Zeeland while playing with his sled
Saturday,ao severely lacerated
two fingers on his one hand that it
required several stitches to close
the wounds. It is not known how
the accident came about, but it is
probable that his hand was caught
under a runner.
John Volk era, residing on Lindy
St., hwo formerly held the position
Weerd Auto Co. for several yea™,
of bookkeeper for the Holleman-De
has accepted a similar position with
the Farm Bureau Garage at Ham.if

time with a large attendance.

tage to serve Holland housewives.
Deliverieshas already started and
The Ladies’Aid societies of Trin- will be continued each business day.
ity and Third Reformed churches
closed the year of 1928 with almost
A Universityof Michigan librar>
equal receipts. Trinity Church so- extension service exhibit of books
ciety cleared $1898.97 and Third that every child should know is
Church society reported $1857.12. being shown at the Washington
This is rather coincidence.
school in Holland this week and a
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Taft have returned from Celma, Ohio, where
they were called on account of the
iHnes and death of Mrs. F. C. Castell< Mrs. Taft’s mother.
Isaac Bezon died at his home last
week Fridav. He had been sick for
a while. He is survived by twelve
children: Mrs. Bertha McFall of
Chicaeo, Mrs. Jane Nichols and

cordial invitationfor the general
public to inspect them is extended
by the literature committee of that
P. T. A. composed of Mrs. James
McLean, Mrs. Frank Lievense and
Mrs. C. E. Ripley. A list of the
books is contained in a folder, prepared by Miss Edith Thomas of the
extension library. It surely is an
interestingexhibit for parents to
look over.

Cornelius Bezon of Holland, Martin
A daughter was born to Mr. and
of Bangor, Henry and John of Hol- Mrs. Harry E. Nies at Holland ho*
land, Mrs. Maud Hathaway of Flint pital January i7th named Carol
Mrs. Nelly Dekker of Merrill, Mich. Anna. The parents make their
Mrs. Gertrude Davidson of Central home at Waukazoo.
Park, Miss Kathryne Bezon of Chicago, and Mrs. Ann Hardy of CrysGrand Haven police made 240
tal Lake, 111. Funeral services were
arrests in that city during 1928,
held
at Central Park it was shown in the annual report

Monday

church.

.

•

ZEELAND

ilton.

On next Sunday morning, Rev.
R. J. Vanden Berg will preach on
the topic, "Faith Inspired by the
Word and the Sacraments, and
his children’s talk will be on “The
Rooks for the Conies.” In the evening he will speak on “Christ's Challenge to Youth.” This .topic is osSocietiesin anticipationof Chrispecially directed to the Endeavor
tian EndeavorWeek which includes
the dates of January 27th to FcbGeneral Taylor directing the battle of Buena Vieta, during the war 3rd. The societies of the Second
Reformed church will attend this
with Mexico. Find a Mexican.
service in a body, each organization
grouped by itself. Endeavorers
from other congregations are esOUT OF TEN DENOMINATIONS GOSPEL SERVICES AT
pecially invited and the general
75
OF PEOPLE BELONG
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH public will also receive
most
Hearty welcome. The following
TO REF. CHURCH
Gospel Services are being con- Sunday, Rev. Vanden Berg will fill
Grand Rapids Press.— Although ducted nightly at the First Bap- a classical anpointment.
passed away
Holland’schurch life is represented tist Church, comer, Pise and 19th , MLr*- Plel<‘r
24, South Jefferson
in 10 denominations, 75 per cent of street. Rev. Leonard De Vries,
its entire populations is affiliated assistedby his wife and daughter *treet’.Mo»day afternoon, atfer a
with the Reformed and Christian are in charge of the services. Rev. Bering illness. She is survived
h5r Husband, three sons and
Reformed denominations. The Re- De Vries announceshis topics for
formed Church in America is rep- the balance of the week as follows: daughters They are Henry
resented by eight churches and the Thursday,“Future Destiny;” Fri- Wicrsma and Siede Wiersma of

a

of Chief-of-PoliceA. Pippel. Arrests for drunkeness -head the list,
birthday anniversary was the 22 arrests on this charge having
cause of a pleasant surpriseon Mrs. been made during the year.
G. J. Deur, when a large company
of near relativesand a few interJacob Overisel, a residentof Byested friends over-whelmed her ron Center was found dead in his
home on 24th street Monday even- garage there yesterday from caring. Mrs. Deur was thoughtfully bon monoxide gas poisoning. Cor- Christian Reformed Church in day, "God’s Remedy;" Sunday ^eland, John Wiersma of Grand
fintPH-'' 1 Rapids, Mrs. Leonard Zweedyk of
,
remembered with gifts by those oner Gilbert Van De Water of Hol- America by six. The significant morning,“Jerusalem’s 12 _____ i’m
Grand Rapids,
Mrs.
.
. Ed. Dykema
near and dear to her. There was a land was called to investigatethe fact, however is that these two de- Sunday evening, “Christ on Trial.’
and Mrs. H. Kammeraad of Zee
oshort program, a light luncheon death and found that Mr. Overset nominations representvirtually the
and, Mrs. Gertrude Maatman of
and a very pleasant social evening. had been working in the garage samo strength.
OLIVE CENTER
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Georee ’.'an
Figures tabulated from .the anMany of the childrenand near rela- with the engine running for a perEden of Zeeland. Public funeral
Mr. Nicholas Redder ia to be emtives were present, among them, iod of nearly an hour and a half nual report of the synod of Chicaservices was held at the home thi*
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Kraker and while the doors of the garage were go show that the total number of ployed by Mrs. Charles Vander
afternoon at 1:30 o’clock. Interchildren,Mrs. Albert Lampen and shut No inquest will be called. persons connected with the Reform- Zwaag as a farm hand for the comment was in Zeeland cemetery.
children,Miss Cornelia Kurz and
ed Church in America which in- ing year.
0
Mms Louise Dams, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Deur and daughcorporationfranchise was cludes communicants, baptized nonHAMILTON
ter Maxine, Mr. and Mrs. William granted by the secretaryof state to communicantsand adherents,is 6,- confined to her home for several
Deur, and son Kenneth, Mr. and the Garland Drilling company, Inc., 111. Figures taken from the ant Rt'V- A- H- Str.bbl„c dcllv^l
Mrs. Harry Deur and daughters, of Holland with a capital of $25,000 nual year book of the ChristianReMaxine add Margaret, all of Hol- The purpose of the concern is to formed church in America credit
land and Mrs. John Brouwer,son deal in real estate and drill for oil that denomination with 5,813 souls to”d to
SundT Rev;
Bobbie and daughter, Ruth, Wil- and gas. The incorporatorsare N. or 298 less than represented in the they spent the day visitingrela- ‘ r‘1) ’ Ilp 18 n *ormer l>a8tor°f
the church and is always greeted
lives.
liam Smits, Mr. and Mrs. George Garland, C. H. Landwehr and E. Reformed denominations.
by n large number of friends.
Deur and son Gale, all of Grand C. Landwehr.
Statistics also show that with reMr. and Mrs. Harm Bange spent
Herman Brower is recovering
Rapids, Mrs. Fred Vanden Belt and
spect to communicant membership several days last week visitingat
rapidly from a serious attack of
son Elwin of Fremont.
Ths new board room in the north- Third Reformed church he is the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
the flu.
east corner of the city hall, second jargest in the Chicago synod, hav- Boers of Overisel.
Win. Ten Brink has installed a
floor
has
been
finished
by
tearing
ing
a
total
of
998
and
leading
CenMr.
and
Mlrs.
Harry
Vander
Holland has some fine rifle shots
new Holland furnace in his home
according to the score the armory. out the partitions between the tral church, Grand Rapids, second Zwaag and son Leon Dale were
Here are the records: Bill Wol- small offices connectedwith the largest, by 10, while the Christian guests at the home of their pa- this week. He now has a neat, upto-date home and funeral parlors
dring, 179; Elbern Parsons, 176; city clerk’s and treasurer’soffices. Reformed Church in America is rents in Crisp last week Thursin connection with his home.
Shud Althuis, 169; Sam Althbis, The combined room measures li represented here by one of the old- day.
C. Lucasse, proprietorof the lo166, E. Leuw, 166; J. Yonker, 160; by 2J feet and ‘contains a long est churches in the denomination
Miss Reta Watkins is visiting at
W. Van Etta, 159: J. Vrieling,166; table for meetings of the police and Ninth Street Christian Reformed the home of her parents, Mr. and cal shoe and harness shop has t>
Ben Lanning, 166; H. Geertman. fire and park and cemetery boards. church, launched as First Reform- Mrs. Harry Watkins,and also at novel plan to present a rush latjr
next spring. He has announced
153; M. Klomparens, 149 and J.
ed church in 1847 by Rev. A. C. Van the h^me of her sisters, Mrs. HowThe Allegan and Ottawa Farm- Raalte but reorganized in 1885 un- ard Thorman and Mrs. E. Brady. that during the month of February,
Overbeek, 146.
the first pair of harnesses brought
ers Insurance company were meet- der its present name following the
Mr. Jacob De Jongh motored to
in on Mondays of that month will
« A young girl under age has ing so many lossevsthat officialsbe- secession movement.
Zeeland on last week Friday.
charged George Lawrence of Park gan to suspect there were many
First Reformed is the oldest Mr. Howard Thorman, who met be oiled free of charge. ‘
John H. Maatman is visitingat
township with rape, committedre- premiums not in proper condition church in Holland. It retained its with an accident on the Grand
cently. The name of the little girl as to fire risk and so have been name after the secession move- Haven-Muskegon road, is now on the home of his children,Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Van Dyke in Holland for
is not given and Lawrence is under making inspection of all insured ment, when the question of the the road to recovery.
bonds to stand trial at the next property, Charles Ellis of Moline ownership of the property was deThe local Parent-Teachers meet- an indefinite period.
The regular annual business
term of Circuit court. If charges doing the work. He found about cidted in the courts in favor of ing which was scheduled for Jan.
are true, it will go hard with the such a situationas the officials Ninth Street church. Its new edi- 25th, has heen postponed to a later meeting of the First Church wai
man as the extreme penalty is life feared existed. In many cases there fice was dedicated in 1887. These Mr. Bert Vander Zwaag is con- held last Tuesday evening. The
were seriousfaults as to measures two churches, formerl- one, now fined to his home with a relapse treasurer'sreport showed total reA syndicate has been formed, of prevention of fire. Conditions occupy corners in the same block. of the flu. His son, Harold is ceipts amounting to $7626.00 of
headed by Carl E. Swift who are of chimneys and pipe etc., besides
Other denominations represented taking charge of their store in whith $4864.00 was received for
local purposes and $2762.00 for betaking over the garage building general degeneracy of buildings. in Holland’s church life- include: Grand Rapids.
api
on Central avenue, owned by Geo. In cases where these faults exist Methodist, Wesleyan Methdist, Mr. and Mrs. John Knoll mo- nevolences. Several matters of
Pardee and now occupied by the the company will insist on restora- Episcopal,Catholic, Lutheran, Sev- tored to Hamilton on Tuesday businesswere discussedand several
committees reported. Extensive
Row Motor Co. A lease has been tion on penalty of cancellationof enth Day Adventist, Baptist and where they visited relatives.
made with the present occuoants, the risk.
Berean.
Mrs. Jake Kamphuis, who has improvementshave been made durthe Oldsmobileagenc" and they
been sick for several weeks, is ing the past year.
Atlipoultry school was in session
will continue in business in the
Miss Katherine Rosbach, who was FLOWERS FOR BIBLE
orted to be
same location. The syndiacte is called to Holland because of the
tr. John Redder has
v,,lla,r,e ?eek Tu?day
FEDERATION CHAIRMAN home from the home of Mr. John and Wednesday.
A very large
not concerned with the automobile illness and death of her sister, Mra.
number
of farmers were in attendagency, but has taken over the real A. Diepenhorst,at Zeeland, returnKnoll where he has been employed
ance.
estate proyerty.
ed Monday to Rehobeth, New MexAn interesting meeting of the for somd time.
ico, where she is a veteran em- board, of the Federation of Ladies'
Trinity Church Sunday school ployee at the Navaha Indian Mis- Adult Bible Classes, was held in
NOORDELOOS
11866— ExpiresFeb. 9
will hold its annual teachers'and sion school of the Christian Re- the Ninth Street Christian ReSTATE Or MICHIGAN
officers banquet this Friday even- formed church.
formed church parlors Tuesday Phillip Vogel, Henry Poest and Hi# Probate
Court for tba
ing at the church, at which time a
evening. Mrs. S. Mfcrsen, presi- Ben Poest, Sr., went fishing Mon- County of Ottawa.
Residents of Hudsonvilleare dent, was in charge of the meeting. day at Pine Creek Bay, Holland. At a acaatoaof aald Court, held at tba
varied program will be given.
pleased to learn of the appoint- Mrs. B. Hakken of Arabia, as usual They were very much disappointed.Probate Offlca In the Cite of Grand Harm
A stereopticonlecture,.“Nomads ment of their young townsman F. gave an interesting talk on teaching John Baker and daughters. Bes- in said County, on the 22nd day of
of the American Desert" is being Grant McEachron, to a -clerkship- in the Orient. Vocal selections by sie and Minnie, visited at the home Jan. A. D. 1929.
Present : Hon. James J. Danhof,
given by Rev. J. Dolfin this evening on the ways and means committee Miss Ruth Ter Beek and Mrs. Rich- of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew HamstraJudea of Probate.
of the house o frepresentatives.ard Schadelee were well received. last Sunday.
at the Prospect Park church.
In ths Matter of the Estate of
Grant, the son of Mr. and Mrs. La Mrs. Mersen was the receinientof
George Heyboer visited for a few
JAN BERKS, Deceased
The Hope college basketballteam Mott McEachron, is a nephew of beautiful flowers, presented by Mrs. days last week at the home of his
was defeated by the Hillsdale col- RepresentativeFred F. McEachron. Dick Boter in behalf of the board brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
It appearingto the court that the
lege team at Hillsdale Tuesday
for untiring services rendered dur- Matt Heyboer of Holland.
time for presentation of claims against
Mrs. E. J. Blekkink, formerly in ing the year. A program was arevening by a 27 to 25 score.
Arthur Diepenhorst was a gueot said estata should be limited,and that
charge of the Red Cross produc: ranged for the meeting to be held of George Heyboer Sunday.
a time and place be appointed to reRev. J. M. Martin of the Third tion work in lower Ottawa, has in the First Reformed church toMr. and Mrs. J. Diepenhorst ami ceive, examine and adjust all claims
Reformed church will have charge resigned and Mrs. G. J. Van Duren night, Friday. Mrs. Boter opened daughter visited Rev. and Mrs. S. and demands against said deceased hy
of both services at the Sixth Re- is endeavoring to interestthe la- the meeting with prayer and be- Fopma Sunday evening.
And before said court:
formed, Lincoln Avenue Church on dies of the First Reformed church fore adjournmentthe ladies of tho
It is Ordered, That creditorsof said
Mr. and Mrs. W. Vander Veer ..
and suitable persons may be sub- church served excellentrefresh- Zeeland visited at the home of their deceased are required to present thair
Sunday.
stituted. Mrs. Blekkink who is ments.
brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs. claims to said court at said Probate OfFire starting in a wooden con- now in Florida with her husband
fice on or before the
Gerrit Vander Veer.
tainer filled with ashes brought the was an able and a faithful worker.
Ben Mouw of Sioux City, la., is
The roads in this vicinity are
28th day of May, A. D. 1929
Holland firemen out early Tuesday .Coroner GilbertVan De Water at- in Holland for a visit at the home
again passable.
at ten o'clock in the fornoon, eaid time
Charles W. Emerson, 126 West 20th tended the meeting of coroners of of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas StraatsRaymond Bulteman, operated on and place being hereby appointed for
morning to the home occupied by the state which was held at Lan- ma, 327 East 8th street
a week ago, is doing fine.
the examinationand adjustmentof all
street. Chief Blpm and his men sing Friday and was not only made
claims and demands against said dehad the blaze under controlin short a charter member of the organceased.
order but not until there was a fire ization but was also appointed as a
damage of at least $500. Peter member of the entertainment comIt Is Further Ordered, That public
Profits
lashoek owns the building.
mittee. Sixty coroners are enrolled
notice thereofbe given by publication
in this organization in the state.
of a copy of this order, for three
Attorney Charles E. Misner and
successive weeks previous to said day
Attorney Leo C. Lillie will debate
Advices from Louisville, Ky.,
of hearing, in the Holland Cfty News
at a meeting of the Community state that Nicholas H. Dosker has
a newspaper printed and circulatedin
club at Grand Haven January 28th been named executive vice presisaid county.
MBXB Vk ««ER-con NUIUBHUl
SOTOrneHTER
on “Resolved, That Prohibition ia dent of a new $85,000,000bank
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Judtf* of Probate.
a Good Thing.” Mr. Misner will through the merger of the LouisCOWS RECETVW0 PLENTY Of FRESH,
A true copy—
have the affirmative.
ville National Bank and Trust Co.
pm,
wits w wimp
CORA VANDEWATER
and the LouisvilleTrust Co. DosRegiater of Probate
W1U~ker is a son of the late Rev. Henry
E. Dosker, former pastor of Third
1 MAKE BETTES USE 01 FEED
Reformed church and former pro11908— Exn. Fab. 9
fessor in Western seminary.Mr.
STATE OF MICHIGAN—Hit Probate
,2 BE KOBE CONTENTED
Dosker who was well known in HolCoart for Uw County of Ottawa.
land and Hope College has many
At a aetiionof uid Court, held at tbt
friends living here while his father
Probate
OfTlea in the City of Grand Harta
'3GIVE MORE MILK
lived, he visited the Doctor's sumin xaid County, on the 22nd day of Jan.
mer home at Central Park. Mrs.
D. 1929.
4 MAKE MORE MONEY
Robert De Free, formerly of HolPrettot,Hon. Junto J. Danhof. Jud«t
of Probate.
land and Mrs. Harris Meyer of KalIa tba Matter of tha Etteteof
amazoo are sisters.
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Blue Tag Clearance Sale
2

Will Begin Tuesday, Jan.

th and Close

16—17 Days

Evening, Feb.

year, have
It is

Salurdi

of Extraordinary Bargai

This year marks the thirty-firstanniversary of

our

BLUE TAG CLEARANCE SALES

these years our

on

been the great selling events

store and during
which we hold twice

of the season.

and the

the moneysaving sale of the year,

w

fact that thousands

customers throng our store on these occasions proves the high regard the buying public holds for our sales.

Our

sale this year offers a fine opportunity to save

in the line

money on many

of—

Dry Goods, Dresses, Millinery and Ladies’
Ready-to-Wear Garments
making extensive preparations and we are including
large stock of goods, and we are offering splendid discountson
merchandise.
As usual we

are

Every article which

ia

included in this sale haa a Blue

Tag or Card

rt

tached.

or laid aside at sale prices before the
that everybody may have an
equal opportunity to secure the choice bargains which are being offered. Remember the date of the Sale, Tuesday, Jan. 29th to Saturday, Feb. 16th.®™
Positively no goods will be sold

opening day

of the sale, Tuesday, Jan. 29th, to

1

^

-

-

..

PLEASE

. — m

Do

not ask us for credit during our Blue

Do

not ask us to take back goods sold during our Blue Tag Sale.

Do

not ask us to take goods

Tag

Tig

Sale.

home on approval during our Blue

Sale.

A

H^J^rday

wh«

—

DuMezBros
31-33 East 8th

Holland,

G.

“What we

aay

wc

do,

St.

we do do”

Mich.

VAN PUTTEN'S
204 River Avenue, Hollend, Michigan

CLEARANCE SALE

improving.

returned

Milk Flow Drops and

When Cows Do

Monday, Jan. 28th,

to Saturday, Feb. 9th

10% Discount
Lingerie Dimity

and Voile,

Muslim and Wide Sheetings
Sunburst

and Sateen

Linings

Gullies and Cretonnes for Quilts
Sateen, Muslin and Lingette Bloomers

Underwear

for Ladies

Art Linens 18, 36 aad 4S inch widths
Plain aid Figured Crepes for
Baronet Satin for Slips— all colors
Children’sSleepers, Dr. Denton’s and Minneapolis
Linen TowelHnc, Linen Lunch and Bridge Sets

Ontmg nannels— white and fancy colors
'

Embroiderd Towels and Turhish Towels
Biach and Colored Dress Velvets

Corduroy and Bath

Robe

Enough

wm

20% Discount

"

wuw

dollars
at

the

Colored Brocaded Silks
Radium and Foulard Printed Silks
Colored Pongee Silks

White Bed Spreads— Satin Finish
Sateen and Lingette Slips

HENDRIKA VAN KOOY, Dacetaed
The progress council in the ReSince milk is 80 per cent water,
Cows cannot drink all the water
formed Church in America has set a milking cow must consume lots they need when it is ice cold. In
three financial goals with a total of of it every day — about three fact, they will drink as little as
$260,000 in connection with three pounds of water for every pound possible under such conditions.

Iiaac Kouw haring filed his petition. praying that an instrumentfiled
in said Court be admitted to Probate
as the last will and testament of uid
centenary anniversariesin the next of milk she gives. While a liberal When ice cold water is taken into
deceased and that administration of
four years. The boards and their supply of fresh pure water is gen- the cow’s system, she must heat it
said estata be granted to himself or
centennial years are as follows: erally availableon inost farms in up to body temperaturebefore it
some other suitableperson.
Board
of
education,1928-1929, summer, this is not always true on can be used to make milk and do
ia a joy
It ia Ordeted,That the
$100,000; board of domesticmisthese same farms in winter. When its work in the cow’s body funcsions and the woman’s board of
llth day a( Much A. D. 1929
only to the domestic missions,$1930-31, $150,- cows do not get enough water, the tions. Water has to be warmed to
milk flow drops and profits shrink. a temperatureof at least 55 de- at ten A. M., at aald ProbateOffice ia
satisfaction of 000; board of foreign missions, At the South Dakota agricul- grees F. before the cow can make hereby appointedfor hearing said peti1931-1932, $100,000.The centention;
use of it.
nial of the Christian Intelligencertural experiment station, it was
being able to
It is Further Ordered, That Public
As
the only source of heat in a
occurs 1929-1930. The budget for found that cows receive only half
cow’s body is the feed she eats, a notice thereof be given by publication
fine furniture denominationalbenevolencesthis of their normal water consumptioncow must figuratively bum up val- of a copy hereof for three successive
year is $1,316,000, of which $1,100,weeks previous to uid day of hearing
000 is needed • from churches and lost an average of 95 pounds in uable feed to supply the heat re- in the Holland City News, a newspaper,
you’ve
organizationsfor the regular cur- weight and produced 5% pounds quired to warm the water. The
printed and circulated in uid county.
rent work of the boards. Rev. Al- less butterfat in one month. Such more economical way is to use a
to
JAMES J. DANHOF,
heater
in
or
under
the
water
tank
losses
are
costly
and
soon
eat
up
son of a former
JudAa of Probate.
burn A few pounds of coal,
of the all profits made during the
and vice chair- when the cows were more liberallyscrap\ lumber or other fuel each
Cur. Vaada Water.
day during the winter.
JUgisterof Probate.
supplied with water.

FACTORY

second

bay

hoped

own

^

Underwear

Ladies Outing Flannel Gowns

Shrink

Not Drink

aid Children

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Plaid Taffeta Silk. $2.50 quality, at ................

Checked Taffeta Silk, $2.00 quality, at ............
Dark Brown and Gray Taffeta Silk, at .............
Wool Tweeds. Printed Silks and Flannels
Fancy Rubber Aprons at 1-2 price
Special Lot of Black aad Colored Silk Hosiery, Sixes 8
Regular $2.25, $2.00 and $1.50 Sala Plica
Regular $1.25, $1 00 and 85c. Sala Price .............
' . ............

..

.......

—

..................

WE CIVE

«.

.

H.

J

L.MI.

1-2,

!

Material

HDI HOLLAND CRT NSWB

News

John Good of the Good Coal Co.
had charge of the Rotary Club projram and luncheon at the Warm
(Friend Tavern Thursday noon. *

FARM HEADS IN SESSION
•ffflftttnnnnfinnpunnnntmuuuiiu
ADMIT TAKING OYSTERS, ZEELAND FOLKS GIVE TO
TODAY AT GRAND HAVEN GASOLINE, CIGARETTE AND
THEIR HOSPITAL
FOWL AND FISH FROM
DORN BOS WAREHOUSE
At the last annual meeting of
HORSE’S TAIL BRING
M. L Noon, president of the
the Board of Directors of the Dr.
DISASTER

Your Newspaper

at

Ad

Peoples state farm bureau and a member
Charles Dusterwinkle, 25 years ThoB- G- Huizenga Memorial ResBank, returned Thursday morning of the speakers committeeof the
We have heard many tales of the old, and William Wildorf, 29 years Pitalthe superintendreported that
Ibnt shipment beinf sent thro up from Detroitwhere he has been the American Farm Bureau Federation serious consequenceswrought old, Grand Haven, were arrestedby
ing of the Ottawa County Farm through the near proximity of gaso- Sheriff Steketee Tuesday afternoon gifts had been received for hospipostoffice by Brummer past two days on business.
is the principal apeaker at the meet- line and lighted cigarettes, but
•nd Prederickson,Holland hatchery
for simple larceny. They were ac- tal use:
There will be a rummage sale Bureau Association which is being
From Mr. Gerrit Rooks, Zeeland,
, ?1hor8€’8teil enters the train cused of taking oysters, fish and
in the Parish Hall of Grace Epis- held in Grand Haven today. A din- of incidents, the effect apparently two chickens from the Dombos an electric heater.
From Mrs. Wm. D. De Free, ZeeA buildingpermit was Uken out copal church this week on Saturday ner was served at the Methodist is overwhelming, judging from the Fish Co.
by Henry R. Brink to remodel his from nine in the forenoon to five church at 12:00 M. and a program stoiy receivedfrom Evanston, III.
On several occasions,Mr. Dorn- land, a quantity of fresh vegetafollowed. A business meeting with
House at 98 East 10th street, to cost in the afternoon.
There, a milk truck driver, smok- bos said, the doors leading into bles and canned goods.
Just about the time one of its displayadvertisethe election of officers was held in ing a cigarette, parked in the dairy the warehouse were found open
From Mr. Peter Elenhass, Zee$*,200.
ments appeared in magazinesand newspaper
Attorney Louis H. Osterhous of the morning at the Court House.
yard to refill the gasoline tank, with evidencesof nettv thefts seen. land, twenty hours of labor and a 1
repnnta (exactcopies)of hat ad were mailed as
Prof. John R. Mulder, of the local Grand Haven was in the city callMr. Noon has recently returned fuel overflowed on the grouhd at Dusterwinkle,who has worked additionalcash donation of $10.
personal Mles-pieces,by the local agent to hia
From Mrs. J. J. De Pree, Zeeland
•wninanr, and Rev. Clarence Dame, ing on friends.
from Washington,D. C. where ha the moment he flicked ashes from there for some time, has a key to
prospects. It’i quite possiblethat m received
of Trinity Church, were speakers
was a witness on the sugar tariff his cigarette.Instantly,the gaso- the warehouse and confesses that eleven glasses of ielly.
one, Mr. Merchant.
From Mrs. Delia Veneklasen,
at Grand Rapids this week in Home
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van hearing. He is a magneticspeak- line flared up and ignited his coat, he had gone in Sunday night beAcres Reformed Church, where Loo, 24 West 22nd street, a baby er alive to the needs of the Amer- which, in hastily removing, . he tween 1:00 A. M. and 2 A. M. while Zeeland, four jars of prserves.
This is a mighty good plan for yes to adopt
From G. J. Boone & Co., Zeeevangelistic services are being con- girl, named Marjorie.
ican farmer. Ottawa County is threw on the tail of one of 12 norses he and his companiontook a quanright here in your local business.After we have
land. twenty-one cans of fruits ami
ducted for a week. Rev. Bert
fortunatein having a speaker of as in a nearby barn. This annoyed the tity of merchandise.
run your displayad in our paper, it it an easy
vegetables.
Brouwer,formerly of Holland, is
wide a reputation and over 100 animal so that he switched his burnThey were arraigned Wednesday
matter for us to ••lift" it from the page form
From First Reformed church,
the pastor. Rev. John J. Althuis, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit L. Dombos, members of the associationare ex- ing tail, tossing the taming coat before C. E. Burr, justice of the
and put it on a job press.
of Grand Haven, and Mr. and Mrs.
pected.
Chicago, also formerly of Holpeace, and waived examination. Zeelandj fifty-sixcans of fruits ami
onto a pile of hay.
Herman Derks, of Zeeland, left
vegetables and six jars of jelly.
They
were
sentenced
to
the
county
one of the pastors
Result:
A
police
With only the small cost of paper and praiwork,
sman managed to
David Woodman of Grand RapSaturday for Miami, Fla., and
From Second Reformed church,
ids, a former agriculturalagent, lead out the frightened horses but jail for 30 days and made to pay
we can deliveryou severalhundred (or many
points enroute,to be gone a month.
forty-fivequarts of fruit and sevthn
costs.
who is now engaged in organizing the fire loss included the bam, five
thousand) circulars or folders.When you mail
Mrs. Derks is a sister of Mrs. Dornenteen
jars
of
jelly.
Mrs. Hulbert Dunlevy of Chica
farm associations was another trucks and some wagons; damage,
these to rural route patrons and folka here in
bos.
The members of the board were
go, a former resident of Sprint
speaker and C. P. Milham, Ottawa $10,000. The National Board of
town, you will get a/ Uatt twice the publicity
The Young Men’s Bible class of unanimous in their expression of
Lake, died in Chicago this week.
County agent talked on the ac- Fire Underwritersestimates that the Fourteenth stret Christian Revalue from the same copy.
appreciation of and thanks for
She wu a sister of the editor of
pened complishmentsand plans for Ot- careless use of matches— and smok- meeting this evening at 7:45 P. M.
these
gifts
and
desired
to
make
the Saturday Evening Post, George at the Company D armory Wed- tawa County. Maurice Luidens, ing-caused fire losses of over formed church will hold
Ask ustoexplainthisidea
more fully.
social this public aeksowledgement
to tho
Just use your phone r/g4/ saw/
Horace Lorimer,and entertained nesday evening with 12 officers and president of the organization pre- $29,000,000in 1927, while petroleum in the basementof the church.
donors. — Zeeland Record.
him many times at their beautiful non-commissionedmen enrolled. sided and beside the regular speak- and its products resultedin losses
Home on Spring Lake, Surviving The school was in charge of Cap- ers, many were called on for short of more than $12,500,OOO. It is well
are the brother and three children, future lessons and a lecture on the talks. Community singing and a to treat these products with due
Mrs. L. Sherwood,Chicago; Mrs. tain Doyle and Major Haze of Gr. social time followed.There was al- care.
C. F. Haney, Chicago and Lorimer Rapids. The first session was de- so a business session.
o
Dunlevy of Holland. Mrs. Ix)ri- voted to enrollment,assignment of
imer Dunlevy is a sister of Mrs. regular signs used in map mark- GRAND HAVEN PIPE LINE BID
ing. The next lesson will be held
Isabel Baker of Grand Haven.
a month from now and will deal FOR FRANCHISE WITHDRAWN
1—1929 Plymouth Sedan, driven only 2500 miles.
Stockholdersof the Fruit Grow- with army map making and readJust like new.
Objectionsmade by William Haters State Bank, Saugatuck,have ing, following the approvedmethelected: President,D. Milton Ger- ods of the regular army.— Holland ton, presidentof the Earle Ottawa
This year the drama class, under
Leather Co., have caused the Mich1 —
1927 Naah Sedan. Cheap if taken at once.
ber; vice president, Fred Wade; Sentinel.
Durfee, will
igan Pipe Line Co. to withdraw its1 the
---direction
----- - of
-- Mrs.
*“‘“:1r*M***i
cashier, William R. Takken; directors are R. J. Walker, Fred Wade,
Mrs. Ben Kapenga died at 6 request for a franchise for a nat- Pre8e"LaB .their P^110 PerformPhone 2159 or write Plymouth care of Holland
William R. Takken, Ira Koning and o’clock Sunday evening at the Hur- ural gas line, which was to have ance “The Amateur Detective,”on
D. Milton Gerber.
ly hospital,Flint, Mich., after a been voted on at a special election February12 and 18. The title role
City News for Demonstration.
is played by Myra Ten Cate and
lingeringillness. She was 80 years here Jan. 31.
the male lead by Bernard DePree.
The MichiganRailway Co., the old at the time of her death. Mrs.
Holland City
Hatton opposed granting the pipe
last of the interurb&nsin this state, Kapenga will be remembered here line company a franchise,he said, The sources of comic effect are
32 W. 8th Street (Second Floor) Bell Telephone 6050
if to be aold at auction on March as Miss Grace Vande Water and because it would tie the city up brought out by the French maid,
14 by order of the Federal Court for several years was a clerk in for a period of 30 years at too high Celeste, played by Wilhelmina WalHolland Interurbanwas part of this the Vander Sluis Dry Goods store. a lease price. He expressed the voord, and Susan, Mrs. Delavan’s
company until It went into the fi- She is survived by her husband at opinion the city had not investi- maid, played by Ann Heyboer.
Susan is of the crepe-hanging type
nancial discards three years ago. Flint, and her parents, Mr. and gated thoroughly.
of humanity,doting on funerals,
Grand Rapids, Allegan, Kalamaxoo Mrs. William Van De Water, 275
and very fittingly marries an unand Battle Creek were served by East 18th street and one sister,
dertaker. The villain,portrayed by
this road. The mortgages and in- Mrs. Leslie WSUswer «rf Spring 1,864334 FISH
Maurice Marcus, has a hectic time
terest amount to $8,699,704. The Lake. The funeral services were
making love to three young ladies
mortgage was given January 1, held Wednesday Afternoon at 2 SHIPPED FROM
at once and is finally, as he puts
1928, as securityfor a bond issue o’clockfrom the Dykstra Funeral
it, “double-crossed”himself.
home with Rev. C. P. Dame, pastor
of $7,000,000.
Introduced Into
Oscillator*
Accurately the
of
Other members of the cast of
of Trinity Reformed church, ofThere
were
1,864,834
fish
shipped
this very clever comedy are Verna
Hope meets a strong rival in Al- ficiating. Six cousins of the deOscillation to Their
putting hit team through a stiff ceased acted as pall bearers. They from the Dwight Lydell hatchery Brower, Janet Yonkers, Gladys
during
the
year
1928,
according
to
Huizenga, Marion Katte, Grace
bion collie and Coach Schoutcn is are Russell Smith, Willi* De Cook,
drill. Albion has in past seasons Franklin De Cook, Louis B. Dai- the report just made public by Ar- Duhrkipf, Ruth Van Alsburg, Rayranked high in M. L A. A. sched- man, Bernard Van De Water and thur Host, supervisor. The report mond Steketee and Alfred Bentall.
ules and will be represented by a Edward Scheerhorn.Interment was prepared and given to memstrong squad in its efforts to de- took place in the Pilgrim Home bers of the legislative committees SAUGATUCK CHILD
when they visited the hatchery last
feat Hope. Surely Holland will cemetery.
COASTER BREAKS LEG
week.
have plenty of basketball games
forgone niyt. It’s a pity one can’t ODD FISH TAKEN
There were 716,374 brook trout Virginia Hedglin, 6-year-old
FROM BLACK LAKE shipped. Of this number, 712,000 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Hedglin,Saugatuck, sustained a
John Grevongoed, assistantpostGrsnd Rapids Press.— A variety right
rainbow broken leg while coasting. She
master, requests on behalf of the of fish unknown to any one in this
was going up the hill when a down
trout 481,500 were shipped.Of this
rural carrier*,that the patrons section ha* been taken from Black
going sled ran into her.
number,
480,000 were flngerlings
keep the enow cleared away from lake in net* lifted by carp fisherand
1,500 were eight months old.
the mail boxes, It delays the car- men
HOLD RITES AT OAKLAND
riers a great deal especfally
___
where
The strange fish measures about There wfcre 306,275 perch
John Vandenbosch, 64, who died
large drift* thrown up by snow 18 inches in length, weighs about shipped. There were 217,500 finat the home of his parents at Oakplows are allowed to stand.
2tt pounds and has the general genings, 79,450 five months, 8,850
land is survived by two brothers
shape of a carp. In coloring and six months and 475 yearlings. A
TwokHolland High school stu- marking, however, it resembles an total of 81,000 small mouth bass and the aged parents. The funeral
dents sufferediinjuriesWednesday overgrown goldfish. No fish like were shipped. Of this number 30,- was held Wednesday at Oakland
from falls on the icy sidewalks. it ha* been seen in this region be- 000 were flngerlings,4,500 two church with interment in Oakland
Mias Ruth Ver Schure fell while fore and the freak has been placed months old, ^9, 650 three months old, cemetery.
CorneliusHeyboer, 75, died at his
on her way to school and sustained on exhibit at a local sporting goods 15.650 four months old, 15,000 five
home south of Zeeland Tuesday.
a cut which required three stitches store.
months oldf-and 6,200 six months He is survived by the widow, three
Vi[|lnia Kardux sustained a badly
The goldfishis a member of the old.
sons and five daughters; John and
carp famUy and it is thought posLarge mouth bass shipments for Andrew of Zeeland, Peter of Holsible the strange catch may be a
Geo. Schuiling, president of the carp which has mutated to the the year totaled 120,810. Of this land, Mrs. A. Meraal of Borculo,
Ottawa County Sunday School as- coloring of the gaudy member of number 91,000 were one month old, Mrs. H. Volkers of Grand Rapids,
5.650 three months old, 11,250 four Mrs. E. Van Systeman of Moline,
sodation is in Lansing, where he tba family.
months old, 450 five months old, Mrs. G. Lampin and Mrs. D. Hoewill serve two days on the commito
11300 one year old and 660 two zee of Zeeland.A brother and one
toe meeting of the Michigan Coun- WESTERN STUDENTS
years old.
sister also survive. Funeral will
cil of Religious Education in their
FETE % J. BLEKKINK
sessions there.
There were 168,875 bluegills be held at first Christian Reformshipped. Of this number 44,475 ed church at 1:30 Friday with inLarge Cake i* Feature
terment in Zeeland cemetery.
Prof. Egbert Winter of the deStudents in Western Theological were three months old, 81,650 were
of
partment of education of Hope col- Seminary accompanied by their la- four months old and 32,760 were
ALLEGAN ROADS BAD
tegs met the 12-2 student* of Hol- dies, stormed the home of Rev. E. five months old.
ories
land High school Wednesday af- J. Blekkink,College Ave., Thursday It will be noticed from the reTravel
is
greatly
impeded
on
all
ternoon with the idea of inducing
evening and suiprisedtheir former port the trend toward the shipment
them to enroll in the local college teacher and professor, who recently of older fish. Fry are seldom roads in this section by the icy condition of the roads. Auto busses
at the opening of the new term in became professor emeritus. The
Quartz crystals may be thought of
shipped out It has been found between Kalamazoo and Allegan
February.
as natures own tuning forks.
refreshmentstaken by the party that the older fish have a better and between Allegan and Grand
included a large cake, about three chance for life than do the fry.
Rapids
are
running
but
it requires
Oscillatorsand Their Control
About sixty parents and teachlong, decorated in pink letters,
0
an hour more to make the trip to
ers attendedthe tea given at WashNow
a common form of oscillator
“W. T. S.-God Be With You!” Mr.
the north and a half hour more to
ington school Wednesday after- and Mrs. Blekldnk are to leave for BANKERS HOLD SESSIONS
is tho vacuum tube oscillator, conDESPITE TERRIBLE STORM Kalamazoo. 0
visited the school and Florida shortly.
sisting of a plurality of colls, con.
0
ateo the book exhibit which is open
densers, wires, resistances and a
HOPE
FROSH
RESTS
EASIER
all this week during the school
HOLLAND
MAN
SELLS STOCK Grand Haven Tribune— Although
thermionic vacuum tube. For tha
hours. This display will be here
the terrible condition of the roads
Quartz Is Plezo-Electrlo
IN ALLEGAN STORE
purposes of television,however,
the remainder of the week and any
and uncertainty of the weather Advices from Schenectady, N. Y.
By
obviating the third these oscillators did not accurately
state that Arthur Schermerhorn,
who desire to see it will be very
kept
the
Holland,
Zeeland
and
Allegan’s oldest retail business.
telephoneline the quartz maintain tho number of vibrations
welcome. The social afternoon The Stein A Griswold company it Jamestown members of the Ottawa Hope freshman, still lies in an un/ crystal does its part. The per second. If one places a quartz
was enjoyed by all and also proved to pass into new hands. Conrad County Bankers’ Federation from conscious conditionin a hospital in
question naturally arises, crystal at tho appropriate place in
very educational. Mrs. J. C. Mc- Vanden Bosch and H. E. Louns- attending the banquet at the Gild- that city from a double fractureof
how does it do its part in an such an oscillator circuit the effect
ner Hotel Tuesday night, 40 mem- his skull, sustained in an automoLwn, Mrs. C. E. Ripley and Mrs.
Frank Uevense had charge of the bury have just bought Leonard bers from this city, Spring Lake bile accident ' nearly four weeks
oscillator?To explain this, Is that It acta like a governor on a
Stein’s
interest,
after
having
purtea.
and Coopersvillegathered in a fine ago. The report states he is restlet us digress a little.
steam engine— It accurately holds
chased the stock of E. Reese, Ed meeting.
ing easier.
Electrical phenomena are tho frequency of oscillation to that
0
Jenner,James Westrate of Holland
The speaker was Mylne Kenna,
Mias Marie De Bidder and John
on every hand. Electricity of its own frequency. -Its own freDe Witt, both of this city were and Judge O. S. Cross. The firm president of the Michigan State On Sunday night the Wesleyan
can be produced In various quency depends upon its length,
name
will not be changed for the Safe Deposit Association and man- Service Guild, a missionary organunited in marriage Wednesday afways. The ordinarybattery breadth and thickness,and Is, as
smers announce.
ai
ager of the safe deposit department ization of the First Methodist
ternoon at the home of Justice De present, the new owner's
is one. The great whirling said before, nature’s tuning fork.
church
will
present
the
pageant,
Mr.
Westrate
is
now
in
the
firm
of
of the Wayne County Bank at DeKeyser, 57 West Tenth street.
generatorsin the power sta- Thus It keeps ’the frequency of the
Charles Drew of the HoUand Mo- Mead and Westrate, local dry goods troit, who told the bankers of the “Send Out the Light” There are
ffimal
of a
Crystal
tions are another. Rubbing
increase and importance of this 40 persons in this pageant and it
tor Co., returned yesterday from firm, on West Eighth Street
vacuum tube oscillator at a fixed
promises to be a very high order.
one’s amber beads on the
phase of modern banking.
Detroit where he attended the auto
number of vibrationsper second.
COACH HOOKER PICKS
coatsleeve is another.But
show.
“Large banks,” he said, “have The pageant was written by Mrs.
Ease In “Framing" Picture
By J. O. PERRINE
HOPE COLLEGE DEBATERS from 7,000 to 40,000 boxes which Frances Huntington Martin of Desends electric currents to the re- quartz has an Interesting and
hold millions of dollars worth of troit and Ann Arbor. It is directed
Daniel L Reavey was returned to
Tho advantages of this new.
SMALL crystalof quartz, ceiver. At tho receivingend a per- entirely different method of proCoach Edward N. Hooker of Hope securitiesand valuables.”He told here by Mr. Sipp Houtman. The
Flint Thursdayby Detective Rabb
about the size and form of son, facing the second disc, looks ducing electricity.If one takes quartz crystal control do not, howwhere he will face a $650 fraudu- College has announcedthe follow- of interesting situationsgrowing public is invited.
a
small oblong pill box, through the rapidly moving holes a crystal of quartz in his hands ever, lie entirelyin the obviating
0
debate lineup:
out of joint rental of boxes and
lent check charge. Flint officials
represents the latest ad- to" perceive tho image re-created on and gives It a sharp twist, then of one Interconnectingchannel. It
The
board
of
education
has
takNegative,
H.
Bast,
C.
Ryiarfrsother
points
distinctlv
interesting
had been looking for him for some
vance In the •Impllflcatlon the neon lamp. Now it Is one of tho during the time of twisting,one also simplifiesthe “framing”of
en out a building permit on behalf
n, L. Vredevoogdand H. Noble, to his audience.,
time and did not know his whereof
Washington
school
for
the
erecof televisionsystems by doing very necessary factorsin the suc- side of the crystal will have posi- tho televisionImage. Sometimes*
The local banks have over 1,200
abouts until they received a wire affirmative,N. Burgraff, A. Kuycessful operation of a television tive electricity and the other side in a theatre a motion picture image
from Frank Van Rv of HoUand. pcTj JL^Hoogenbroom, D. Martin boxes. The State Bank has about tion of a brick two-stall garage to apay with a complete telephone
system
that those two discs turn negative. This appearance of elec- becomes "out of frame.” The effect
800 and the Peoples Bank has near- cost about $900.
New Traffic directionsigns have
ll«4 or radio transmittingand reat exactly the same speed. When tricity when a crystal is given is that the top of the picture is
0
On Feb. 8 the negativeswill meet ly 400. The State Bank is contembe«n put up in the business disrelying lystem. The use of this
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beukema
televisionwas first demonstrated a sudden twist Is common to a seen at the bottom of the screen
trict marking M-21. The signs are the State Normal at Ypsilanti and plating an increase in space which
naturalmineral, cut from its rather
in 1927 these discs were kept In number of crystals, for .exam- and the bottom of the picture at
triangularin shape and attached tc the affirmativeswill meet Calvin will be devoted to this oepartmen*. and fqmily are leaving this week
Irregular crystal form to rectanguThe committeein charge of the to make their home in Zeeland,
the boulevard light poles high College here.
step by special electric motors com- ple, rochelle salt. This method of the top. At the touch of a lever
lar
box
shape,
is
the
latest
conarrangementlast night was A. E. where Mr. Beukema has purchased
enough to be seen above parked
pelled to rotate at the same speed getting electricityby twisting is by the motion pictureoperator this
cars. They were put up by the FENNVILLE FARM BUREAU
Gale, Frank Scholten and F. C. the Chevroletgarage from An- tribution of the Bell Telephone through a single, master oscillator called the piezo method, from the
can bo Instantly corrected so that
Laboratories
in
simplifying
teleBolt
thony Kooiman. He has been emstate highway department and will
NAMES SEVEN DIRECTORS
In New York, which sent control- Greek word piezo, moaning to the dog trotting along by his masThe place and time of the next ployed at the ThielemanAuto Co. vision, first demonstrated in April,
no doubt prove to be of great conling signajs to the New York motor press. In passing,It is interesting ter is no longer doing It at the top
venience to tourist*.
The Fennville farm bureau met meeting has not been decided up* and the Chevrolet garage here and iiil. Quartz is one of the com- and also over n separate wire cirto note that Madam and Pierre edge of the picture, rather than at
on.
The
Federation
mets
once
Is
now
embarking
in
business
for
mon,
natural
minerals.
It
abounds
Thursday in annual meeting. The
cuit to tho motor In Washington. Curie, discoverersof radium, were the bottom.
Philip Brook* went into the ditch following men were elected to the every three months.
himself. — Grand Haven Tribune.
in rocks and is an essentialeleOver land telephone lines consist- likewise discoverers of this piezo In television apparatus the fallabout three mite* beyond the sink- board of directors for 1929: Henry
ment of granite. It Is the hardest
ing of a special pair of wires con- electric phenomenon in quartz.
hole yesterday while on his way to N. Johnson, Frank R. Hosier, Vic- CHICAGO FIRM°GET8
communTcation
uro of tho two discs to start rosubstance, next to the diamond.
necting Washingtonand New York Now a most interesting thing about
Grand Rapids. He is grateful to tor Eagiekraut, James Smeed, WilHOLLAND WELL JOB
tating at tho same instantof time
The
amethyst la a form of quarts
Scholten of the Associated liam G. Sargent, Joe Morse and Sid
Holland City News,
these signals traveled a third cir- this piezo electric phenomenon is
and to be at the same relative ancolored purplish or bluish violet.
The contractfor drilling the new
lines who happen by and M. Thomas. Andrew Johnson, who
Holland, Mich.
cuit separate from the two circuits that if you connect the two wires
Blue
quartz
is
the
sapphire.
Agate
gular positionproducesa similar
Riverside
well
has
been
awarded
Dear Editor:
him out— Holland Sentinel. has managed the business for the
used for carrying the light Impres- from a battery to the opposite
to the Fairbanks, Morse Drilling • In the Holland City News of Jan. and onyx are other forma of quartz. sions and the spoken words. With
effect With the use of the quartz
West* ft|en^<jLuto- gompmy of 25 paat seven years, will continue in
company, Chicago, whose bid was 17th under happenings of 25 years The chemist calls it illcon dioxide. radio televisiona special signal faces of a quarlz crystal, the oscillatorcontrol the remedy Is
that capacity. The books have been
crystal will twist. To bo sure, the
$11,000. The new well will have a ago was a note about Graafschap The white aanda of the eea beach
branch Hupmobiie agency^ in South
quite simple. Connectedwith the
audited and the business is reportminimum output of 750 gallows of not getting down to "daylight sav- consist largely of quartz. Pyrcx was sent out over a separate wave twist Is not largo, in fact It Is too receiver are two buttons. When
Haven Monday. Martin Van Harm
ed in a satisfactorycondition.
length
for
tho
purpose
of
keeping
water per minute and will be com- ings time” yet. I would like to
small to be seen by tho naked eye.
of Zealand, who has been connected
glass contains much quartz.
one Is pushed the whole picture
o
the two motors In step.
pleted before May 1st
with the Holland company for the
It is sufficient, however, to feel
inform you that Graafschap has
Just
how
this
piece
of
lifeless
slowly moves to the right while
HOLLAND
YOUNG
FOLKS
ATRole
of
Quartz
Crystal
0
past three months, will be made the
dayHght savings time” as well as
and a crystal held In one’s hand
TEND SLEIGH RIDE PARTY
A Holland gentlemen who didn’t Holland and all American cities. and adamant crystalplays a role At this point comes the applica- gives a definitesense of motion. the other moves It to the left By
manager there.
In television will be explained tion of tho quartz crystal. W. A.
operation of the two push buttons
do so well last year has received
So if one has a method of connectGrand Haven Tribune— Miss Lu- the usual income tax blank and The old church bell rings at 7:00 later.
a child can readily cause the
Willi ts left vesterday
o’clock “dhyfigfit savings timh”
Harrison and J. W. Horton of the
ing and reversing tho connection
dle Hiler entertained Wednesday thanks the Government for the
About Television Operation
image to be properlycentered.
Fla., where her
Please correct this error.
Bell TelephoneLaboratories have
of the battery to the faces of the
compliment
She will
A Reader.
When once properly “framed" the
In practicallyall methods of been successful In making quarlz
crystal, the applicationand the rethere and
imago will not wander more than
televisionso far developed, it is crystal oscillators capable of mainversal of the electricity will cause
SPRING LAKE CHARTER
heme by way of PortsREPUBLICANCAUCUS
one-third
of Its width In an hour.
necessary
to
have
two
rotating
taining
their
rate
of
vibration
at
cottage on Grand River, where dintho crystal to vibrate.
DRAFT IS COMPLETED
fc, to visit her son there.
By thus placing the desired “framdiscs about two feet in diameter, almost exactlythe same frequency.
ner was served to the following Attorney Louis H. Osterhous of
There will be a Republican City
Tho frequency of tho mechanical ing” operation under the perfect
one at the transmitting end and One oscillator would not vary from
of Udies' Adult guests: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mai- Grand Haven, employed as an at- Caucus held in the court room of
vibrationsof tho crystal depends control of tlil person at the receivone
at
the
receiving
end.
Each
of
_
strom,
Jr.;
Ramona
Putz,
Frances
the other by as much as one vibraeven
torney by the charter commission the City Hsll on Monday. January
Be- Swart Florence Raak, Betty Raak, of Spring Lake, has completed the 28th for the purpose of electing 52 these discs has about fifty small tion in 10,000,000. So the plan ou its length, breadth aud thick- ing station, a great improvement
g Dorothy Buitenwert, Dorothy first draft of the proposed new delegates to the Ottawa County holes arranged In a single spiral Is to use one quartz crystal os- nens Just us the vibrations of a vio- has been made.
Koshnke, Mary Hodal, Luciie Hiler, charter and has returned it to the convention is for the purpose of near the edge. At the transmit- cillatorat the transmitting end lin or piano string depend on thdfc
Despite these simplifications and
Claude Koopman, Edward Hulst, commission for furtherrevision and nominatingdelegates to the Re- ting end the subject Is “scanned, •' and another oscillator at the re- length, and weight, or os those of ihfrrbvemraiiot
Holland; Henry Ricmersma, Hol- discussion.A meeting will be held Publican state convention called at that is, light streaks across the
ceiving end. This rystem docs a tuning fork on its dimensions. So system which represents
I McFall, Holland; Rob- in the city hall on Wednesday,Jan. Lansing on Wednesday, February
Image to be sent in a series of lines away with the third telephone lino :i quartz crystrl has a frequency of well in advance of anything yet
20th, 1929 and to transact such
Jofan
80. The charter will
*
*
*a It streams through the holes of or the third wave length as pre- lts_own and the interestingthing accomplished, engineers
other business as ma
to the people at an
the rotating disc. Then the arti* viously required. Tho two special Id that It can be ret In vibration by that It Is still full of such
come
before the convea
spring, said one of the
Idil electrical eye, namely, a pho- motors are used as beforo, but they an alternatingeteqtria current in- !tlo,. that
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“City Fathers”
HSIRvj

OTTAWA COUNTY FARM
REPRESENTATlVRSTO MEET
AT GRAND HAVEN

Hear From Fritz
rmer orRanirationsof Ottawa
Coui
arc sendine representatives
In Netherlands Grand Haven, Monday, January
Fj

The Bible Seen Through Oriental Eyes,
With Special Reference to India

ty
to
28th, at 9 A. M. to meet and outline

SAFE AND

MAYOR BROOKS CONVEYS

MESSAGE FROM ALDERMAN
JONKMAN TO COLLEAGUES

CONVENIENT

Mayor Brooks was rather surprised and surprised the members
of the common council in turn by
reading a letter received from Aid.
Fritz

Jonkman, who

is

now

visiting

Number 4

By Chris A. Dt Jong*

Milham. The program meeting i/

A Prominent
Zeeland Man
Dies in Holland

HOME
DAUGHTER. M

an annual affair to make extension
efficient and effective
in the county. Mr. R. G. Carr, assistant extension directorfrom the
State College, will represent that
institution at the reeling. ,
A simplifiedsystem of farm ac-

HOPE COLLEGE FOR CHICAGO

lege for two years, has accepted a
call to Bethany Reformed cnurch,
Chicago, recently vacated by Rev.
John R. Mulder, now a member of
the faculty in WesUrn Theological PASSES AWAY AT THE
seminary. Mr. Hager was graduOF HIS
ated from Hope college in 1920 and
completed his theologicalcoune at
Western in 1923. He served the
Was sitting in chair when
Reformed church at Jamestown 8
. death came.
years and left his first charge in
1926 to become a member of Hope’s
acuity.
William De Free, a prominent
During his college course, Hager
represented the institutionin the Zee and business man, died sudstate oratorical contest, was named djn*yjH the home of his daughter,
president of the Y. M. C. A. was Mrs. Wynand Wichers, 89 W. 12th;
unexawarded a bronie bust of George strect,Thursday afternoonunex*
Washington in the Cole contest In
’
oratory and was a member of
weeks before,Mr. De Free had left
Hope a debating teams.
Mr. Hager has made no definite Zeeland in order to be with Mr.
announcement when he will sever and Mrs. Wichers for the irintin
his connecUon with Hope. The months. Quietly dosing and rasthSl
Bible chair, which he occupies is in a large chair it was noticed 1%
the foundation of the Consfatorialmembers of the family that
a physician
Union of the Reformed churches of
was hastily summoned •<« •» was
Holland.
found that the grim reaper had talft
o
en the veteran hardware dealer*
and foremost citizen of Zeeland.
Mr. De Free was born in Zeeland
and was the founder of the William
De Free Co., hardware merchants.
50 years ago. He had been an of*

plan oPaction in co-operatior
with the ueridulturalagent, C. P.

work more

HARRY HAGER LEAVES

REV.

Jr

his old home in the Netherlands.
These words describe «the Safe
Very thoughtful,the traveling al- counting will be placed in the
derman remembered his colleagues hands of Ottawa County progresat home with an interestingreview sive farmers at accounting schools
Deposit service of this Bank
01 his travels which the mayor to be held next week Tuesday and
read in an open meeting. Said Wednesday. Mr. E. B. Hall from
where individual lock boxes
Fritz in his epistle to the “City the State College will conduct the
schoolsarranged for those who are
Father":
rent for $3.00 and upwards a
“I am going to surprise you and interested. Any farmer wishing to
the city council by writing a few join this co-operativefarm account
year.
lines from the land of dykes. Am projectthis year should secure information at once from the agritaking this opportunity,while my formal
brother is absent, for were he pres- cultural agent.
New poultry disease bulletin?
ent I wouldn’t be able to put my
“CAST THY BREAD UPON THE
thoughts into writing. He is al- are available at the office of the
Here you will find absolute proWATERS"
ways plyiin$ me with questions county agriculturalagent in Grand
about America — question^ about Haven and will be mailed to anyBy C. A. I)e Jonge
quires for its proper maturing, a
tection for your valuables and a
our social, religions and industrial one desiring them. Uoulbry dimoist climate and much water. The
seases,
it
has
been
said,
are
th?
life, our mode of living, about capThe inevitable partnershipof better qualitiesof rice are sown
service that is planned for your
ital and labor, about protectionand greatest limiting factor affecting water and rice has given new
in seed beds of water, and tr«n*^
free trade, wages, transportation profits in poultry.
meaning to the following passage ferred in the monsoon (rainy) seaconvenience.
and what not. too many to enumerfound in Ecclesiases: “Cast thy son. "Broadcasted rice,” says the
ate. I like that. It shows that he RUSH NEW PLANS FOR
bread upon the waters, for thou Indian Year Book, “ is grown genALLEGAN
MEMORIAL
is a reader, a thinker and a progresshall find it after many days." It erally in lowlying areas. Deep
Acer in both First and Second
sive citizen. The only thing I do
is interestingto note that in the water rices grow rapidly and to a
churches at Zeeland. Funeral eeSi
Rev. S. E. Kelley, secretary of
not like about him is that after all
same chapter are severalreferences great height" The picture shows
vices will be held Saturday.
his deductions have been made, his the Marilla Griswold Memorial to sowing. For example, we read,
Mr. De Free started in business
conclusions generally favor the building fund at Allegan, states "In the morning sow thy seed, and some of this rice growing in water. (H^NANIM0U8LY.H8^I,I0N8KN
in 1878 with his brother,Cornelius,
now
Rice not only grows in water, it
credit side of the ledger, which in new plans and snecifications
SCOUT
DISTRICT
in
the
evening
withhold
not
thy
buying the stock of A. Bolks *
is generally sown In water. The
this case mean: in favor of Holland. are nearing completion by the ar- hand."
Brw., one of the first hardwares
farmer casts the rice (bread) upon
GenerallyI hutnor him and take chitects.It is honed the new plans
Holland was well-representedat
ns pi
his
puns and sometimes his darts for the auditorium will be accept- What is this "bread" which is the thin coat of water that covers Grand Haven, when the scout of dealers in Zeeland. William De,
Free formerly had been In the ec
em*|
rood naturedlytelling him that able to the committeeand city of- cast upon the waters? Americans the rich moist earth beneath. The
flcials of Allegan-Ottawadiltrict
he should have been a lawyer in- ficialsso that work on the propos- seldom pass a day without having rice lodges in the fertile soil which met for the annual meeting and Ploy of this firm. The littlefran
building was opened June 20 ai
ed auditorium will be startedearly
is under water, and there it grows
stead of a country storekeeper.
banguet at the Gildner Hotel in
“Speakingor rather writing in a in the spring. No estimate of the had bread for at least one of their and grows, and after many days in that city. E. L. Warner of De- inside of two years, this proved too
serious vein for a moment, my ob- cost of the structure has been an- meals. To the Indian, a day with- the Indian farmer finds the bread troit, chairman of the Region No. small for the growing concern
servationshave taught me that the nounced but th^, committee hopej out rice is not complete— to him, which has been "cast away." He 7 Camp Committee and Boy Scout an additionwas made. After a fi
years another enlai
____________________
fund of $50,- rice is the “bread" of
European is very clannish,more to have anm endowment
finds it in the rich harvest time, national committeeman at large,
added November 21, 1881, Corne
000.
The
interest
on
the
bequest
of
Rice,
which
has
been
cultivated
jealous, and does not possess the
bringing thirty, sixty, yea, a hun- was the principal speaker. He
jius De Free died and- somewha
broad Americanviewpoint of giving $100,000 originally made by Mrs. in India since early antiquity,re- dred fold.
the expansion
eknan
‘
stressed
tfie
of
the
Boy
later Henry De Free joined th«
credit to whom credit is due. Know- Griswold now is in excess of $60,Scout movement as the only solu- firm, at that time known as WUHan
000, it is stated,so it would seem
ing
these
characteristics
as
I
do,
I
HOtLAKP MICHIOur
tion of the crime wave sweeping De Free A Bros.
bear with their shortcomings, and the endowment fund named will be GEORGE GETZ IS THANKFUL
the country. “Scouting," be said,
The frame building that
their distorted views of anything possible.
"is a process of making real men as a hardwarehome was mo
TO HOLLAND FOLKS
o
ZEELAND
MAN
foreign, and hence remain good
out
of real boys by • character de- the east side of the city to ....
CHIUS KOROSE MATCHMAKER
friends with all.
SLIPS ON ICY WALK
veloping program which works."
FOR BIG HOLLAND FIGHT
Wynand Wichers, president of
*
etructure
“Our voyage was very agreeable
A Scout executive,George MU- 52?
BREAKS
LONE
ARM
1889. The old brick building
the Chamber of Commerce, is in remsidering the season of the year.
ler of Grand Rapids told the group
The
first of a series of elimina- ceipt of a letter from George F.
t» in use, forming the weot
Yours truly didn’t miss a meal at
Icy walks in the Zeeland business that scouting Is largely a camp of the Zeeland Stata bank and
ny time, so you may conclude that tion bouts with the Michigan wel- Getz, in which he thanks Holland,
program
and
that
a
ooy
cannot
be
did not pay tribute to Neptune, terweight boxing championshipas folks for their loyalty to him district caused much trouble to ped- a successful Scout until he is a east side of the A. La Huis Cx
estrians Saturday, the most unforstore Th. De Frees used this
th
God of the Sea. Some did, espec- ’ts goal will be held at the Armory George is a greatt fellow— thanking
thorough camper. He and Mr. buildinguntil 1908, when they
ially so in crossing the North sea. January 30th when Earl Wirth of us when he has been doing all the tunate of whom was William WitWarner suggested a more suitable
The great Cunard liner Aquitania Grand Rapids and Al Wolpast for- giving and we are enjoyinghis vliet,who fell and suffered a broken Boy Scout Camp for the two coun- moved across the street into a new
three-story building made of th«
landed us at South Hampton in merly of Cadillac, meet in a 10- hospitality winter and summer an i arm. The fall left him without the ties than is now employed.
directly and indirectlyare receiv- use of his only means of livelihood
n*»e
about six days. From there we round clash.
William
Hatton
paid
a
fine
tribof William De Free Co.
took the Royal mail train to Lon- 1 Both Wirth and Wolgast are on ing material benefits because Uke- as hi.t other arm wax amputated ute to the memory of the late Capt.
In ell its many years of
the Michigan approved list for the wood is here. But the spirit of ap- some time ago. Witvlietwas active
don.
Charlea E. Belknap of Grand RanDe Free Co.
"I was agreeablysurprised at welterweight belt. The bout, ac- nreciation fills Mr. Getz because in many types of labor and aerved •ds, who was Ion* identified with the owners of William De
cording to Chris Korose, match- he knows we appreciate all these as an auxiliary
liliat police ofllcer.
the beauty of southern England and
Boy
Scout
movement*
and
who
on
.. . firm suffereda
its mild climate.Everywhere a maker, has been accorded full sanc- things in tt£ right way and are
several occasionswas brought here trous fire that *
green lustre. The gardens richly tion by the state athletic board of not slow in showing it. Anyway,
to
talk
to
the
boy*.
His
fund
of
and the entta
covered with all kinds of vegetables, control. Tony Myszka, Gr. Rapids the letter follo.ws and is self-ex- TUGS MAROONED SINCE
are offering the following u^d tjres FoYSale
Indian
dian atories
{toriw and early pioneer life
life hundred!
tundreds
cattle lowing Irr the splendid green heavyweight is^lsQ.j)pthe bill- lb planatory:
FRIDAY
FINALLY
MAKE
which were taken in on new U. S. Royal Cords:
“I want to take this opportunity
pastures,and the husbandmen busy is possible that one even may be
PORT
AT
GRAND
HAVEN
fcjlpoke o?Wn3RlSlS!lue buildinf was erected as'soon as the
of thanking you and your associaploughing their field*. Add to this of the best local talent.
ruins
uns could be cleared awai
away.
o
7—30x600 Balloon Tire and Tube
tion
for
the
work
you
all
did
in
conthe
beautiful
houses
of
a
quaint
and
each
In all the dsya, Mr. De Prea has
A building permit was applied nection with showing my African In the face of a 40-mile gale the
attractive architecture
and you have
30x3A Tire and Tube
tugs
Bertha
G.
and
C.
J.
Bos
came
"builds
tor
today,
tomorrow,
for
20
’
“
--van
1.50 ‘
a complete picture of pastoral life for at the city clerk'soffice this picture. Both the evening and the into Grand Haven Harbor Tuesday,Xears from now, for life. In be- been in business he refused to handle firearms of any type.
* *
2.00 ‘
in southern England. Upon and morninfc by Gerrit A. Voss, 407 afternoon were extremely satisfac- the Bos under its own power, whifo -jalf
of the council he presented Mr. De Free was the second old5
Central avenue for the remodeling tory showing for me and I felt that
after
my
arrival,
at
the
old
home5-33x600
the Bertha was towed in by another Scoutmaoter Preston Bilz of Spring
4.00 ‘
igan.
stead of yore, this' sentence occurred of a store front, to cost about $150. I had the interestof all my audi- tug, the H. J. Dornbos. The boats Lake with a badge in recognition est hardware dealer in Michigan.
Together with his son, JoKfrH.,
Mr.
o
.Mr.
7-31x500
ence with me every minute.
3.00 ‘
to me, (very forciblyso) namely:
and
their crews bad been marooned °t 10 yean of service as scout
De Free at the time of his dealt
Tho J. C. Westrate garage has
“I was very glad indeed that the
1 was a stranger to my brethren.”
9-30x495
since
Friday.
A
gale
made
It
posB.
P.
Sherwood
also
stressed
the
2.50 ‘
was conducting a big businass that
All had changed, the city and its just received a new Hudson-Essexpicturecould be shown at the Hol- sible to extricatethem, as strong value of scouting. He said the
grew from
. 2,300 stock in 1878.
8-29x475
3.00 ‘
environs,the people and their mode car shipment and they are now on land Theatre* on account of their winds blew the ice out, leaving Northwesternand St. Paul RailMr. De Free was also a promldisplay. They are beautiful, it is facilities for showing pictures.It
of
living,
their
dress
and
habits,
6-29x440
open water around the boats. The roads were sponsoring the Scouts nent church worker. He was iden2.00 *
said.
certainlybrought them out as they
all changed.
C. J. Bow arrived at 4:30 o’clock, not from an altrulatic standpoint tified with the First Reformed
should be shown.
"I have noticed one change esbut it was not until three houra but on an economic one, choosing church and later jointed the SecIf you do not find above the size you “I
wish
vou
would
convey
my
pecially, which has been in tne maklater that the Bertha G. was their employees from those who ond Reformed of Zeeland as a charing for some time, and that is the stood, I reverentlydoff by hat, and thanks to each and every member brought in. Her propellerwas bro- had scouting experience.
want, we have a complete stock of the U. States
ter member. During his career h#
ever growing less consumptionof proclaim to all the world that there of the committee for his part of ken and she was helpless. The carScout Executive Francis J. Gei also did much Sunday School work,
Usco and the U. States Royal 4 and the new
alcoholicoj/uita.
uavviivasv
spirits. I
A was
WOS told upon 13
is UII1J
only UIIC
one VUUIlLljr,
country, OIIU
and VIIC
one VUIJ,
only, the work in making the showing of
ferry Madison, assisted in breaking ger reported more than 800 boys both as a teacher and an official
6 ply.
inquiry that this consumption is worth living in, worth fightingfor, the picture both the evening and the way back to shore.
and men associatedwith the work and most of the time he acted as a
the
afternoon
one
hundred
per
growing less and it will surely be and what is more, worth dying for,
Families o fthe sailors were on in the two counties. He is plan- member of the consistorieaof the
and "
that
- Godsend to the people of
‘ is the United States
---of* cent successful. It was very grati- the docks when the boats arrived rung in expansion program which
which churches with which he was affiliatafter this has been carried to its America,with her glorious Stars fying indeed to have it well organ- and the sailors were hurried to he hopes will double the representaed.
final and successfulconclusion.Af- end Stripes forever, my country.” ized and everything so well in hand
their homes. Coal and provisions tion within the next year.
Mia De Free is survived by his
F. N. Jonkman as you gentlemen had it.
ter this has been accomplished,then
Other reporto showed tbe excel- immediate family consiatingof two
on the boats were exhausted.
“I appreciate the kind expresthe people will rise up out of the
lent condition of the organiutiondaughters, Mrs. Wynand Wichers
o
sions utteredby Mr. Diekema in the
depths of poverty and misery and
and high praise was given Execu- of Holland and Mrs. A. Luidens
Washing, Greasing, Tire Repairing,
WIFE
OF
OLD
LANDSCAPE
evening and you in the afternoon
they will then have more considerative Geiger for his untiring efforts, of New Brunswick,
and two
PAINTER DIES
as the thoughts and sentiments of
Wrecking Service
tion for their fellows, of whatever
Chester L. Beach of Holland, pres- soas, John H. De Free and James
Colonial
my friendsin Holland. I only wish
their kin or nationally they may be.
ident of the council, presided. He C. De Free of Zeeland,and alio one
Mrs. Frances Warner, wife of the
I might in some way express to
Open 24 hours
“Am having a very good time
atributed much of the success of brother P. Henry Db Free.
late
Joseph
Warner,
well
known
Matinees
daily
at
2:30
you
all
my
sincere
appreciation
for
here visiting then one, and then
the cause to the wonderful support
The funeral of J. Wm. De Free
landscape
artist,
died
Sunday
even25 West
Holland, Mich.
all that you have done for me, but
others,with the everlastingcoffee,
Evening at 7 and 9
given by the county newspaper..
occured on Monday afternoon.Rev.
ing
at
the
age
of
86.
She
is
surI do want to express again my deep
or teapot,always ready to pour out
Mr.
Beach
said
scouting
was
reTaxi
Garage
R. Vanden Berg, Rev. W. J. Van
Sat. Jan. 26
its contents.They sure have the
appreciationthat Holland is giving vived by two nieces, Mrs. Grace ceiving support from all classesof
Phone 5177
mc and my organization at Lake- Tomelsonof Battle Creek and Mrs. citizens as it never had before, be- Kersen of Holland and Rev. John
Boston Koffcc Kletz beat to a standBen Lyon in
M. Vander Meulen of Louisville,
George Webb of California. FunerFarm at all times.’
still.
cause it was becoming recognized Ky., took part in the services. Mrs.
VIENNA
al
services
wereheld
at
2
o’clock
"You may ask the question wheThere is no better Tire made than the
as something of permanent need Gorden Van Eenaam of Muskegon,
Tuesday afternoon from the Nibther I would like to spend the reBLACK LAKE SEINERS
and value. “Scouting has been in formerly Miss Isla Pruimi of ZeeMon.,
Tues., Wed.,
U. S. Royal Cord
belink-Notier Funeral chapel and
mainder of my days here. Oh
MAKE LARGE HAUL
process of develonmentfor a persang two selections.The fugentlemen, I answer in one short
Jan. 28-29-30
OF SHEEPHEAD interment followed in the Pilgrim iod of 19 years,” he said, “and the landneral was one of the largest held
Home cemetery.
sentence.With must respect for
total number of scouts and commitBIG SPECIAL
The husband of Mrs. Warner wai teemen in the United States is in Zeeland for some time. The city
Carp seiners in Black lake made
the land whereon once my cradle
folks attended in large numbers
NO
IN
their first big haul of sheephead. a character in Holland and his nearly one million. The outlook
The net was lifted in Pine Creek paintings adorn many walls. Sev- for the coming year in this area is and many from the country side
ADMISSION
hay and yielded about four tons. eral can be found in the City Hall encouraging. I feel there should be came to pay their last resepets.
Holt
The fish were of various sizes and lobby on the second floor and also a great development of troops es- Among those from other cities who
wore present were Rev. and Mrs. A.
the smaller ones will be placed on in the Council Chamber.
pecially in Allegan county, which Luidens and son Edwin of New
the local market. About 250 lbs.
is practically virgin territory.
Brunswick, N. J., Mr. and Mrs. WyThe ninth grade students at Jun“Submarine’1
of carp were includedin the lift, but
The following were elected for nand Wichers and children, Dr. and
no game fish were enclosed. George ior High School have an exhibitof the coming year: Chester L. Beach,
Mrs. S. B. De Free, John De Free,
Bender, in charge of carp fishing some exceptionalupholstered stools
Thure^ Fri , Sat.,
Holland, president;B P. Donnelly! Mr cSn De P^, Mr. jSc
operations,has refrained from in- and the various articlessuch as Holland, and George Laug. CoopMrs. M. Kolyn, Mrs. Chaplain OsJan. 31, Feb. 1-2
terferencewith local fishermen,but reed webbing and leatherwhich arc* ersville, vice presidenta; Wynand
when these had removed their used in such work. The exhibition Wichers, Holland, treasurer.Rich- sewaarde, Mr. and Mrs. Edward De
Free, Mr. and Mrs. Luidens, Miss
shanties to another location, he is in the main corridorand is open ard Van Hoeven of this city roeLuidens, Mrs. Van Kersen. Mrs.
For. good health and long life nothing is
took a chance in the vacated spot to the public.
IN
ceeds u. T. Schubert as scout com- Van Hartesveldt and Mrs. M. Pelo
and a good haul was made. Years
missioner.
grim of Holland, John Van Broek
•o essential as sleep — nature’s method of
The Ottawa county board of suago, many sheepheadwere caught
The trophy cup was re-awarded and Mrs. Joe De Free of Grand
in Black Lake and it is believed pervisorshave selected a number of to Troop No. 1, Grand Haven. Basrepairing die wear and tear of the body.
OF
Rapids, Mrs. Bert Pruim of Lanthere are sections in the lake where delegates
j from various townshi
. /nships tion Van Woerkom sang two desing, Mr. Wm. De Kruif of Leverthese fish abound in large numbers. and cities to represent this county lightful solos accompaniMi by Mrs.
If you disregard nature’s demand, your
ing and E. J. Pruim of Grand HavBender and his men will make an- at the annual meeting of the Asso- Van Woerkom and Scouts Hustod,
en.
system becomes run down
tired
other attempt to seine for sheep- ciation of Supervisors which will be McCracken and Spangler assisted
Holland Theatre
head for which there is a large de- held in Lansing February5, 6 and in many ways throughout the evenyou are incapable of clear thinking and
7. It is expected that approximate- ing.
mand in the open market.
Matinee Sat. only
o
proper activity.
ly 300 persons will be there from
Evening 7 and 9
Joseph C. Rhea made the report
practicallyall of the Counties of for Holland. He was applaudedin
REV. SAMUEL M. ZWEMER
You cannot sleep in comfort on wornFri., Sat., Jan. 25-26
RETURNING FROM EGYPT the state. Ottawa county has al- the midst of his report when he
ways sent a good sized delcgatioj said the entire area could take pride
Reginald Denny
out, inelastic,flat pillows
become soft
Rev. Samuel M. Zwemer, widely and taken an active part in the in Holland’s Sea Scout ahip which
in
by Age. Come in let us show you our
known missionary, is expected to movement. Those selected to go is the largestin the state and third
“RED HAT SPEED"
reach New York city this week are: Roelof Dragt, Allendale;B. L. highest in the United States.
large and complete assortment of new,
added
from Cairo, -Egypt. He will make Taylor, Crockery; George E. HeneSkipper Andrew Hyma reported
•oft, yet bouyant
his headquarters in Princeton.N. J. veld, Park; Fred Graham, Robin- on the Sea Scouts and said the sucwhere he is scheduled to deliver u son; John F. Van Anroy, Grand cess was one in a great way to
course of lecturesat the seminary. Haven city; Cornelius RooseoraaJ
Men., Jan. 28
President Beach and the pilot, Mr.
He will be sepcial guest and speak- Zeeland city; Chris W. Nibbrilnk, Geiger.
SIDE
Holland
City.
er at the annual luncheon of the
Short talks were made by Prin.
added
^GUARAKTEQ) FEATHER PILLOWS
American Christian Literature SoChris. De Jonge of Zeeland.
ciety for Moslems Saturday at HotMrs. Clara Hall, who has many
el Commodore, New York city. Dr. friendsin Holland, because she has
11» £neit. nxM coofoctaklc ud
The State Police, assistedby the
Tuein Wed., Thur&,
Zwemer is a graduate of Hope col- been spending her summers here Grand Haven city and county of
pillows made.
lege,
a
native
of
Ottawa
countv,
Jan. 29-30 31
for many years, died Thursday in fleers,arrestedJoe Grimes, 73 rears
?on of a pioneer minister in the Chicago of bronchial pneumonia. old, at his home on the .....
A pillow to
River Road
“CELEBRITY"
Holland colony,one o fthe founders Mrs. Hall would have been 84 years just within the city limit*, ____
meet every
of the Arabian mission and has old in May. She has been spend- day night. He was arraigned in
been connected with missionary ing her summers with Mr. and Mrs. Grand Haven on a charge of sale
Strand Theatrework in the orient for nearly 40 John Meeboer and has made many and possession. Waiving examinaFri., Sat., Jan. 25-26
years. Dr. Zwemer’s sister, Miss friends. Funeral serviceswere held tion he was bound over to Circuit
Nellie Zwemer, plans to return this Sunday afternoon in Chicago and
Hoot Gibaon in »
bail of $1,500
year from Ampy. China, where she burial took place this morning at
BURNING
has represented the Reformed Rosehill cemetery.— Holland Senchurch in America as missionary tinel.
Mon-, Tues., Jan. 28 29
Sold by
for 37 years. Dr. Zwemer probably
Trail of Horse Thieves
Chief Van
is
will visit Holland, his old home berTd
fore he returns to the Orient.
with the state police and
212-216 River Ave.
Wed., Thure., Jan. 30«3I
all drivers with one-eyed ______
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BIG SALE DAYS!

7

MEAD

Millinery
All Hats, mostly felts in

WESTRATE

all

Street

15 West 8th

\

new shapes at

the

Bath Towels
Heavy

Holland, Mich.

Quality 24x48 in.

•

Size A, Regular 50c Value

This sale marks the inauguration of a Bargain Event unrivalled in the

past

history of this store as a value giving

Sale Price each

offering. Each and every item in this advertisement and many others have been cut to a point where buying for the
future as well as the present is an economy.

HALF

We

PRICE

39c

are discontinuing and closing out several lines at cost and less.

an incentive and an opportunity you should not miss. Practical people will patronize this sale liberally. Read every item. Sale begins Saturday, Jan. 26; continues to Sat. evening, Feb. 2.
This surely

are Closing Out these better

Cotton, Part Wool and All Wool

Umbrellas at Less than Cost. All

A

Buy Them Now!

—

Good weight genuine Nashua double Bed Blankets

good shades and latest styles.
value you should not
Pure

Silk,

overlook

Values up to$12.00

Size 68x80 at $1.89 pr.

Full Double Bed size. Colored Plaids and Stripes.

at $5.98 each.

Special at $2.35 pr.

Silk and Linen, Values up to $6.50
at $3.98 each.

BED PILLOWS
Size 18x25 Purified Feathers,
covered with a good grade of tick-

•

Extra Heavy Fancy Double Bed Size.
Size 66x80 Wool Mixed with China Cotton $4.50 pr.
Size 70x80 Wool Mixed with China Cotton $5.00 pr.
Our best All Wool Double Bed Blankets.
$12.50 Value at $8.98 pr.
Genuine Pendleton Single and Double Blankets at
the following Bargains

Mixed Drapery

Silk

BUNKETS

UMBRELLAS
We

is

in. Material

............................

36

in. Material

............................

Size 21x27 $3.98 Value at $3.19 pr.

Size 21x27 Mixed with half Down

$13.50 Values, $11.48 pr.

$11.50 Values, $9.78

ea.

$15.00 Values, $12.75 pr.

$12.50 Values, $10.63

and covered with Linen Ticking

ea.

in. Silk

Mixed

Stripes

Rayon. Fancy colors—

Silk and

line

mostly the genuine Goldette—

$3.50 Value at $2.48 ea.

......

New Styles. To

All

Close

in.

Good Heavy Weight
35c Value, 29c ea. or 4 for $1.00

Jersey,

81 in. or 9|4

Lockwood Bleached

Pequot Bleached Sheeting

81x90 Stanwear Bleached Sheets

Plain Colors 36 in. wide

39c yd.

$2.39 Value, $1.69 yd.

—

Fig. Velveteen 27 in.

sold up to $2.50 per yard.

wd.

$2.95 Value, $1.98 yd.
Fig. Velveteen 36 in.

wd.

$.350 Value, $2.39 yd.

Lot 3 — Satin-faced Crepe, Flat Crepe, Taffeta,
Charmeuse, Plain and Figured Crepes. *39-40 in.
widths. Values up to $3.00, Sale price at $1.89 yd.
Come Early While the Assortment is Complete.

39c

all

Values

25c yd.

............

$1.00 Values

79c yd.

........

$1.25 Values

95c yd.

........

$2.69 Values

........

$2.95 Values

........

$1.95 yd.
$1.98 yd.

.......

$4.50 Values

........

colors and sizes. Flannel Suede lined.

The regular $6.95 value, Clearance

Sale price each

Sizes 14 to

for a quick Clearance.

$4.95

MUST GO!

50c Values

at

............................

89c ea.

.................

51c yd.

98c ea.

$1.19 ea.

....................

Bleached Sheets

............... . .......

81x90

Mohawk

Bleached Sheets

........................

81x99

Mohawk

Bleached Sheets

........................

$1.29 ea.

$1.45 ea.

in.

Bar None Pillow Ticking ............................29c

yd.

45

in.

Bar None Pillow Ticking ..........................35c

yd.

...$1.19 ea.

at....:. ..............$1.29
....................

$3.50 Values

at

....................

$5.00 Values at

....................

ea.

$1.98 ea.
$2.89 ea.
$3.75 ea.

One Lot of Men’s and Children’s
Underwear at JUST HALF PRICE

OUTING

$1.48 ea.

..........................

98c ea.

$2.50 Values at

$1.39 ea.

42

FUNNEL

Best quality Amoskeag Outing
Flannel. Colored stripes and checks.
36

in.

wide. Extra special at 19c yd.

KOTEX
*

36 in. Black Rock

$2.50 yd.

Brown

Muslin

36

in.

Unum Brown

39c Box or 3 Boxes for 95c

I31/2C yd.

....................

36 in. Spartan Brown Muslin ..........................W/^c yd.

$3.19 yd.

this

19c ea.

25c ea.

$1.75 Values

......................

Mohawk

Muslin ..........................

All our $15.00 to $20.00 Dresses are put in one price

group for

re-

36 in. Hope Bleaced Muslin ............................ 13!/oc yd.

$2.29 yd.

$3.50 Values

............................

$1.50 Values at

............

63x90

81x90 Pequot Bleached Sheets

..........

$2.59 Values

Rain and Storm Coats
We have most

not fail to look up
these Values.

$5.00 Value, $3,50 yd.

................. ..........

at

........................

89c-ea.

72x90 Fort Mills Bleached Sheets

or Less.

Do

at

35c Values

$1.26 Values at

........................

81x90 Fort Mills Bleached Sheets
$3.50 Value, *$2.39 yd.

25c Values

49c yd.

........

Nearly All at Cost

10c yd.

MACHINE THREAD
J. P. Coats at 45 c doz.

Children’s Dresses

Sale. All the new Spring Dresses included.

All Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Winter Coats reduced

Every Winter Coat

Sheeting

......

Challies,etc.

Lot 1-36-40 in. Silk Taffeta, Pongee, Marceline,
Baronet Satin etc.

Coats! Coats!

Excellent

derwear. Now is the time to
needs—

plenish your

$1.00 Values at ........................75c ea.

Crepes, Wool

values at $1.50 yd.

Bleached Pillow Cases.

%

Values—

Designs. Closing out.

Your Choice at 98c per yard.
in. Radium Silk, Georgette,Crepe De
Chene, and Flat Crepes. Most of them Regular $2.39

PILLOWCASES

Qualities and

standard

Plain and fancy suit-

81 in. or 9|4

Lot 2 — 3640

$3.50 Value at $2.39 ea.

42

Closing Out Entire Line

goods.

perfect

close out this Entire Stock of

Men’s, Ladies’ and Children’s Un-

numbers are the best

makes of Cotton. All

Talje

Out

following

81 in .or9|4 Fort Mills Bleached Sheeting

rare values if interestedin silks.

Some

The

Striped Materials, Flannels, Kasha Cloths, Wool

wanted shades. This entire
placed in three differentlots at a fraction of

LADIES’ SWEATERS

$2.25 Value at $1.48 yd.

ings. Fancy Plaid and

all the

UNDERWEAR

KNIT

pair.

cy Plaids and Figured

Silks. Beautiful

silk stripe

at 79c each.

the opportunity—

........

their real value for a quick clearance. Observe these

Bloomers, $3.50 Value at $1.48 pr.
Slips......

assortmentof

Lint of

Silk,

$1.89 Value at $1.29 yd.

Plain Colors and Fan-

SILKS
Out This Entiro

binations etc. Real $1.00 Values

Rayon Jersey

........

VELVETEEN

$19.50 Double Blankets at $16.58 pr.

Closing

price. You should buy several pairs while you have

Cotton Goods Sale

$16.50 Values, $13.98 pr.

a $7.50 Value at $5.98 pr.

SUPS AND BLOOMERS

Voile, Bloomers, Slips, Gowns, Com-

Wool Dress Goods

ea.

.

Sateen Lingette and

before have we offered these numbers at such a low

$1.50 Values at 89c yd.

:

$10.00 Values, $8.48

All our odds and ends from our

To
50

EACH

Chipman’s Form Fashioned. All good shades. Never

$1.25 Values at 79c yd.

Brocaded Material

79c

Dollar Table.

Extra Special 79c
50 in.

BARGAINS AT

including Modesty, Prim Points, Nightingale, and

materials.
36

$1.

Silk Hose

Special Clearance of our Regular Dollar Hose,

To Close Out. These Charming Drapery Fabrics
for Spring Decorationsat prices that cannot be
duplicated in the regular way. These exceedingly
low prices will move this Lot at once. Be on hand
when the sale opens if you need any of these

ing ................$2.50 Value at $2.19 pr.
Size 21x27..$3.50Value at $2.98 pr.

Ladies’

50.

Satins, Flat Crepe Georgettes, Prints, etc.

All our Children’s Dresses, sizes 2 to 14 years. Silks,
Wool, Jersey, Wash Materials, during this Sale at

Sale price each

All other Raincoats at
All $69.50 to $79.50 Coats go at each

................................

$45.00

All $50.00 to $60.00 Coats go at each

................................

$35.00

All $40.00 to $49.50 Coats go at each

................................

All $30.00 to $39.50 Coats go at each

........... ...........

All $20.00 to $29.50 Coats go at each

................ ...............

$14.85

1-4 off price

$30.00
$22.50

‘

$16.95

Wash Frocks

Just received a shipment of the

Choice of

and

our $15.00 to $20.00 Velvet and Wool Dresses

Bath Robes and Lounging

for this Sale at

Spring. Beautiful patterns. Fast Colors.
lot of fine

all

New Wash Frocks for

All other Coats reduced 33Rj% to 50%.

One

1-4 off price

t

Coats, Fur-trimmed,mostly sizes 14-16-18

a few larger sizes. These coats

were $17.50 to $30.00.

$1.95 or 2 for $3.75

Robes

$12.85

While they last take your choice

Dresses

$8.95

Never before have you had the opportunity
One

lot of

Wool Velour Coats, Mandel Fur

Women’s sizes

*

'-n-jZLf

Collar.

.A,.

V

to

buy good Odd

Dresses at such prices.

Many

of our Dresses are the

Spring numbers. All go

in this

Big Sale.

$4.95

All Children’s Coats at

$5.95

1-3 to 1-2 off

lots in

Men’s and Women’s Beacon Blanket Robes,

House Dresses, about 75 dresses

new

in this

group

Quilted Robes, Corduroy Robes

and Men’s

Women’s Silk

Silk Lounging

to close out each
Robes all go during

More than 100 Dresses in all sizes, 14 to 50, in light and
dark shades and prints. Satins, Flat Crepe, Georgette,
Foulard and Wool are the materials. All are $9.95 to $15.00
values. Clearance Sale price each

at

,

&

this Sale at

79c; 2 for $1.50
1-4 off price
'•

A few Odd

_

Lots in Dresses at almost your

own

price.

mention the many good values we have, but we guarantee you teal WORTHWHILE BARGAINS if you attend this
sale. Everything ytill be marked in plain figures, and we will have extra help to take care of the crowds so you will not have to wait.
This sale is for CASH ONLY. Nothing charged, laid away or sent out on approval at sale price.

We haven’t space

to

ead
idm*

&

15 West Eighth Street

•

& Westrate
Holland, Michigan

THE HOLLAND OTT NEWS
ALL BUT
BE

MAYOR MUST
One of Miss Lyda Rogers’ biology
AT HOLLAND classesof Holland High School dis-

NAMED

20-18.

PERSONALS

COMMON

w ...

MORTGAGE SALE

John Vanden Heuvel of Zeeland,
covered a bird which was never seen
COUNCIL
The spring primaries will call for
before in this section of the state,
, was severely injured in a Holland
a full slate of city officers, with last week one of the pupils found
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer htraatsma factory Inst week when he got
the exception of Mayor E. C.
and son from Sioux City, Iowa are struck in the left eye with a nail.
WHEREAS, default has been WHEREAS, default
a bird near the Heinz Pickle FacBrooks, whose term expiresin 1930.
made in the payment of moneve made in the payment of
tory and took it to school so it Holland. Mich., January 16, 1929. visitors at the home of Mr. and He was taken to a doctor after
!
Nominationswill include clerk, could be identified.Miss Rogers
Mrs. Straatsma of this city for sev- the accident, but the optic could not
secured by a mortgage dated the cured by a mortgage
The Common Council met in reg- eral weeks.
treasurer, supervisors,board membo saved.
13th day of November, A. D. 1925, 12th dav of August A.
reported it was a Starling. The
bers, aldermen and constables. City
. _
| Mrs. Harry Cook, who has been
executed and given by John Jollnx executed and ffiven by Jc
bird was wounded and died shortly ular session and was called to order
Clerk Oscar Peterson, who comA. L. Keppel attended the brick at the local hospital for several
and Jennie Joling as husband and nerua, unmarried, of
after it was brought to the school. by the Mayor.
pletes his first term ana City Treas
merchants state convention last weeks because of a serious illness,
wife, of the Township of Zeeland. Kent County, Michig
Present:
Mayor
Brooks,
Aids.
urer John Karreman, who is eliii is improving.
Rev. Daniel Zwier attended,the Kleis, Westing, Brieve, Wellman,
County of Ottawa amt State of J. Mulder and Ethel
gible for a fourth term, likely will mission conference at Detroit last
Zeeland bank reports again show
Michigan, as morteagon, to John in his and her own
Hyma, Steffons,McLean, Postma, Harold Lievense of Niles visited
not meet with opposition. Both week.
A. Van Kley and Mra. Nellie
husband and wife, of
southeastern Ottawa county to bo
Vnnde Water and Scholten,and the his mother last weekj
have .shown themselves very able
in a very prosperous condition. The
executors of the Estate of Adrian ship, Ottawa County,
Clerk. Devotions were led by Rev.
and worthy officials.
Ira Hancock of New York City
Van Klefrjdeceaaed,of Zeeland,Ot- mortgagors,to the Holl
___ _ , ,
, resources total $4,702,443.30 for
Frank Brieve, veteran alderman was a visitor in this city for a few Edw. Tanis.
4
,n"t r** tfiri e ot the hanks in tn,s vicinity.
tawa CounTyr-Mlchigan,
as mort- State Bank of Holland, Mi
Minutes
considered
read
and
ap• nd at Paul Rader's tabernacle in
of the council, this year will com- days.
Zeeland State bank leads with $3,- You are locatedon one of the main gagees, which said mortgage on a corporation organized
proved.
Ch cago.
plete a service of 14 consecutive
117,071.53, State Commercial & routes of the Greyhound Lines, largest the 24th day of September, A. D., ing under and by virtue of
years as council member. Brieve
Mils Cathelene Mersen lias reSavings ranks next with $1,099,- motor bus system in America- Learn how 1926, was assigned to Nellie Poest of the State of Michigan,
Petitionsand Accounts
F^velyn Hilarides,a teacher at 175.65 and the Jamestown hank cheaply you can travel by Greyhound.
has missed only two sessions of the turned from Chicago where she
of Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michi- gagee, which mortgagewas
coupcil. As a member of the street spent the week end.
Clerk presented communicationRavenna High School, spent the has a total of $485,896.12. Zeeland Frequent schedules and comfortable (ran, which mortgage was recorded ed in the office ot the
week
end
at
her
home.
co»mittee he has been prominently
rom the MichiganDepartment of
State bmk has become a 100 per hot water heated buses toall points.Get in the office of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa
full infonnadon and fares at depot
identified with the improvementof
"«nt hark with its surplus equal
Mrs. John Van Huis submitted Health,calling attentionto the anDeeds for Ottawa County, Michi- gan, on the 20th day of
Mr. and Mrs. A. Coords, who to the issue of its capital. A total
Holland’s streets, which now total
to an operation at the Holland hos- :iual conference of Sewage Treatgan, on the 17th day of November, D., 1927 in Liber 147 of
GREYHOUND DEPOT
about 30 miles of pavement. The pital last week. She is improving ment Plant Operators to be held at have been visitors in Holland for of $3,712,408 67 now is being carA. D. 1925, in Liber 140 of mort- on page 478, on which
a few weeks have returned to their
tentative program for 1929 calls as well as can be expected.
WARM
FRIEND TAVERNLansing, on January 24th and 2nth,
ried in savings accounts of the 3
gages on page 314, and which as- there is cclaimed to t* due
home
in San Francisco.
for an additionof between two and
1929. Referred b B. P. W. with
banks. Although ihonie building
PHONE 2052
signment was recorded. in said Reg- time the sum of Big
three miles and by next fall Holme recommendationthat Mr. R‘. Miss Marie Hilliardwho was has been retarded within the past
ister of Deeds Office on the 30th day nineteen($819.00) Ddlara,
Miss Jennie Klein and Miss Jo B. ( hampion attend conference,
land will be nearly 100 percent
few months all local business conof September, A. D., 1926, in Liber cipal and Interest, and an
s
Van Otterloo were visitors at the ( lerk presentedcommunicationcalled to Holland because of the cerns are operating full time with ffOj
141 of mortgages on page 172, on fee of Thirty-five($35.00)
o
home of Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Massc- from Damstra Bros, to the effect death of Henrietta Kuypers, has full crews. Building and road opwhich mortgage there is claimed being the legal attorney fat in
returned to ,her home in Chicago.
link of Grand Rapids last week.
HOPE FIVE TAKES
, »8
per request from the
erationsare scheduled to begin as
to be due at this time the sum of mortgage provided, and no
ALMA INTO CAMP
Building Committee, they have had
soon us the weather opens.
Two Thousand,Eight Hundred proceedings having been int.„
SOCIETY
Superior all around team play
o
Twenty-sevenand 84-100 Dollars at law to recover the debt or
Mr. and Mrs. George Mooi have posted in tbo Boiler Room of the
and basket shooting,especially returned from Chicago where they Old Hospital Building, the neces- WMMMMHMMWOOOOftOOflOOOOO
CENTRAL PARK
($2827.84), princinal and interest, pint thereof,secured by aaid
from the foul line, gave Hope a spent a few days last week.
sary rules b he followed in the
and an attorney fee of Thirtv-flvegage, whereby the power oi
Miss
Doris
Woodall
entertained
30 to 25 victory over Alma college
successful operationof the Heating
Isane Bezon, 84, a resident of this
Dollars (36.00), being the legal at contained in laid mortgace baa
her friends at a bridge party last
Plant. Filed.
cagers Friday night in an M. I. A.
torney fee In said mortgage pro- come operative.
week.
Those
present were Louise vicinity for 54' years, died F'ridnv
Frank
Shepard
of
Saginaw
has
A. game. Hope quickly rolled up
flerk presented communicationBosnian, Evelyn Wierda, Julia Ven- lit Central Park, west of Holland.
We
are
equipped to
vided, and no suit or proceedings k NOW THEREFORE, notice
a score of 9 to 3 and. while Alma returned home after installing the from the Holland Community Fair
handle any kind of Job
having been Institutedat law to hereby given, that by virtue of
der Hill, Vivian Van Anroy, Nella Mr. and Mrs. Bezon recently celeplayed Hope even during the final new ovens in the Dutch Tea Rusk Association thanking the City for
Printing, and when H
recover the debt or any part there said power of sale and in pars
West rate, Caroline Hilarides, Doris brated their fjfty-seventhanniverBuilding.
three-quartersof the game it was
rl.e iron poles that were donated to
cornea to Service, we
of, secured by said mortgage of tha statute In auch caae
Woodall
and
Miss J. F'ortythe. A sary of their marriage. He is surnot able to pull over the lead gained
them sometime ago. Filed.
can only refer you to
vived by 12 children. Funeral serwhereby the power of sale con and providad. the said me
dainty luncheon was served and a
at the start. The game was played
Mrs. J. A. Ditmar underwentan
Reports of Standing Committees
vices were held Monday afternoon
our customers or ask
tained in said mortgage haa be will be foreclosedby sale
good time was reported by all.
at Alma with few Holland or Hope operation at the Holland hospital
Committee on 'Streets and Crossthat you give us a trial
in the Reformed church at Central
come operative.
premiaes therein described,at
rooters present.
last week.
walks to whom was given authority
Park. Rev. Van Dyke officiating.
THEREFORE, notice is lie auction, to the highest bit
Mrs. G. Van Loplc was the guest
to advertisefor bids on sewer pipe
hereby given that by virtue of said at the north front door of the
of honor at a luncheon given by
j®!’ the City’s requirements during
power of sale and in pursuance of house In the City of Grand I __
Mrs. Tom White last week. Cards
1929, reported having received two
were played and a social afternoon IMPROVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL “For Sale" and “For Rent" the statute in such case made and Ottawa County, Michigan, that
bids, one from T. Keppel’s Sons
provided,-the said mortgage will ing the place where the Cl
was enjoyed.
and tfne from John Good Coal Co.
cards are sold at the News office be foreclosedby sale of the prem Court for the County of Ottai
The bid of Keppel’s being the lowisos thereindescribedat public auc- held, on Monday the 4th
Mrs. C. De Vries, wife of Evanest, the Committee recommended
tion, to the highest bidder, at the February,A. D., 1929, at
gelist Rev. Leonard De Vries, was
they being awarded the contract.
north front door of the courthouse o clock in the afternoon of
surprised
by
the
ladies of the First
*
in the City of Grand Haven, Ot- date, which premlaea are d<
OR. E. J. HANES
Baptist church last week, the ocSaid Committeealso reported for
tawa, Michigan,that bring the In aaid mortgage as follow*,
casion being her birthday. A dethe information of the Council that
Osteopath
place where the Circuit Court for wit: The following deacribed ‘
lightful evening was reported and By Rev. P. B. Fitzwater, D. D.
they had received5 bids on cement,
the County of Ottawa is held on and premises situatedIn tha
a dainty luncheon was served. The
Dian, Mooi, Bib l, Imliiuto of Chicof
Office at 8* Wart Ittt Bt
hut since all 5 were identical, the
Monday the 11th day of March, A. ship of Park, County of
guests
present at the party were
(©, 192*. Western New*p«p«r Union I
Office Hour*: Q-ia A. If. S.| p.. y.
Committee asked for new bids.
D., 1929, at two o'clockin the af- and State of Michigan,vi*.:
as follows: Mrs. H. H. De Maat,
•nd by appointment
Committee on Claims and Acternoon of that date, which prem northeast quarter (NEU) of
Mrs. C. Riedsma, Mrs. M. Nienhuis,
counts reported haying examined
isos arc deacribed in said mortgage northeast quarter (NEM)
of 1
[NEM) of
Mrs. J. Hellenthal,Mrs. C. Brooks,
Lesson for January 27
claims in the sum of $5359.73,and
as follows,to-witi
tion numbered Twenty-eight
Mrs. G. Backs, Mrs. P. Vaude Lune
recommended payment thereof, (for Mrs. J. Vande Lune, Mrs. G. Van
The followingdescribedland and Town Five (5) North, Range _
THE HOLY SPIRIT
claims in detail, see Claim sheet in
premisessituated in the City of teen (16) West, being forty (<l
Wynen,
Mrs. Wm. Modders, Mrs.
Citf’ Clerk’s office.)Allowed.•
Zeeland, County of Ottawa,
acres of land more or laaa
'T'HERE a^e no emotions of the human heart so tender
P. Stuit, Mrs. B. Hyink, Mrs. H
LESSON TEXT — John 16:7*11:
Committee on Welfare reoprted Houw, Mrs. L. Mael, Mr*. L. De Romans
Life
State of Michigan, viz.:
A or so beautifulas those which prompt the placing of
ing to governmentaurvey,
8.12-17, 28. 27.
noor
orders
in
the
ameurt
of
$112
a Memorial that the place where loved ones lie may be
OOI.DKN TEXT— -For ns mnny as
The east sixty-two (62) feet of with all tenements, hew
Vries, Mrs. A. B. Hulsebos, Mrs. B
Accident
as regular aid and $339.18 as temare led by ||„. Spirit of Ood. these
' beautiful forever.
the west one hundred eightv-eight and appurtenancesthereuato
porary aid. total of $451.18, Ac- Lemmen, Mrs. A. Lemmen, Mrs. T. are son* of Ood.
Compensation
and one-half (188K) feet of Lot longing: excepting however,
Van
Dort and Miss Mable De Vries.
There is oatisfaction in knowing that one has done
cepted and filed.
PRIMARY TOPIC— Our Unieen
Ten (10), and the east sixty (60) numbered Seventy-three (73)
*11 one can. One feels more content when one sees how
Public Liability
Helper.
Communicationfrom Boards and
feet of the west one hundred and Seventy-four(74) of Lakei
Firutha Rebekah lodge held indignified a proper Memoriallooks, how calm, bow
JUNIOR TOPIC— Our Unseen HelpSurety Bonds
eighty-six and ong-half (188K) Park Sub-division,a recorded
stallation of officerslast week. The •r.
peaceful, enduring and beautiful.
City Officers
feet of the north sixty-one (81) now comprising part of said
ir.stallingofficers were District DeINTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR
Automobile
It may be that you are thinking about a Memorial.
feet and six (6) inches more or less gaged premises.
The claims approvedby the Li- puty Pres., Bell Wilson, Grand Mar- TOPIC— How the Holy Spirit Helps
If so, we v/ill be very glad to show you our display of all
.
Us.
Burglary
5f Ix)t nine (9), all In Allng’s Adbrary Board in the sum of $472.47; shal Leona Norlin,assistedby sevDated this 12th day of Nc
types, including Guardian Memorials.
YOUNfl PEOPLE AND ADULT
dition to the Village (now City) ber, A. D., 1928.
Board of Park and CemeteryTVust- eral other members, Noble Grand
Fire
TOPJC— The Work of the Holy
of Zeeland, together with all teneees $325.25; Board of Police and Margaret Lindberg.Vice Grand Spirit.
Holland City State
ments, hereditaments and appurFire Comma.— $2442.73; Board of iiora Haight, Con. Celia Palmer,
tenances
thereunto
belonging.
Public Works— $6163.17, were or Warden, Birdie Seavers, Chaplain,
I. The Personalityof the Spirit
Chas. H. McBride,
Cor. 8th A Collogo
Dated this 12th day of December, Attorney for Mortgagee,
drred certified to the Common Blanche Shaffer,Past Noble Grand (John 16:7, 8).
of Everlasting
A. D., 1928.
Council for nayment. (Said claims Grace Urick, Sec. Nellie Haight,
Personality is here Implied by the
Business Address:
(RtgisUrtiTrail Mark).
on fila in the Clerk’s office for pub- Fin. Sec. Nora Harris,Treas. Janie use of the personal pronoun. In
Holland, Mich.
NELLIE POEST, Expires February 12, 1929.
lic inspection). Allowed and Annis, R. S. of N. G. Blanche Bur- the original Scriptures personal pro
rows.
L.
S.
of
N.
G.
Jennie
StaufAssignee
of
Mortgagee.
vouchers ordered issued.
nouns are used uniformly In s|»enkDiekema, Kollen & Ten Cate,
B. P. W. reported the collection fer, R. S. of V. G. Clara St. Johns, Ing of the Spirit?- Then. too. He Is
select
Attorneys for
of $12,774.57;City Treasurer, $6,- L. S. of V. G., Ida Habing. Inside culled the Comforter. The word
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
MORTGAGE SALE
222.04. Accepted and Treasurer or- G. Jane Weber, lutaideG., Joseph- “comforter’’ literallymeans one
complete
factory
18 W. 7th St.
Holland, Mich.
Phone 5270
dered charged with the amounts. ine Beuder, Dist. Deputy Belle Wil- called to staiid by tbe side of an
. As iignee of Mortgagee,
Clerk reported Albert Serne 5 son. The past. noble grand and two other as a helper,counsellorand \
Business Address:
at the
WHEREAS, default haa
months in arreark on house rent at* installingofficers were presented guide. While Jesus sojourned in
every ymvfr
Holland. Mich.
made in the payment of mom
MS River Ave. at $15 per mo:— $75. with beautiful bouquets. The relief the world Me was such to Ills disciExpires March 9th.
secured by a mortgage dated
Budd Eastman, 6 months in arrears committees Were also appointed at ples. He assured them that upon
9th day of November A. D„
for house rent at 29 W. 3rd St. also this meeting.
His withdrawal the Holy Spirit
executedand given by K1«m
at $15 per mo.— $90. Referred to
would take his place as friend, help
11875 -Exp. Feb. 2
2F
Mulder and Ethel Muftar,
City Atty. for collection.
OLIVE CENTER
er and counsellor. The personal
and severallyas husband an* ____
Clerk reported InterestCoupons
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
The
Probate
lly of the Spirit Is also proved by
of the Townshipof Park, County
.due in the amount of $238.75, AlHarry Vander Zwaag, who •was the fact that Me performs acts only
Court for tho County of Ottawa.
lowed and warrant ordered issued. sick with the flu last week, is again
At a session of said Court held at Ottawa and State of Michigan, at
Possible to persons. In John 14:20
mortgagors,to the Holland Cit
Clerk reported that in accordance working at the Holland Co-op Co.
the Probate Officein the city of Grand
lie performs the function of a touchState Bank, of Holland, Micbi
There was a real winter here last
with our City Charter the last dav
Haven
in
said
Ceunty,
on
the
12th
er. He not only teaches,but He
a corporation organized and
for Registrationbefore the Spring week for a few days with the merday of January A. D. 1929.
speaks as a person giving direction
Ing under and by virtue of the laws
Primaries would be on Saturday, cury around zSro.
Proeent: Hon. Jaasa J. Danhof, Jodae
^
of the State of Michigan, as mortJanuary 26, but according to the
Mrs. Andrew Sjoerdsema, who to tbe disciples as In Acts 8:29 and
or
,
13:2.
His
yiersoiiality Is again
gagee, which mortgagewas recordState Election Laws the last day was formerly of this place, but
In tha Matter of tha Brtata of
proved by the fact that men act toed in the office of the Register of
would be on Saturday, February 16. lately of Holland,died at the home
ward him as they could act only toEGBERT HABBERTON GOLD, Dacaased Deeds for Ottawa Count
ity, Michiand requested authority to adver- of her son, John, of Holland.
ward a person. In Isaiah 63:10 the
It appearingto the court that the gan,
ii, uii
me Avtii
No'
on the
10th uay
day u*
of November,
tise said registrationfor the City ^ It was reported that Mrs. Jacob
prophet declared that men vexed
time for presentation of claims against . D., 1925 in Liber 135 of Mort^
in accordance with the State Law. Kamphuis is improving slowly.
the
Holy
Spirit.
It would be manisaid
estate
should
be
limited,
and
that
Granted.
gages on paga 620, on which mortChris Van Slooten has taken the
a time and place be appointed to reage there' is claimed to be doe at
On motion of AM. Brieve, RE- place of Theron Stone, mailman, festly Improper to speak of vexing
Visitors
fi1w*ys
ceive, examine and adjust all claims lis time the sum of One Thousand
SOLVED, that all Registrations.be who has been confined to his home an Influence; only n person can be
vexed. In Matthew 12:31 Jesus
and demands against aaid deceased by sixty seven and six one-huntaken care of in the Clerk's Of- with the flu.
speaks of men blaspheming against
and before aaid court:
o
dreths $1067.06) Dollars,principal
fice instead of having one day for
the Holy Spirit. It would be imposIt ia Ordered, That creditora of said and interest and an attorney fee of
Registrationsin the various wards
FENNVILLE
sible
to
blaspheme
against
an
Indeceased are required to preaonttheir Thirty-five($35.00) Dollars,being
as is sometimes done.
claims to said court at said Probate the legal ‘attorneyfee in said
Ice harvesting on Hutchins lake fluence. In Ephesians 4:30 Paul
City AttorneyMcBride reported
speaks of grievingthe Spirit.
Office oa or before the
mortgage provided, and no suit or
having arrived at a settlementwith has been startedami the ice is now
Again. It would be manifestlyImproceeding! having been instituted
the United Roads Construction Co. being hauled to Fennville for stor14th day ef Msy, A. D. 1929
at law to recover the debt or any
formerly tho While Road Con- age. The ice has formed rapidly proper to speak of grievingan Inat ten o'clock in tbo forenoon,said part thereof, secured by aaid mortfluence.
Further,
In I Corinthians
7156-Exp. Feb 2
struction Co. and the American during the past week, during which
time and place being herebv appointed gage, whereby the power of sale
12:11 Paul speaks of the Holy
Surety Co. on paving suits filed for the temperature has hovered around
STATE
OP
MICHIGAN - The Probate for the eiaminatioaand adjustmentof
Spirit
exercising
the
function
of
contained in said mortgagehas bedefectivepavements on the follow- the zero mark, falling once to four
Court for the County of Ottawa,
claims and demands against Mid come operative.
ing streets: 19th St from Van below in the city% and considerably will. One of the essential charac- At a session of sanWCourt,held at all
deceased. * ,
teristics of personalityIs that of
Raalte Ave t.o Columbia Ave, Set- lower in the neighboring sections.
THEREFORE, notice it
volition. The Holy Spirit Is rep the Probate Office in the City of Grind
It is Further Ordered, That Public
tled for $6596.10 plus costs of $150, The storm that started last Friday
hereby given, that by virtue of the
Haven
in said County,on the 16th day
notlea thereof be given by publication said power of sale and in pursuance
or a total of $6746.10. 7th St.
continued practicallyunabated un- resentedns divine. He has the at- of Jan. A. D. 1929.
of a copy of this order for three succesRiver to Lincoln Aves., Lincoln Ave. til Monday when the mercury start- tributes of deity, in Psalm 139:7-9
of the statute in such caae made
“His hair is white with snow of years;
from 7th to 8th Sts., and 17th St. ed rising until Wednesday after- He Is declared to he omnipresent; Present: Hon. James J. Danhof, sive weeks previous to aaid day of hear* and provided, the said mortgage
Judge of Probate.
In
I
Corinthians
2:9-11
omniscient.
inf
in
the
Holland
City
News,
a
newsfrom River to Central Aves. Set- noon it had climbed to thirty dewill be foreclosed by sale of the
His feeble steps are slow;
In the matter of the Estate of
He also performs the works of
paper printed and elrculatad in Mid premiaes therein described at pubtled for $5290.65, plus costs of $150 grees above zero.
County.
WILLIAM VER MEULEN, Deceased
or a total of $5440,65. Making a
Storms and zero weather have no Hod. He Is the creatorand renewlic auction, to the highest bidder,
His eyes no longar brightly shine;
JAMB J. DANHOF.
grand total for the two suits in- terrors for the winter fisherman of er (Ps. 104:30). He Is called Clod
at the north front door of the courtGrietje
Ver
MeuUn
having
filed
in
Jodgv of ProW
cluding costs of $12,186.75.Report Fennville and vicinity and the col- In Acts 5:3-4, and II Corinthians said court her final administration ac
house in the City of Grand Haven,
His cheeks no longer glow.”
Core Vande Water,
accepted and when checks for above ony enjoying the sport on Hutch- 3:18.
Ottawa County, Michigan, teat becount and her petition praying for the
Register of Probate.
II.
How
Believers
Are
Related
to
amounts are received,they arc to ins lake only laughs ns Old Boreas
ing the place where the Grcuit
allowance
thereof and for the assignhe credited to the General Street rage around tbeir sharks on the the Holy Spirit. They are regenCourt for the County of Ottawa !•
ment
and distribution of tha rasidue oi
F uml.
ice. The fishing village at present Prated by Him (John 3:5-8); they said astate.
held, on Monday the 4th day of
City Inspector Bosch called the consistsof about a dozen shacks in are Indwelt hy Him (I Cor. 0:19;
February,A. D., 1929,
It is Ordered,That tha
invite
Business
Hal.
4:6).
He
also
fills
(Eph.
5:18
attention of the Council to one Wil- which the sportsmensit and fish.
o’clockin the afternoon I
and
Acts
4:31).
To
he
filled
with
18th Day ef February,A. D. 1929
liam Alexander, a tube rail or pp- Those out during the last few days
date, which premises are descril
Ten Cate
tient, who at present is staying in include Ross Haney, Slim Rirley, the Holy Spirit Is the duty of every
in said mortgageas follows, to-wit;
at ten o'clock in the forenoon,at said
this city, with his daughter, Mrs. Cecil Schaeffer,Gifford Steinburg, believer. No one has the right to
The following described land
probate office, ba and is heraby apGoldie Fox, having recently come Will Northgrave,Louie Johnson. perform any work for Christ with- pointed for examining and allowing
ATTORNEYB-AT-LAW
premises, situatedin the Towi
out
this
tilling
(Luke
24:48,
49;
Acts
XBoa
Over
tbe
Flint
state
a
to our City from Allegan There John Geske, Dale Martin, Ward
of Park County of Ottawa
said accountand hearing said petition;
:8).
Even
the
temporalities
of
was considerablediscussion in re- Post, Ival Wade and Elwin McTagState of Michigan, viz.: the northIt
is
Further
Ordered.
That
public
“Home of the Thrifty”
gard to whether the city of Holland gart. None of them have reported the church should be In the hands
east quarter (NEU) of the northnotice
thereof
be
given
by
publication
Cornelius
De
Keyzer
or Allegan County should take care any great luck so far but keep on Of the Spirit-filledmen (Acts 0:1-3).
east quarter (NE%) of Section
III. What the Holy Spirit Does of a copy of this order, for three sueof Mr. Alexander. On motion of hoping as day after day they sit
Twenty-eight(28) Township Flva
UIIIOIIIIIIIillllQIlllll 1
cessive weeks previous to said day of Notary Public and Justiceof Peace
Aid, Hyma. 2nd by Kleis, Resolved, in the darkness of their shanties (John 10:8-11).
(5) north, Range Sixteen (16)
heating, in the Holland City News, a
1.
Convicts
the
world
of
sin
(v.8)
that the City of Holland take with a speer in hand waiting for
west, together with all tenements,
newspaper
printed
and
circulated
in
The one awful sin of the world
Fire Insurance in U. S. Companies hereditamentsand appurtenancaa
charge of the case and try to collect a chance ’ to plug a pickeral or
said county.
Farm, City and Resort Properties thereunto belonging: excepting
from Allegan county later. Said perch as the fish rises to a decoy Is unbelief. The Holy Spirit con
JAMES
J.
DANHOF,
For Sale, Rent or Exchange
motion was lost. On motion of Aid. placed a few feet below the surface vlcts the people of the world of .
however,Lota numbered SeventyJu<Ua of Probate.
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
Office, 57 W. Tenth Street
McLean, 2nd by Steffens. The mat- of the water. All agree with their .error concerningsin and A true ropy—
threo (73) and Seventy-four (74)
Cora
Vande
Water,
shows
Their
guilt
before
Cod.
ter was referred Id the City At- Bourne the Bard, that its great
One-half .Block West of Postofficeof Lakewood Park Sub-division,a
Registar of Probata.
2. He convicts tbe world of
torney and the Health Officerfor sport.
recorded plat now comprising part
disposition.
Most of the shantieshave stoves righteousness(v. 10).
of said mortgagedpremises.
Mayor Brooks read an interestingin them and things inside are quite The resurrection and ascensionof
Dated this 12th day of Novem11885-Exp. Jan. 26
communicationfrom Ald. Jonkman, snug and warm. Spearingtakes Christ prove that He Is the Rightfyier
ber, A. D., 1928.
who is visiting in the Netherlands. skill that only can bo achieved eous One. and that righteousnessIs STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Holland City State Bank,
Dealer la
Accepted and filed.
with practiceand it’s a thrill to sit only possible ns He Is accepted ns
Court for the County of Ottawa.
All kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
Mortgagee.
Windmills,Gasoline Engine*
there in the gloom and see a big Savior.
At a session of said Court, held at
Chas. H. McBride,
Humps and Plumbing Supplies
^stalled. Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable in
Motions and ReHoIutions
man-sized pike come slowly and
0. He convincesthe world of Judg
«| ag. ith m. Attorney for Mortgagee,
the Probate Officein the Citv of Grand Phons
outlying and rural districts.
cautiously into range, as he seeks ment.
Haven in said County, on the 3rd day
Business Address:
Aid. McLean brought up the matTo
be
convinced
of
the
reality
of
to determinejust what the decoy
of January A. I). 1929.
Holland, Mich.
ter of Radio Interference in the
may have to offer in the way of Judgment Is the crying need of the
Expire* February 12. 1929.
different parts of the City, and on
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
food. Many of the spearers use world today. Sin unatoned for shall
motion of Aid. McLean, The Board
live decoys in the way of a big he punished. The sinner who re- Judge of Probate.
of Public Works was requested to
In the Matter of the Estate of
chub while others use a manufact- fuses the righteousnesswhich Cod
delegate a man to spend at least ured decoy.
provided In Jesus Christ also shall ARTHUR R BOWMASTER, Deceased
a part of his time in assistingthe
o
l»e Judged.
Jeanette K Bowptaaterhaviug filed
citizens of Holland in locating
4. The Spirit mortifies the deeds
ZEELAND
in said court her petition praying
whatever interferencemay develop.
•ervloe Reasonable
The Latest in Transportation “Service” our Motto
of the flesh (Rom. 8:12, 13).
•
Holland
that the administration of said estate
Aid. Brieve brought up the maJames C. De Free, who left for
The only way to get the vlctorv be granted to Benjamin H. Bowmaster
II E. *th FH
ter of purchasing one and possibly Florida with Mrs. De Pree, has teleEmollient
over our carnal natures Is to give
two cars for the use of the City graphed that he will arrive here the place of rulershlpto the Holy or to aome other suitable persoa.
Engineer and his assistant. Re- Sunday.
It is Ordered, That tbe
Dady Use
Spirit.
BadteDer,
ferred to the Street Committeewith
Lester Volkers injured his ankle
4lh Dayef February A. D., 1929
5. He leads the believer (v. 14).
power- to act. AdjourneJ.
while playing basketballlast week.
The Spirit-filledbeliever lives the •t 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at said
The Junior class has decided to life of the Son of Cod.
prohate office,be and is hereby appoint*
Adjourned.
stage the play “Adam and Eve”- a
6. He gives assurance to' the be- ed for bearing said petition;
CHIROPRACTOR
Will mak* the Skin dear,
Oscar Peterson,City Clerk. comedy in three acts. Misses Mar- liever (Rom. 8:15-17).
Office: Holland City State Rank
It is Further Ordered, Thst public
^smooth and white,
ian Van Vessem and Ruth Van Kerf
The Holy Spirit witnesses to- notice thereof be given by pnblicstion
Hoar* m-l yo a. M. l-ft, 7 -a
sen are to direct the play. Those
HEAR REV. LEONARD DEVRIES taking part are George Van Peur; gether with tbe human spirit to •f S'OOpy of this order, once each
we*K for three successive weeks
Holland Phone
- Office Cor. Pine & 8th
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST |sem, Roger -De Pree, Donald De the reality of tbe new birth.
7. He enables the believerto previous to said day of heariag in the
t Eruptions,
CHURCH
Bruyn. Helen Clark. Winona Wells, pray according to the will of Cot)
Holland City News, a newspaperprintCor. Pine and 19th Streels
>HOL 15*
JT*
Jack Plewes, Eilee Bridges, Earl (Rom. 8:26. 27).
ed and circulatedIn aaid county.
tlemen after*
Mocrdyk,Earl Vanden Bosch, Dick
While tbe believer does not know
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Van Dorp, Esther Hieftje and Etta how to pray ns he ought, the Holy
racial offer this week on wed- Post.
Judge of Probate
Spirit helpeth his Infirmity.All
BROS., Operators
invitations.Come in and sec
rncFAiuvin neusoiuiTOtYorp—-- Office
The local basketball team won prayer which the Holy Spirit Imlites A true copy—
Holland City News, 32 W. the victory over the Grand Rapids
CORA VANDEWATER,
the Heavenly Father answers.
liareltine
I. wl.
Register of Probate.
Christian school with a score of
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The city council will not meet
Henry GoerHngs jof the First for three weeks this time or unState Bank, was the principal til Wednesday, February 6th.

News

Local
ton.

Miss Marie Elferdink,South River Ave* is now in Boy Scout Headquarters at the City Hall in place
of Mrs. Norman Cobb.

Allen J. Heeringa, 267 Central
avenue. Holland, is one of a large
class recently enrolled at the Moody
Bible InstituteOf Chicago in the
courses of the winter term.
While Mias Martha Prakken was

Miss Gertrude Stroeve ably took
to<
care of
office in the Citv Hall,
affairs.

C.

Miss Lillian Steketee and Thomas Beyer, both of Holland, were
Holland police gathered in the
united in marriage on Saturday at
Something of great importance to
following for traffic violations:
Michigan City, Indiana.
Ladiaa.— See Sec. 2, Page 2.
George Essing, stop street, $3; Jno.
Sas, Jr., no parking lights, $8; Harley Scott, no parking lights, $3;
Henry Van Dort, stop street, $3;
Donald Schaap, reckless driving,
$29.15; E. P. Seaver, hit and run
driver,$3: Arthur Van Arendonk,
defective lights, $3.

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.
Distance Rates
iurprisingly

Are

Low
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You can talk for
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THERE’S
In

all

Values for the Entire Family

Oxfords Help Girls
To Stand Correctly
Thif

sensible Oxfoi

*

ideal shoe for tht

Younger Miss. RuMw
tapped heel to take the jar*

room across Um
ball of the foot

and

lots of

large or small, the Christ-

has

taken a tremendous hold
on the people.

-

o

BUndinfr tones

of Brown

m

this Street

Suede and Kid

Shoe. The strap is

smartiy

narrow.

$2.98

Semi-Spon

$4.98

Oxford

Oneatrapa

For Aching

Ease! Style!

Fen

For

Young

Girii *

This neat model in glistening
Slack Patent, has a sports heel

md a novel underlayof Black
nd Bronze.Moderatelypriced.

If your feet tire easily,try
wearing this neat Black Kid

Oxford, for walks or working
hours. Built-in Arch Support

$2.98

A

simple shoe hi Black Pat-

ent

yet quite appropriatefor

“dress up’’ wear for the Younger Miss.

$3.98

Broadway

$2;98

Sensible Shoes

Favorite!

For Your Liuie

Girl

OdUmfs

school Oxfords ary

so rhomiog today as. for is•mple

this section of the country went
through so much suffering we think
as this good mother.
Nicholas Howe made a business
trip to Holland last Friday.
Harold Brower, son of Herman
Brower while on a visit to his undo
in Chicora was suddenly taken ill
with acute appendicitis. Dr. A.
Brower of Holland was called to
Chicora and the young man was at
once operated in the home.
Mrs. John Ver Beek is confined
to her bed with heart trouble.
Anthony Engelsman of Ypsilahti
is staying a few days with his
brother Henry.
Gerrit Klomp was in Chicora last
Sunday.

Cities,

mas Savings habit

makes an

who knows what more she must
still witness. No other person in

A REASON.

American

Worth While Shoe

Presents

Peter J. Bramse and Peter Westrate were in Grand Rapids Tuesday
PERSONALS
to attend a meeting of the National Fertilizerassociationin session
L. T. Schaddelee was in Grand in the Y. M. C. A. building.
Haven Monday on business.
W. J. Olive is in Springfield, 11.1,
Mrs. Hub Boone was hostess to attending a conference of district
the Ladies’ Aid society of the 3rd agents of the Franklin Insurance
Reformed church that met on Wed- compay at the home office there.
nesday afternoon.

m$t

Week

Footwear

from tuberculosisof the lungs. He
has sufferedwith this for at least
Ifyears.His mother, now 78 years
old has had a most trying strenuous sorrowful life. She was an
only child, never enjoyed the love
and companionship of a brother or
sister. When about 18 years of
age, she was married to Henry
Boeskool and one son was born to
them who is still living and about
60 years old. Just a abort married
» 71?6 jpwkrty meeting of the life and her husband died. SomeAdult Bible class of the Van Raalte time afterwards she again married,
Avenue Reformed church was held this time to Coop Groephyde. They
Monday evening at the church. The had three children. Then this husannual election of officerswas held. band died of lung troubleand shortThey are: president, J. Welling, ly afterawrds her mother died, this
vice president,Mrs. Schuitema; left her a widow with four chilsecretary, Mrs. P. Amoldink;treas- dren and an old father. She once
urer, H. Foppen; assistant secre- fore married and this time to her
tary and treasurer,H. Jurr 'S; A •resent husband, Driss Van Den
program was givin consisting of losch. Shortly after that, her
selectionsby the church orches- father died. This last marriage
tra, a xylophone solo by Peter Bo- brought four children. Some 12
ter, vocal selectionsby the Sixth years ago, her youngest child, a
Reformed church male quartet, a daughter of about 16 years, died of
solo by G. Van Wynen and an ad- tuberculosis and then some 2 years
dress by Dick Boter on the sub- later a son of 19 vears died from
ject, “Why I Believe in the Church ’ the same disease. Three years after this her oldest daughter of 40
The Century club gathered Mon- yearo died also and three small
day. night at the home of Attor- childrenwhich had to be mothered
ney Daniel Ten Cate and the en- a great deal by this grandmother.
tertainerof the evening was Miss Some one and a half years ago,
Marian Stowe of the department of another son of 40 years died also
expression of the Teachers’ Col- of this same disease. He left a,
lege at Ypsilanti. The musical fea- wife and three small children. Last
tures were furnished by Mrs. Ar- fall another son of 50 died of tuberthur Visscher, Mrs. Beulah Har- culosis, and he left a wife and sevper Dunwoody and Mrs. Martha eral children and now said John
Robbins. Mrs. Dunwoody and Mrs. Van Den Bosch is near death. He
Visscher sang several duets and is about 44 years old. There are
Mrs. Dunwoody sang a group of only two of all her children left.
songs. Mrs. Robbins was an able She lived to see two husbands, a
accompanist.Miss Marian Stowe’s father and mother and six grownprogram and the musical offerings up childrenall die of a slow lingerwere well received.
ing illness, dying by inches. She
certainly has the tsincerestsympathy of the entire community for
all the suffering and anxiety she
enduring during all these years.
She is still strong for her age and

MBBPBBIBBnamPBl

eu

60—64 East Eighth St

-

-

Surprisingly Fast

between 4*30

Mrs. (?. C. Wood entertainedsixMr. and Mrs. G. W. Bailey of La
teen guests at a buffet supper and
Porte, Indiana, were week end
bridge party Saturday evening at
gucsts^at^thehome of Mr. and Mrs

cal selections while Mrs. Harold J.
Mrs. Frank S. Taylor died Sat- guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Brower Karst* played comnosWops’by
urday evening at her home, 56 W. during her stay in this city.
Grieg, and Mrs. W. ft. Buss gave
13th street, after a lingering illa paper dealing with the life and
Mrs.
D.
Sherman
of
Fennville
has
ness. She was 56 years old at the
works of this great composer.
time of her death. The body was been visiting Mrs. Bert Mead this
o
taken to the Nibbelink-NotierFu- week.
OAKLAND
NEWS
neral home. Mrs. Taylor is surMrs. Bessie Severancehas revived by her husband, a mechanic
Den Bosch, clerk ui
at the Peoples garage. Funeral turned from Zeeland where she has
been visiting for some time with Ovensel Township is very serious| services were held at Manistee on
relatives.
ly ill, and at the ooint of death
Monday.

i

PENNEY C0.

J.C

her home, 24 West 13th street.
Prizes were won by Mrs. B. Ray
Supt. E. E. Fell has returned mond and Marvin Lindeman.
from Lansing where he spoke to
The Holland Musician s club met
the seniors and faculty of Michigan State college as part of a at the home of Mrs. R. B. Champion, 36 West 12th street Wednesspecial course of seven lecturesto
day
afternoon.The program was
be given by that many educators
in charge of Mrs. W. R. Buss ModDr. D. G. Cook, city health of- of Michigan.
ern Norwegian comnosersand muficer said this morning that the flu
sic, centering on Grieg were the
epidemic was practically abated in
Miss Marian Stowe who gave a
Holland and that the general program before the Century club 5, JicU ,of 8tudy- Mrs- Jeannette
health was otherwise very good. at the home of Attorney Daniel H. Brumbaugh and Mrs. D. B. K.
Ten Cate, Monday night, was the Van Raklte pleasinglyrendered vo-

V

or less,

I

Jnnn«r,?etf0,»K
r-Sii

away from the Holland abstract

Is

.

Mrs. A. P. Huntley of Port HuMr. and Mrs. D. H. Snyder of class of the United States Military
ing the entrance examinations Van- the class ring for this year’s graduron has been here for a visit with 309 College avenue left Monday
academy this year. Herbert Van- der Heide won an appointment from
her
mother,
Mrs.
Mae
Allen.
ates. The local man is a member
speaker at the Lions Club dinner
for California where they will spend der Heide will be the first boy from
President Coolidge. In his first of the army lacrosse team, whl^h
the
winter.
at the Warm Friend Tavern MonMrs. C. Ossewaarde of Holland,
this city to be graduated from eith- three years, the local lad won vari
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
was nosed out of a chance to parday noon.
er of Uncle Sam’a academies. Van- ious honors. Now as a first grade
entertained Mr. Albert Coith of John W. Timmer, Route 6, Holland,
take in the Olympicsby the Johns
William Selles, Jack Knoll. Milo der Heide enlisted in the regular
Cincinnati over Sundav.
cadet he holds many distinctions. Hopkins university. He qualified
named Gene Kenneth.
De Vries, John Ter Beek and John army. Seeing that advancement
Vander Heide is vice president of with the highest honors in his class
A daughter was born to Mr. and
and Will Arendshorst have return- was rather slow he studied hard
Friends in Holland have received
the Gun Club, composed of the ex- for expert pistol,riflle, anti-airMrs. Harry Talmink at Holland word from Postmaster A. J. West- Mra. Charles Priest and L Priest ed from Chicago where they at- when at Fort Sheridan in preparapert marksmen of the school. He craft and field artillery, thus winof Cedar Springs, Mich., spent Sun- tended the Home furnishers’conhospital named Norma Mae, a«so
tion for the chance to go to Uncle is a member of the Howitzer staff,
veer, H. R. Doesburgand D. J. Du day in Holland visiting at the home
ing the coveted silver marksmanto Mr. and Mrs. Peter Grevengocd
vention in the Bteven’s hotel.
Sam’s army school if possible. The the West Point annual, and also is
Saar that they have arrived safely of Mr. and Mrs. George Roseboom.
ship badge. Upon graduation the
named Hazel Ann.
officersin charge noticedthe young a member of the hop committee
in Miami after a trip by way of
local cadet plans on entering the
Rev. and Mrs. Anthony Luidens man’s applicationand gave him a
which makes all arrangementsfor flying service. Of his class of 462
Washington, D.
Martin^ Wiersma, Frank Weener,
of New York were in Holland to at- chance in the competitiveexaminaMias Anna De Groot has been
social features at the academy. that entered the academy the prestend the funeral of Mrs. Luiden’s tions for West Point. By masteremployed as a stenographer in the
Vander Heide helped in designing ent record contains only 800 cadets.
father, William De Pree.
law office of Attorney Charles K.
Cobl)d
the
Yocum
P»ce
attended a banVan Duren with offices in the new
M«rcha"t8 <Juet >" Grand Rapids Friday evenMiss La Verne Essenburghspent
Peoples Bank building.
a three-dAy ing given by the Sun Oil Company. Sunday in Grand Rapids.
meeting of the credit bureau heads
of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Bezon of
John Fox left for Grand Haven
Dr. 0. Vander Velde is making Pennsylvania.
Grand Rapids were in Holland Mon- where he joined the United States
his heme at the Warm Friend Tavday to attend the funeral services Engineering department.
ern vhile Mrs. Vander Velde and
Prosecuting Attorney C. A. Lok- of Isaac Bezon at Central Park.
daughter,Miss Joan are sunning ker was in Grand Haven Mohday
Anthony Nienhuis who has been
themselves bn the beaches nt at the circuit court session at
Mrs. E. E. Fell was called to ill for a few days returned to his
Miami, Florida for the rest of the which time the jury was summo.-cd Remus, Mich., Monday by the Seri- duties at the post office.
winter.
for duty.
ous illness of her mother.
,

A. Rooiien is to build a $5,000
hone on 17th stmt near Washing-

The Service
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Oxford

trim.

very appealingshoe for

Young Feet, as

it

A

is built along'

neat shoe of All Patent,

with fancy trim and Chrome

correct healthful lines, yet with

Sole. The wide toe it a sen-

'Style. Only

sible style.

-

$2.98

-

Younger Lads

Hugs the Heel

Prefer This

$1.98

•

Shoe

Fita

2.39

Over the Inatep

ZEELAND

,

^

Holland is no exception to the

22L
Q

Mr

sSS

rule is

born out from the

fact that

hundreds upon him-

doubt why 'the CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB U so popular, i,
that no banking method has yet been devised, that so nearly fits the needs of the rank and file.
Lhnstmas time for many was becoming a worry rather than a pleasure,until the advent of the Christ-

T
the

One

of the reason, no

ctpqt

rmol MAlh BANK

Q We
You save

ha8 become a pleasure rather than a burden.
you can save on the basis of your possible needs for next December.

have scores of plans to

select

in small amounts, during Spring

accrued interest added and available the

At

from to conform with the incomes of the individuals.
and Summer which guaranteesa snug balance with the
first

week

The Christmas Savings Club

in the last

at this

month

Bank

of the year.

mill be

open

for

a

feiu days longer.

JOIN-

7IRST STATE BANK
MICHIGAN

John Vander Sluis, old Holland
directoris training a chorus of 65
voices at the Third Christian Reformed church in Zeeland for special Easter music. The entire chorus is made up from the congregation of the one church and he says
it promises to be one of the best
choruses he has ever directed.
Health Officer Rycenga Saturday
reported the number of measles
cases in the city is on the increase.
Attendance in the local schools has
not been seriouslyaffected as vet
because of the disease attacking
pre-schoolchildren mostly.

leading lady role Will be played by
Helen Clark and Winona Wells with
George Van Peursem and Roger De
Pree playing opposite them. Other
members of the cast are Etta Post,
Esther Hieftje, Lillian Bridges,
Eurl Moerd
irdyk, Jack Plewes, Dick
Van Dorp,
i, Earl Vanden Bosch and
Donald De Bruyn. The production
is under the directionof Miss Marian Van Vessem and Miss Ruth
Van Kcrsen of the high school faculty.
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This MoccasinToe Workshoe rives comfort plus even
longer service than you wouU

expect for the Urn
Jfo, ---

price,

Oil.

$2.98
It

has as much style as Dad’s,

and yet it is designed for growing feet with special comfort
features built in.

This neat Oxford of Gun
Metal Calf is well made and
has just enough trim. Good

Gun Metal or

Tan.

value at

$2.98
$3.98
2.79

Br*wa Elb mImi • plUIW Work Skoo
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$1.98
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- The annual junior class play,
“Adam and Eva,’’ will be given
March 21 and 22. The leading
character roles will be doubled.The
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Rev. John M. Vander Meulen,
presidentof the Presbyterian semif at Louisville, Kentuck, was in
and Monday and visitedwith
relatives and -friends. Mr. Vander
Meulen has charge of the annua!
week of prayer at Hope College
where he is speaking. Mrs. Vander Meulen was formerly Miss Mac
Veneklasen of Zeeland.
The girls’ basketball teams in
Junior high have been chosen. The
7th grade team is as follows: forwards, Gladys Moerdyk, Evelyn Raterink and Laura Berghorst; centers, Josephine De Vries and Josephine Bouwens and Violet Winstrom; guards, Laura Mae Van
Kley, Zelma Hendricksand Janet
Raak. The 8th grade team is composed of the following: forwards,
Etholyn Schaap, Margaret Dornbos, and Albertha Vander Kooi;
centers, Janet Wiersma, Marian
Kammeraad and Sarah Schrotenboer; guards, Anna Van Hoven, Elizabeth Hoffman and AngelineEl-
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Done With Heat

Can Be Done Better

With GAS

